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Abstract
Large surface ships have traditionally used steel for their construction,
which provides good blast resistance and predictable behaviour in use.
This research project, however, considered the use of polymeric foam
core sandwich panels for the construction of ship hulls, with the inten-
tion of reducing the radar signature of the vessel; increasing the max-
imum speed; reducing fuel consumption; and providing control over
desired mechanical properties for specific applications. This project
specifically considered the resistance of the sandwich composites to
non-contact explosives, specifically sea mines and areal blast.
This research project firstly presents air blast testing performed on
polymeric foam core sandwich panels with glass fibre face-sheets. The
foam polymer type, the effect of the face-sheet material and the effect
of using a graded density foam core for blast wave attenuation were
all investigated. When subjected to air blast loading it was found that
by grading the core density a smoother back face-sheet displacement
was witnessed. This was a significant discovery as protecting the back
face-sheet is key to maintaining structural integrity of the ship hulls.
In a comparison of foam polymers in the cores of the sandwich panel
it was concluded that styrene acrylonitrile offers optimum fracture and
adhesion properties. Furthermore, it was found that by interleaving
high modulus polypropylene fibres between the glass fibre front face-
sheets, front face-sheet cracking and delamination can be prevented,
restricting water ingress into the sandwich panel if it were subjected
to blast loading. Advances in using 3D high speed imaging for digital
image correlation were also achieved, whereby the results were used to
estimate core shear strain during deformation, and the kinetic energy
and strain energy in the sandwich panel were estimated by comparison
with blast wave pressure simulations.
The residual flexural and edgewise compression properties of the air
blasted sandwich panels were then determined to calculate the flexural
stiffness and strength and edgewise stiffness and strength with vary-
ing damage. It was found that the construction of the sandwich panel
properties were unaffected by the construction, and that debonding of
the face-sheets and the core was the key performance reducing dam-
age mechanism. Residual properties were determined for the sandwich
materials, with the intention that these could be used in simulations to
predict performance of the ship hulls after successfully withstanding a
blast.
In underwater blast scenarios it was discovered that using a graded
density foam core reduced the central deflection of the sandwich panel
due to the increase in energy absorption due to crushing of the step-
wise increase in foam core density. This effect was greater in carbon
fibre sandwich panels than in glass fibre panels, due to the increased
stiffness of the face-sheets. The central deflection was calculated by
averaging the strains measured on the two face-sheets with electronic
strain gauges, which was a novel technique and took advantage of the
symmetry present in the square sandwich panels.
As the focus of this research project was on foam core properties, the
polymeric foam materials were characterised in quasi-static and dy-
namic tension, and quasi-static and dynamic compression. Dynamic
compression tests were performed using a split-Hopkinson pressure bar
which was designed specifically for testing low density foam materi-
als. Stress equilibrium was achieved in these tests using a textured
polypropylene pulse shaper. Stress equilibrium was checked for by per-
forming high speed digital image correlation during deformation, to
ensure that core crushing did not begin at the incident bar.
The final stage of the research project was to construct finite element
simulations of the air blast tests, using the polymeric foam material
properties measured in the quasi-static and dynamic tests. A large
number of simulations were performed with varying charge sizes and
stand-off distances, to determine a combination of blast peak pressure
and impulse values at which the sandwich panels failed. Developments
were achieved in the use of a brittle cracking material model and the
effect of the boundary conditions on the simulations was also studied.
This research project furthered the understanding of sandwich com-
posite materials to air and underwater blast loading. Advancements
were made into the use of stepwise graded density foam cores and in
characterising foams at dynamic tensile and compressive rates. A ma-
jor conclusion of the project is that the use of graded density cores
can be utilised to prevent damage of the sandwich panel on the rear
side and can be used to absorb blast energy due to core crushing. The
results of the project aid in simulating the response of composite ship
hulls to blast loading and better predict the usability of the ships after
being subjected to a blast event.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This research project considers the blast resistance of various constructions of poly-
meric foam sandwich composite materials for use in naval applications. Polymeric
composite materials possess a lower radar signature than their metallic counter-
parts, so enable stealth ships to be developed to avoid detection. Furthermore,
sandwich composite materials are much less dense than the metals used in ship
building, allowing composite warships to move much faster in water. Finally, by
using composite materials in the construction of naval vessels it is possible to de-
sign such that the optimum mechanical properties are obtained. The research
presented in this thesis forms part of an international research initiative funded by
the Office of Naval Research, USA, investigating all aspects of materials for use in
military marine applications. In this project, however, the research is focussed on
the resistance of the materials to blast loads.
When at sea the threat to a naval vessel can be categorised into torpedoes,
missiles and sea mines. Torpedoes and missiles generally will detonate in contact
with the ship, so protection from these threats is usually by avoiding detection,
or destroying the weapon or source. Certain non-contact sea mines, however, are
detonated such that their blast wave energy can be withstood with a suitability
designed hull. Sea mines are detonated by three different methods: by physical
contact with the naval vessel; by the displacement of the water from the ship; or
by radio detonation using radar to establish the proximity of the ship. Physical
contact of the sea mine to the ship hull generates a very large amount of energy,
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which is unrealistic to protect against, meaning that this type of attack must be
avoided. Proximity charges, however, decay the blast energy significantly before
contact with the naval structure. It is to these threats that the responses of
sandwich materials are tested in this project.
In order to test against this threat, composite sandwich panels were tested in air
blast and underwater blast scenarios. This was done to simulate both subsurface
mines and floating mines. The strength after air blast properties of the sandwich
panels were also tested, to assess the capabilities of ships made from these materials
for continued service after withstanding an air blast attack. The polymeric foam
cores were also characterised using quasi-static and dynamic tension, and quasi-
static and dynamic compression, in an attempt to understand the various responses
to blast loading. Air blast finite element models were generated to simulate the
response of the sandwich composites, including fracture of the foam core.
1.1 Composites in Naval Vessels
Composite materials were first incorporated into US naval vessels in 1947, in a
prototype 8.5 m long boat, and between 1955 and 1962 a total of 32 glass fibre
reinforced polymer (GFRP) boats were built, each between 10 m and 17 m long.
The first submarine use of GFRP was in USS Halfbeak in 1953, where the material
was used for the fairwater, and seven more were fitted by 1960. In 1965 the GFRP
deckhouse of USS Asheville was blast tested, before 17 were built by 1971 [8].
In more recent years composites have been utilised in numerous fast attack
boats. The Finish Hamina Class patrol boat utilises a carbon fibre reinforced
polymer (CFRP) superstructure [9] to allow low water displacement and manoeu-
vrability . The design is similar to the Norwegian Skjold class corvette, which has
a CFRP and GFRP superstructure [10], the Turkish Ada class frigates [11] and
various other small stealth vessels.
Bigger ships to incorporate composite materials into their design include the
Type 45 Destroyer, part of the UK Royal Navy fleet, and the Zumwalt Class
Destroyer, part the US Navy fleet. The Type 45 destroyer has a fibre composite
radar dome [12] to reduce interference, and the Zumwalt Class has a composite
deck housing to reduce weight, radar signature and to increase corrosion resistance
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[13]. Photographs of the Royal Navy Type 45 destroyer radar dome and complete
vessel are shown in Figure 1.1, and photographs of the US Navy Zumwalt Class
composite deck housing and the complete vessel are shown in Figure 1.2.
Type 45 Composite Radar Dome Royal Navy Type 45 Destroyer
Figure 1.1: Photographs of the Royal Navy Type 45 destroyer composite radar
dome (left), from [1], and the completed vessel (right), from [2].
Zumwalt Class Composite Deck Housing US Navy Zumwalt Class Destroyer
Figure 1.2: Photographs of the US Navy Zumwalt Class destroyer composite deck
housing (left), from [3], and the completed vessel (right), from [4].
These examples show that composites in warships are considered for fairly non-
structural components, simply to reduce weight and radar signature. The research
presented in this thesis considers the materials for structural use in the ship hull. If
the composite materials are suitable for this application there are large prospective
weight gains, as well as cost savings in propulsion and increased vessel speed. The
lack of metallic materials would also reduce the radar signature of the vessels.
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There are many considerations to be undertaken in the consideration of sand-
wich composite materials for use in ship hulls. The movement of the naval vessel
through the water resulting in cyclic flexural loading the panels from the move-
ment of the ship in the water as wells as from waves slamming against the side of
the ship. This would cause cyclic strain of materials which could cause the open-
ing of voids present from the manufacturing process, specifically in the face-sheet
laminates and in the interface between the face-sheet and foam core.
Another aspect to be addressed would be the design of the ship hull itself, using
the sandwich composites as structural members stiffened with fibre composite sup-
ports. The design of this is arguably more flexible than with a steel structure, due
to the possible of achieving very complex shapes, and the possible variations in the
constituent composite materials and constructions. However, the use of composite
materials in such large structures is expensive in terms of materials, labour and
testing. The manufacturing processes involved in steel ship construction are now
well established, and rules and regulations for design and construction are well
developed over time. However, this cannot be stated for composite materials used
in ship hull construction.
The response of composite hulls to impact is another important factor. In
the event of collisions with rocks and other marine structures steel hulls undergo
significant ductile damage which limits the loss of structural integrity of the hull.
Furthermore, it is a relatively simple process to repair the damage with welding,
even if the damage is underwater. The response of composite materials can be
much more brittle in behaviour and repair can be more complicated, but the
design of the materials can be tailored such that impact brittle fracture can be
inhibited and repair can take place.
Due to the varied use of naval vessels, the hulls are expected to perform in
a wide variation in temperature and conditions such as ice, fresh water and sea
water. A large proportion of composite materials are polymeric, so it is important
to assess the temperature affects on their properties. However, there is a huge
benefit to be realised in that composite materials can be selected such that they
are not affected by the range of chemicals a naval vessel might be subject to.
Finally, for naval vessels a significant threat to the structural integrity of the
hull is due to blast loading. This forms the research performed in this project, and
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the details of the blast threat to naval vessels is outlined subsequently.
1.2 Blast Loading of Sandwich Composites
When a polymeric foam core sandwich panel is subjected to load, failure is possi-
ble in numerous forms. With high intensity loading, or localised loading such as
three point bending, the failure mode is often first dominated by foam core crush-
ing. This is immediately followed by front face-sheet compressive failure. When
the sandwich composites are loaded in edgewise compression the failure mode is
generally in the form of edge-wise compression of the face-sheets or bowing of
the face-sheets causing debonding from the core. The various modes of failure of
sandwich composites are discussed in detail in [14].
When subjected to blast loads with low pressure amplitudes, but high blast
energy, the sandwich panels generally undergo gross bending into a “bathtub”
shape, which causes shear cracks to form in the polymeric foam. These core shear
cracks cause localised bending, which in turn cause debonding of the face-sheet and
foam core at these locations. This type of low pressure magnitude loading is typical
of the air blast tests performed in this research, which were achieved using high
charge sizes at large stand-off distances. When subjected to underwater blast loads,
on the other hand, the energy transmitted to the sandwich panel is much lower,
but with a large peak pressure amplitude. This large peak pressure amplitude
causes crushing of the foam core upon arrival, before the sandwich panel begins
to bend. The core crushing reduces the flexural stiffness of the sandwich panel,
causing greater bending damage in the second stage of deflection. Schematics of
polymeric foam core sandwich panel deflections under air blast and underwater
blast are shown in Figure 1.3a and Figure 1.3b respectively. These mechanisms of
failure were all witnessed in the blast research presented in this thesis.
1.3 Research Objectives
One of the primary goals of this research project was to assess the benefits of using
a graded density foam core in sandwich composite hull designs, specifically when
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Figure 1.3: Deflection schematics of a polymeric foam sandwich composite sub-
jected to a) air blast loading; and b) underwater blast loading.
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subjected to air and underwater blast loading. It was hypothesised that by using
a graded density foam core in the air blast tests, cracking would be encouraged in
the front, lower density foam layers, providing a smoother displacement at the rear
of the sandwich panel. This is desired as a smoother rear face-sheet displacement
implies that it is less likely to suffer catastrophic failure, which is important for
retaining structural integrity. In underwater blast, where the peak pressures are
high enough to crush the polymeric foam cores inside the sandwich panels, it was
expected that more blast energy would be absorbed in crushing a stepwise graded
core than a single density core. By absorbing more energy, and attenuating the
shock wave at the foam layer interfaces, the panel was expected to undergo less
damage. The increased energy absorbed in crushing the graded density core than
the single density core was to be examined using a split-Hopkinson pressure bar
(SHPB), with the test setup specifically designed for use with rigid polymeric foam
materials.
Another objective set out in this project was to assess the air blast responses
of different foam polymer types used in the core of the sandwich panels. Styrene
acrylonitrile (SAN) and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) are common cores used in marine
applications, and polymethacrylimid (PMI) is common in helicopter blades. PMI
is stiffer and stronger, but was expected to be much more brittle than the SAN
and PVC core, which is detrimental in the large displacement witnessed in pressure
loading of large panels. This research was expanded upon by characterising the
three foams in quasi-static and dynamic tension, to assess the different fracture
behaviours. The fracture mechanism in the foam core of a sandwich panel is
dominated by shear loading, but as the manufacturer shear properties of the foams
were very similar it was expected that different fracture behaviour would be due
to varying tensile failure strains.
As stated previously the intention of using a graded density foam core was to
protect the rear face-sheet from damage, to maintain the integrity of a ship hull.
However, it would also be beneficial to prevent water ingress into the sandwich
panels if they were to withstand a blast load but with front face-sheet cracking. In
order to achieve this a compliant front face-sheet was required, and in this research
Innegra polypropylene (PP) plies were distributed between the GFRP plies in the
front face-sheet. It was expected that even with the presence of cracks in the
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GFRP front face-sheet plies, and in the core, the PP plies would not fracture.
This would, therefore, prevent water ingress into the sandwich panel.
A comparison of CFRP versus GFRP for the face-sheets was required in un-
derwater blast, to assess the different central displacement profiles and failure
mechanisms caused by the much stiffer CFRP material. It was expected that
the CFRP sandwich panels would create a much higher bending moment at the
boundaries, to the point of fracture of the rear face-sheet. As such the central
displacement would be much lower, as the sandwich panel would be able to deflect
less.
Residual flexural and edgewise compressive properties of the sandwich panels
after being subjected to air blast were examined, and this was to characterise the
sandwich constructions with damage present. The intention of this data would be
to simulate the continued use of a naval vessel after withstanding a blast. Due
to decoupling of the face-sheets it was expected that the presence of any damage
would cause a significant reduction in stiffness and strength. In flexural loading the
foam core acts to transmit shear load between the face-sheets, so with debonding
present no shear would be transmitted. In edgewise compression the foam core acts
to prevent buckling of the face-sheets, so decoupling would cause earlier buckling.
The ultimate aim of this research project is to develop an understanding of
blast mechanics in sandwich structures, and to compare various sandwich compos-
ite materials for use in naval vessels. Due to the expense and uncertainty involved
in full scale blast testing the use of simulations for predicting the response of ship
hulls is desired. The residual material properties and the foam characterisation
results presented in this thesis aid in developing simulations, and the air and un-
derwater blast results provide validation of the simulation results. Finite element
simulations were produced in this project to assess sandwich panels subjected to
air blast loading, with the use of a tensile brittle cracking model. As the failure of
the cores are dominated by shear loading and debonding between the face-sheets
and the core, this was expected to only provide an indication of the onset of dam-
age during deformation to blast loading. The intention was to better predict the
responses of the sandwich composites to air blast loading than those obtained using
linear elastic material models, and to produce failure curves for the two face-sheets
and the foam core for various charge sizes and stand-off distances.
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1.4 Thesis Outline
1.4.1 Literature Review
The first chapter in this thesis, Chapter 2, provides a review of current published
research relevant to the project. The literature review first considers the blast
resistance of composite materials, specifically the properties and characteristics
observed by other researchers, as well as the experimental techniques used to test
the materials. This provided insight into the testing techniques used to perform
full scale air and underwater blast tests for this research project. The literature re-
view also investigates published work on the strength after blast and strength after
impact of sandwich composite materials. As this is a fairly non-standard investi-
gation it was important to learn from the work of other researchers in designing
the tests, and to be able to compare results with those obtained in literature.
The third topic covered by the literature review summarises current progress in
the area of foam and sandwich composite characterisation. The literature review
section specifically considers the interfacial properties between the foam core and
face-sheets, as well as SHPB testing of foam materials. The interfacial properties
were investigated as no tests were performed in this project to characterise these,
yet they play an important role in the response of sandwich composites to blast
loading. SHPB tests were considered in order to design a system for the high
strain rate characterisation of polymeric foam materials, as witnessed in underwa-
ter blast loading. The final section of the literature review looks at the simulation
of sandwich composites, both numerically and analytically. This provided insight
into the modelling techniques utilised in this project and by considering research
into the simulation of sandwich materials to blast it was possible to highlight areas
of necessary research, and to understand the requirements in material properties
for blast resistance.
1.4.2 Full Scale Air Blast Testing
Chapter 3 is the first technical chapter of the thesis, and presents the results of full
scale air blast tests, which were performed at a DNV GL test site at the Royal Air
Force Spadeadam test site. These tests used 100 kg nitromethane charges and high
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speed cameras were used to track the in-plane strain and out-of-plane displacement
of the sandwich panels, using three dimensional digital image correlation (DIC).
The tests investigated the use of a stepwise graded density sandwich panel which
was expected to reduce the damage to the back face-sheet, due to cracks being
encouraged in the lower density foam on the blast side of the construction. The air
blast tests also compared three foam polymer cores: SAN, PVC and PMI. These
polymers possess very different quasi-static material properties, so it was expected
that their dynamic properties under blast would be vastly different. The final air
blast comparison considered the use of PP plies interleaved between the glass plies
in the front face-sheet of a PVC core sandwich panel. This was expected to reduce
the front face-sheet cracking in compression, due to the higher strain to failure of
the PP plies.
1.4.3 Strength After Blast Testing
The next stage of this research project was to assess the post-blast material prop-
erties of the blast tested sandwich composites, and these tests are documented
in Chapter 4. The composites were sectioned into three point bending samples
and edgewise compression samples, and the edges photographed to quantify the
amount of damage present. The three point bend tests and edgewise compression
tests were performed at various speeds and the responses were captured using two
dimensional DIC. From these results the residual effective elastic moduli and resid-
ual strengths were determined against the varying amounts of damage present, and
the strain rate at which the sandwich panels were tested. The intention of these
findings was to input the results into finite element models for continued service
of ship hulls. However this was not possible within the time constraints of the
research project.
1.4.4 Full Scale Underwater Blast Testing
As with the air blast tests presented in Chapter 3, the underwater blast tests
were performed at the DNV GL Spadeadam test site. The results of these tests
are presented in Chapter 5. The tests compared the responses of SAN foam core
sandwich panels with glass fibre and carbon fibre face-sheets. Also compared were
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the responses of single density foam cores and graded density foam cores. The
responses of the sandwich panels were measured using electronic strain gauges
adhered to the front and rear face-sheets of the sandwich panels.
1.4.5 Foam Characterisation
Chapter 6 details foam characterisation tests performed in the project. The foams
were characterised in quasi-static and dynamic tension, as well as quasi-static and
dynamic compression. The quasi-static tests were performed to provide the full
stress versus strain responses of the materials, and to provide a benchmark for
comparison. Dynamic tension provided an insight into the different responses of
the SAN, PVC and PMI foams in air blast, and dynamic compression helped to
explain the responses of the SAN core graded density sandwich panels in under-
water blast. The high strain rates in dynamic compression were achieved using a
SHPB, and in dynamic tension by using a servo-hydraulic tensile testing machine.
1.4.6 Finite Element Modeling
Initial finite element analysis (FEA) research was performed to simulate the SAN
and PVC core sandwich panels subjected to air blast in Chapter 3. The results
of the FEA simulations are presented in Chapter 7. The FEA study included the
comparison of fully elastic sandwich panels, and sandwich panels with fracture
properties included in the foam core material models. Furthermore, a comparison
was made between the sandwich panel responses when the test cubicle was included
in the simulation, and when the test cubicle was omitted. The simulations resulted
in pressure versus impulse failure curves, highlighting the charge and stand-off
distance combinations to cause failure in the two face-sheets and the foam core.
1.4.7 Conclusions
The conclusions drawn from the research project are presented in Chapter 8. This
chapter summarises the major findings in all of the research performed, and high-
lights the contribution made to the research area. Shortcomings in the research
are also discussed in the chapter, and recommended areas of improvements for the
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tests performed. A future work section is provided to identify areas to strengthen
this area of research, and to recommend research areas in which the results could
be used, such as in further simulating blast of sandwich composites.
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Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides an overview of the current published research in the field
of blast and impact loading of composite materials. Full scale blast testing is
performed infrequently due to high costs, and the qualitative nature of the results.
However, full scale tests are performed to compare different material responses as
well as to validate finite element and analytical simulations. This chapter provides
a summary of available literature considering full scale air and underwater blast
testing, and the techniques used to perform the tests and to capture the results.
Furthermore, the use of shock tubes is considered, which replicate the blast loading
of structures by using a bursting diaphragm to generate a shock wave.
Another area of research reviewed in this chapter is quantification of residual
mechanical properties after impact and blast. The focus of a significant amount of
composites research is on the initial resistance to impact or blast, but the ability
of the material in continued service is often neglected. As something which was
researched in this project, it was important to consider the current literature in
this area.
The third section presented in this chapter is in the area of foam characteri-
sation. Due to the low stiffness of foam materials they are often difficult to test
with laboratory apparatus due to the material crushing at the grips. Also, due
to the high wave impendence, achieving stress equilibrium in dynamic testing is
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challenging. There is a fair amount of literature available which addresses these
challenges, and it is summarised in this chapter to highlight the considerations
taken for the characterisation of foam in this project.
Finally, a section of this chapter is dedicated to simulating the response of
sandwich composites to blast and impact. A motivation for this research project
was to develop simulations of sandwich composites subjected to blast. It was
therefore deemed necessary to summarise current progress in this field. Well val-
idated simulations also provide important information on the material properties
and responses in order to better understand the responses of the materials to full
scale blast tests.
2.2 Blast Resistance of Composite Materials
Blast loading takes the form of a high pressure wave front travelling through a
subjected medium such as air or water, and transferring energy to a deformable
structure which is situated in the flow of the blast pressure wave. The pressure
wave is caused by the rapid overexpansion of explosive gases which travel between
1.1 and 2.0 times the speed of sound in the specific medium. The pressure wave
takes the form of an instantaneous increase, followed by an exponential decay,
followed by negative pressure due to the momentum of the explosive gases causing
a pressure below ambient at the centre of the explosion [15]. In this research
project the mediums used for testing were air and water, and a more detailed
explanation of the pressure wave travel is provided in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5
respectively.
Air blast loading of composites was performed by Arora et al. [16] in 2011,
where glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) face-sheets with styrene acryloni-
trile (SAN) foam core sandwich panels were tested using 30 kg Composites 4 (C4)
plastic explosives. The use of digital image correlation (DIC) was incorporated
to track the out-of-plane displacement and surface strains during the tests. Arora
et al. [17] performed further research into the effect of core thickness on panel
response, using the same test setup and material constructions. In the same re-
search paper, Arora et al. [17] presented the results of underwater blast testing
performed on GFRP tubes and GFRP face-sheet sandwich panels with SAN cores.
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The responses of the tube and sandwich panels underwater were recorded using
electronic strain gauges adhered to the external GFRP surfaces. This same tech-
nique was used in the underwater blast tests presented in this thesis. Further to
the air blast and underwater blast tests, Arora et al. [18] performed large scale
air blast testing using 100 kg TNT equivalent charges at 14 m stand-off distances
on sandwich composite materials. These materials were GFRP and carbon fibre
reinforced polymer (CFRP) face-sheet sandwich panels, with SAN foam cores.
The different configurations were compared, as well as a steel plate, which was
indicative of that used for the hulls of actual warships. A review of the air blast
testing performed by Arora et al., and the research into graded density air blast
sandwich panels is presented in reference [19], and the air blast research presented
in Chapter 3 is published in the same book chapter.
Due to the high expense of blast testing, shock tubes are often used to simulate
blast loading on structures. Shukla et al. have performed significant amounts of
blast research on fibre composites using a shock tube to compare the dynamic blast
response of GFRP and CFRP polymers to their quasi-static properties [20]. This
shock tube setup provided input shock pressures of around 0.7 MPa, and reflected
pressures on the samples of around 1.7 MPa. The same shock tube set-up was
also used to test 3D woven fibre composite materials to characterise the effects
of differing areal densities [21], and the effect of using a stitched and unstitch
foam core [22]. In the areal density tests the composite panels were subjected
to shock loading and then tested using in-plane compression to determine the
residual properties of the materials, and therefore determine the extent of damage
suffered. The 3D stitched foam core tests compared the results of the shock loading
tests to results obtained using a dynamic analysis code, and it was found that
with heavier core stitching a better correlation in results was found, due to less
shear damage through the sandwich panel thickness. Shock tube tests were also
performed on graded sandwich composites and sandwich composites containing
polyurea interlayers, in an attempt to mitigate blast energy during core crushing
and bending [23]. It was found that by increasing the foam density in the blast
direction, the foam incrementally crushed and reduced the bending velocity of the
sandwich panel. The polyurea interlayer situated behind the graded core and in
front of the rear face-sheet reduced back face-sheet damage. Wang, Gardner and
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Shukla [24] also tested the same graded density core with no polyurea interlayer,
and found that the incremental crushing of the lower density foam layers reduced
the overall deflection speed of the sandwich panel, and thus reduced the amount
of damage suffered. The effect of adding polyurea layers to GFRP plies for blast
resistance was investigated by Tekalur, Shukla and Shivakumar [25], and it was
found that placing a polyurea layer between the GFRP and the blast reduced
the central deflection of the composite by 25%. It was found in these tests that
placing softer core materials on the blast side of the sandwich composite acted
to absorb blast energy early in the deformation, thus reducing back face-sheet
deformation. This finding inspired the research conducted into graded density
foam cores in this research. Shukla and Wang performed further research into
the response of sandwich composites subjected to simultaneous blast loading and
edgewise compression [26], and the increased blast deflection due to compressive
loading was quantified. This was an important observation for marine structures as
the loading generally takes the form of lateral loading due to waves, or in extreme
cases blast, but also in the form of edgewise compression due to the top sections of
the ship hull being vertical in cross-section. Gardener et al. further quantified the
response of sandwich composites to blast loading, with high and low temperatures
to quantify the degradation on blast performance [27].
LeBlanc and Shukla performed further shock tube work, using a water filled
conical shock tube to simulate underwater blast loading on fibre composite ma-
terials, for marine applications [28]. In these tests the GFRP composite plates
subjected to blast had electronic strain gauges attached, for comparison to fi-
nite element analysis (FEA) simulations, which showed that quasi-static material
properties used in the models accurately predicted the responses of the plates,
and damage initiation. A conical water filled shock tube was also utilised by La-
tourte et al. to impulsively load GFRP sandwich panels in underwater scenarios
and assess their failure mechanisms [29]. In these tests a monolithic GFRP plate,
and symmetric and asymmetric GFRP sandwich panels were subjected to blast,
to compare the responses and to evaluate the effects of fluid-structure interaction
(FSI) between the water and the composite materials. Mouritz performed under-
water shock loading on stitched sandwich composites using 30 g or 50 g plastic
explosives, to correlate delamination properties of the GFRP materials with blast
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damage [30], considering unstitched, lightly stitched and heavily stitched materials.
Ballistic tests were also performed to quantify the effects of stitching.
A blast pendulum was designed by Nurick et al., for performing small scale
blast tests within a laboratory, achieving peak pressure of between 60 MPa and
80 MPa. Mild steel plates were tested with failure mechanisms classified into
large scale deformation; boundary failure with large deformation; and boundary
failure, and the pendulum was attached to a split-Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB)
so that the blast loading could be measured [31]. These tests were also performed
on metallic honeycomb sandwich composites with aluminium sheet face-sheets, to
compare these to the same face-sheets with air as the core [32]. It was found that
crushing of the honeycomb core absorbed a lot of blast energy, and the effect at
various impulse values was quantified to design an optimum sandwich panel in
terms of core crushing and bending. Reinforced mild steel plates were tested on
the pendulum as well in which webs were added to the plates to determine the
reduction in blast damage for increased numbers of webs. FEA was also performed
for these tests, which highlighted the necessity to include temperature effects for
close proximity blasts [33]. Localised bending effects were then considered in FEA
for the same tests, modelling tearing in the mild steel, by assuming that 90% of
the plastic work done during deformation was converted to heat. Yield stress was
then defined at 0 ◦C; 200 ◦C; 700 ◦C; and 1000 ◦C [34].
Tests were also performed by Langdon et al. on fibre/metal composites [35],
and it was concluded that the materials were expected to outperform monolithic
metallic plates, from the initial tests performed. Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) foam
core sandwich panels with GFRP face-sheets were investigated by Langdon et al.
[36] and it was found that increasing the density of the foam core reduced the veloc-
ity of the front face-sheet, and as such reduced face-sheet damage. The aim of this
research was to compare materials, but to also validate finite element simulations
of the constitutive material models. Zhu et al. also tested honeycomb sandwich
panels, to assess the effect of core and face-sheet thickness on panel response [37].
The same system was used by Zhu et al. to test metallic sandwich panels contain-
ing aluminium foam cores, to compare these to aluminium honeycomb cores also
tested [38]. In these tests it was determined that the panel deformation took place
in three phases, the front face-sheet accelerated while the core deformed elasti-
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cally; the core crushed as the front face-sheet was further deformed; and the back
face-sheet al.so began to deform, bending the whole sandwich panel.
The effect of curved metallic sandwich panels to blast loading has been inves-
tigated by Shen et al. [39], to characterise the reduced blast deflection suffered
when the radius of curvature is increased. These tests also used a pendulum tech-
nique, using an SHPB to measure blast loading. The blast pendulum technique
was used by Kakogiannis et al. to blast load GFRP tubes, and validate finite
element models in which the FSI between the air and the tubes was captured in
LS-Dyna, showing good correlation to the experimental results [40].
Another laboratory blast method was utilised by Radford, Deshpande and
Fleck, in which aluminium foam projectiles were fired at rigid targets to simulate
the pressure versus time response observed in blast loads [41]. This technique was
developed further by Deshpande, Heaver and Fleck to simulate underwater blast
loading, by firing the foam projectiles at a cylinder of water, which then trans-
mitted the blast load [42]. It was shown in both papers that the pressure profile
exerted on the structure was heavily dependent on the ratio of foam projectile
mass to the mass of the test structure.
This section has summarised the current published research on the blast load-
ing of structures, and the importance of these tests is highlighted by the inherent
inaccuracies in capturing blast responses numerically or analytically. Significant
development is in progress into scaling down blast testing to be feasible in a labora-
tory, to reduce the costs and time involved in performing the tests. This literature
provided insight into the deformation mechanisms to be expected during air and
underwater blast, and the measurement systems which could be employed to cap-
ture the responses of the sandwich composites to blast.
2.3 Strength After Blast
Research was performed by Caprino and Teti in 1994 into the post-impact strength
of GFRP face-sheet, PVC foam core sandwich panels. It was found in this research
that the residual tensile strength was related to fibre failure, and not correlated to
delamination [43]. Caprino, Teti and Iorio then performed further residual strength
assessments into GFRP composite materials by fatigue damaging the samples, and
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then assessing their acoustic emission response while bringing them to failure [44].
The post-impact residual strength of CFRP face-sheet, PVC foam core sand-
wich panels was assessed by Bull and Edgren, one construction with thin face-
sheets and an intermediate density core; and the other with thick face-sheets and
a high density core. The samples were impacted using a drop tower and then
loaded in edgewise compression to determine the residual strength reduction of
various composites with increased amounts of damage [45]. Zenkert et al. per-
formed edgewise compression tests on CFRP composite materials, to assess their
residual strengths after blunt and sharp impacts from a drop tower. The results
were recorded using DIC to validate FEA models of the damaged sandwich com-
posites. The intention was to use these FEA models to assess the urgency of repair
of a ship hull containing the damaged sandwich panel [46]. Similar tests were also
performed by Edgren et al. considering CFRP non-crimp sandwich panels, to
assess more closely the failure mechanisms during compression, in the region of
impact damage. It was found that there was no correlation between the amount of
damage present and the residual compressive strength, as microbuckling occurred
at the impact damage location. There was simply a drop in compressive strength
from the undamaged state to the impact damaged state [47].
The assessment of post-blast compression strength of GFRP and CFRP sand-
wich panels was performed by Arora et al., where the sandwich composites sub-
jected to large scale air blast loading were tested in edgewise compression. These
sandwich panels were very large in comparison to the small samples generally
tested, and they contained a significant amount of damage. The only quantifi-
cation of damage performed was to inspect the edges, and the deformation of
the sandwich panels was recorded using 3D DIC. This provided an indication of
subsurface damage due to strain concentrations [48].
Residual strength modelling is something that is also of interest in naval re-
search, as the vessels are required to be in service after suffering damage. Lacy
and Hwang developed edgewise compression models of metallic honeycomb sand-
wich panels which had been subjected to spherical impacts, which were based on
numerical results. The FEA models produced considered the individual effects
of face-sheet damage and core damage, and the elastic properties of each were
degraded by a factor dependent on the size of the damaged region, with failure
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controlled by the failure strain of the material [49]. Finite element solutions of
honeycomb sandwich panels were also developed by Xie, Vizzini and Yang, to pre-
dict compressive strength after low velocity impacts. These models were validated
with laboratory experiments, and it was shown that a critical amount of through
thickness damage was determined which caused rapid catastrophic failure of the
sandwich panels in edgewise compression [50].
The residual tensile strength of Kevlar fibre composites were tested by Reis et
al., to assess the effect on impact resistance and residual strength of composites
made with nanoclay toughened epoxy. It was found that the nanoclay improved the
impact resistance and residual tensile strength of the Kevlar materials [51]. Reis
et al. then performed the same tests to determine the effect of varying amounts
of nanoclay in the composite material [52]. Post-impact residual tests were also
performed on aramid fibre composites and basalt fibre composites by Sarasini et
al., but with the residual strength established using four point flexural tests. It
was found that the aramid composites showed the best impact resistance, but the
basalt composites showed the best residual flexural properties [53].
A polymer and metallic sandwich composite combination was tested by Davies
et al., in which CFRP face-sheet, aluminium honeycomb core panels were impacted
and then compression tested. Two sets of test were performed with a thick face-
sheet and thin core construction, and a thin face-sheet and thick core construction.
Finite element models were then created, with the experimental results used to
validate the simulations [54].
The majority of this research project considers the ability of sandwich compos-
ites to withstand blast, when used as hulls for naval vessels, but it is also important
to consider the residual properties of the materials after blast. If a naval vessel
survives a blast event, it must be able to withstand continued service, and the
research summarised in this section provides the ability to assess residual compos-
ite performance. This literature review directly influenced the strength after blast
tests presented in Chapter 4, which is an area of research rarely performed. This
literature review provided the justification to perform the strength after blast re-
search, to provide an understanding of the continued serviceability of naval vessels
after withstanding blast loading. It has been shown that the majority of testing
recorded in the literature considers compression properties after impact, which is
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informative for this research project which considers edgewise compressive prop-
erties after blast loading. Edgewise compression is of interest due to the typical
cross-section of a ship hull being vertical at the top, an area which could suffer
significant damage in an air blast scenario. The remainder of the hull would be
loaded laterally due to the buoyancy of the ship in the water, for which flexural
properties after blast were investigated.
2.4 Foam Characterisation
The response of polymeric sandwich composites to blast is largely dictated by the
foam polymer used in the core. If large scale damage takes place in the bending
stage then the failure is dominated by shear behaviour, and if the core is crushed
then the compressive properties of the foam are of high importance. This section
summaries current published literature on the material properties of polymeric
foams, and of the fracture behaviour of the interfaces between the face-sheets and
core.
Due to the compliant nature of foam materials, characterisation is a challenging
field. Various American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standards
exist, the merits and shortcomings of which are discussed in Chapter 6. A further
challenge to testing foam is in correctly establishing strain. Often the grips in
the test will slip, resulting in an unusable machine displacement. Wang, Pierron
and Thomsen incorporated both DIC and virtual field methods (VFMs) into the
shear testing of PVC foam. The shear test was performed in an Arcan fixture, and
the combination of DIC and VFM provided the optimum loading configuration to
determine the stiffness properties of the materials [55].
The response of foam materials to multiaxial loading is often characterised
by an ellipse, as summarised in the Abaqus user manual, with deviatoric and
hydrostatic stress components. The hydrostatic response of the foam is plotted
along the horizontal axis, with the limits of the ellipse representing hydrostatic
tension (positive) and hydrostatic compression (negative). The deviatoric, or Von
Mises, response of the foam is represented on the vertical axis, with the limit
represented by the pure shear behaviour of the foam. Uniaxial tension and uniaxial
compression are then determined on the ellipse surface with a gradient of one
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third, in the positive and negative horizontal axis respectively. The data from
which the surface of the ellipse is constructed is the yield data of the foam, and
the ellipse radius is expected to increase with strain rate, with the hydrostatic
tension strength remaining the same [56]. As such, a bounding material property
to this curve is hydrostatic compression, as performed by Viot on polypropylene
foam samples. The test setup consisted of a pressure chamber containing water
or alcohol, with a steel punch to increase the pressure in the vessel. The sample
was coated in silicon to avoid excessive edge damage and a flywheel was used to
impact the punch [57]. Deshpande and Fleck characterised PVC in hydrostatic,
biaxial and uniaxial tension; and hydrostatic and uniaxial compression, to develop
a yield curve. The hydrostatic and biaxial tests were performed using a screw
driven frame, testing a cube of material with the edges removed to prevent excess
strains at the edges. It was found that in tensile tests failure was dominated by
cell wall bending, and in compression failure was dominated by elastic buckling of
the cell walls [58].
2.4.1 Core and Face-Sheet Interface Properties
When testing the fracture properties of sandwich composites uneven bending mo-
ments in the top face-sheet and the foam core and bottom face-sheet cause mixed
mode crack tip loading. Ostergaard et al. investigated the effect of mode mixity on
the crack growth path in PVC core, GFRP face-sheet sandwich beams. The shear
fracture toughness of the interfaces was characterised against the mode mixity,
and a transition from fibre bridging to crack growth into the foam was found [59].
The dynamic interface fracture properties were tested by Cantwell and Davies, in
which a sliding carriage was used in a dynamic double cantilever beam test, to as-
sess the mode I fracture toughness of honeycomb and CFRP sandwich panels [60].
The improvement on mode I fracture toughness of PVC core and GFRP face-sheet
sandwich composites with the use of multi-walled carbon nanotubes was investi-
gated by Patra and Mitra. A double cantilever beam test method was used in this
case, with a compliance calibration applied to the results to account for the soft
foam core in the tests [61]. The mode III fracture toughness of PVC foam core
and steel face-sheet sandwich panels has also been researched by Hernndez-Prez,
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Avils and Carlsson. This test was performed by loading the opposite corners of
a square specimen, causing the sandwich panel to twist. This was then corrected
for the compliance in core compression [62].
The biggest challenge when performing interface fracture assessments on sand-
wich specimens is maintaining the intended mode mixity at the crack tip. Avils
and Carlsson developed an elastic foundation model, to account for the rotation
in a double cantilever beam specimen, to correct the values for the case where
rotation is not present. The correction factor was achieved using finite element
and numerical simulations of the elastic flexural reactions of the top face-sheet
with the cross-head load applied, and the core and bottom face-sheet from which
the top face-sheet was being debonded [63].
Quispitupa, Bergreen and Carlsson utilised the mode mixity to determine pa-
rameters with differing combinations of mode I and mode II loading. This was
achieved using a mixed mode bending rig with a debond already present in GFRP
face-sheet, PVC foam core sandwich beams. The mode mixity at the crack tip
was determined by finite element simulations, and a significant increase in frac-
ture toughness was witnessed with greater mode II loading. With similar density
foams as used in the research presented in this theses, it was found that with
predominantly mode II loading, the crack propagated into the interfacial layer of
the face-sheet, and not into the foam core [64]. Manca et al. also investigated
the energy release rate in GFRP face-sheet, PVC foam core sandwich beams using
cyclic loading to extend the crack along the interface. The mode mixity at the
crack tip was also determined using finite element modelling and it was again found
that with mode II dominated loading the crack propagated into the face-sheets,
whereas mode I loading encouraged crack propagation into the foam. The use of
cyclic loading allowed fewer specimens to be tested and allowed a constant change
in fracture energy to be obtained [65]. Mixed mode bending properties were also
investigated by Lundsgaard-Larsen et al. in which a double cantilever beam with
uneven bending moments was utilised. In this research the bending moments in
the face-sheets were reduced by adhering steel bars to them. The test structure
allowed the mode mixity at the crack tip to be varied from pure mode I to pure
mode II, and the J integral fracture toughness was determined for varying amounts
of crack opening [66].
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This brief summary shows that limited research has been performed on interfa-
cial properties, and this literature review led to the conclusion that these properties
should be omitted from the research project, and merely accounted for in damage
propagation in the sandwich panels. This is due to the complexities in character-
ising interfacial properties, which would have required too large a proportion of
the research time available in this project.
2.4.2 Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar Compression Tests
In underwater blast loading, or close proximity air blast loading, the initial pressure
pulse is large enough to cause core crushing in the polymeric sandwich composites.
In order to characterise the foams at these strain rates, the use of an SHPB is
required, as was performed in this research project. Due to the low impendence
of polymeric foams, it is necessary to use pulse shapers in SHPB tests, to slow
down the initial loading and prevent the foam from crushing at the incident bar
immediately. In order to ensure that stress equilibrium is achieved in SHPB tests,
quartz transducers can be placed either side of the test specimen to measure the
forces on each face. This system was used by Chen, Lu and Winfree to test
polyurethane (PU) foams at strain rates of up to 4,450 s−1 [67]. Another issue in
performing SHPB tests on foam materials is the low magnitudes of the transmitted
pulse, a problem which was overcome by Chen, Zhang and Forrestal with the use
of a hollow aluminium transmission bar [68]. Shazly, Bahei-El-Din and Salem
also characterised PU at strain rates up to 4,300 s−1 using a hollow aluminium
transmission bar and copper pulse shapers [69].
The effect of material type on SHPB test design was investigated by Song and
Chen, where epoxy syntactic foam was tested using copper disks as pulse shapers.
It was also found that copper tubes and copper disks were suitable pulse shapers
for low density foam materials [70]. The effects of strain rate on PS foam was tested
by Song et al., with rates from 0.001 s−1 to 950 s−1, the higher rates achieved with
a SHPB. The SHPB tests used a copper pulse shaper, aluminium tubes and a
quartz transducer system to accurately determine the stress versus strain response
of the PS material [71]. Song, Chen and Jiang also characterised rigid PU foams
with densities of 240 kg/m3 using the same system [72].
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The literature presented on SHPB testing, as well as the equations presented by
Lifshitz and Leber [73] was used to design the test system, and accurately measure
SAN foam responses at very high strain rates.
2.5 Simulating Blast of Composites
Due to the high cost of blast testing, a lot of research is dedicated to simulating
the response of sandwich composite materials to blast loading. These simulations
take various forms from analytical solutions to numerical solutions and this sec-
tion provides a summary of significant research to date in the area of blast of
composites.
Hoo Fatt and Park developed an analytical solution for the low velocity impact
of sandwich composites, in which failure was split into distinct stages. These
stages were calculated for face-sheet failure on the impact side, core failure and
back face-sheet failure [74]. Hoo Fatt and Palla performed a similar analysis on
circular sandwich panels under blast loads, in which the response was split into
core crushing, bending and vibration. These analytical predictions were shown
to have close correlation to simulations performed using finite element analysis
(FEA) in ABAQUS/Explicit [75]. Hoo Fatt and Sirivolu further considered the
response of a PVC core sandwich panels by assuming a transversely isotropic
behaviour of the foam core, and a rectangular shaped sandwich panel. The core
was predicted to yield at the centreline in regions around one quarter of the way
in from the edges, and spread in regions in this area. The analytical results were
compared to FEA results obtained using ABAQUS/Explicit [76]. Andrews and
Moussa also developed analytical solutions for composite sandwich panels under
blast loads, where the failure of the sandwich panel took the form of front face-
sheet compressive failure, core shear failure or rear face-sheet tensile failure. In
this case failure mode maps were created for various sandwich panel dimensions
[5]. Li, Kardomateas and Simities developed an analytical solution for the response
of sandwich composites to blast loading, by considering the core as a compressible
continuous structure and the face-sheets as thin sheets. The transient response of
the face-sheets was than calculating using a Fourier transform of the excitation
frequency from blast loading [77], [78]. A simplified analytical solution to the blast
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loading of sandwich panels was also developed by McConnell and Su, to assess
the effect of through thickness fibre reinforcements on the energy absorption of
blast energy. The study considered the effect of the reinforcement angle, and was
compared to experimental and FEA results [79].
Underwater blast scenarios differ from air blast due to the high pressure pulses
and shorter blast durations. Panciroli outlined an analytical approach to deter-
mining the transient response of sandwich beams and plates to underwater shock
loading, accounting for core compressibility. It is shown that in flat beams and
plates the response is dominated by the first mode of vibration, whereas in curved
beams and plates the higher order modes dominate [80]. One of the major problems
with modelling the blast loading of structures, especially in underwater scenarios,
is the FSI experienced on the surface of the structure. In underwater blast the
interaction of the water on the sandwich composite causes cavitation, and Schiffer
et al. developed analytical and finite element simulations to capture this process
which was then validated by experiments. With finite elements the cavitation was
modelled in ABAQUS/Explicit using water with a specified cavitation limit. The
analytical simulations were split into two phases, the first with the water in con-
tact with the plate, and the second when cavitation began. The first stage was
solved with a conservation of energy from the blast wave to the plate, and the
cavitation phase was informed by the FEA simulation results. The experimen-
tal results, FEA and analytical simulations showed strong correlation [81]. Wei
et al. also developed an FSI FEA model in Abaqus/Explicit using an Eularian
mesh for the water and a Lagrangian mesh for the sandwich composite. Again a
good correlation was observed [82]. The use of FSI in Abaqus was implemented
mathematically by McCoy and Sun using the implicit integration function. This
was applied to thick walled composite tubes subjected to underwater blast loading
[83].
The effect of the curvature of composite panels was investigated experimentally
and numerically by Phadnis et al. The FEA material model was user defined, to
predict the damage through the thickness of the laminate. The experimental and
numerical results were compared in terms of deflection, velocity and in-plane strain,
and showed good agreement [84]. Langdon et al. performed full scale, small size air
blast tests on GFRP face-sheet, PVC core sandwich panels in order to predict the
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responses of the sandwich panels using FEA. The use of a Hashin failure model for
the GFRP face-sheets, and a cohesive zone between the face-sheets and foam core
was used to predict damage in the composites. The foam core was modelled using
the crushable foam material model built into ABAQUS. The damage observed in
the FEA results corresponded well to that witnessed in the experimental results
[36].
Aluminium graded core sandwich panels have been numerically modelled by Li
et al., where the geometry of the panel was hemispherical. The response was mod-
elled using LS-Dyna and used to assess the relative energy absorption of yielding
of the face-sheets and interfaces, and crushing of the foam layers [85]. The same
material models were then used to compare the responses of graded and uniform
aluminium foam core tubes to internal blast loads [86]. An LS-Dyna FEA sim-
ulation of curved graded aluminium foam core sandwich panels was compared to
experimental results, to show good correlation. In this case the change in perfor-
mance between a cylindrically curved and spherically curved sandwich panel to
blast loading was assessed, to conclude that the cylinder shape outperformed the
spherical shape in every case [87]. LS-Dyna was also used by Bahei-El-Din et al.
to simulate the blast response of sandwich beams containing a polyurea interlayer
between the top face-sheet and core. In this case, the polyurea layer was charac-
terised as a rate sensitive elasto-plastic material, and it was shown to reduce core
crushing and to dampen the transient response of the sandwich panel, reducing
vibrational damage [88].
By using the basic equations of sandwich plate theory, and applying Hamilton’s
principle to drive the equations of motion of the sandwich panels, Librescu, Oh and
Hohe developed an analytical solution to the response of sandwich panels to air and
underwater blast loading [89]. Hause and Librescu then incorporated a Laplace
transform into the solution, to provide a closed form of the response, and correctly
capture the transient behaviour [90]. These models were then used to determine
the effects of core orthotropy, ply thickness and stacking sequence on the accuracy
of the solution [91] and then further used to predict the core compressibility and
buckling of flat sandwich plates to impulsive loading [92].
The summary of literature into simulating composite materials subjected to
blast loading has shown that research is performed using a wide range of tech-
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niques. These were considered in full to develop simulations in Abaqus Explicit
for this research project.
2.6 Summary
This literature review has been performed to provide a summary of the current
published literature in the field of blast of composite materials. This was with the
aim of informing the research carried out in this project and to avoid replicating
work already published. As has been shown the amount of full scale blast tests
published is limited, with a lot of the tests being small in charge size to reduce costs.
In these cases, the results are used to validate simulations, or to scale the results
to larger charge sizes. The research performed in this project, however, considered
much larger charge sizes as these are required for the protection of large ships from
threats such as sea mines. Alongside utilising small scale charges, shock tubes are
often used to create shock loading on structures using a bursting diaphragm. This
is a much more cost effective method of blast loading but has limited energy
capabilities. The literature research into full scale blast testing highlighted the
current interest into grading the density of the foam cores in order to attenuate the
blast energy, to reduce overall damage, more specifically back face-sheet damage.
This finding motivated the research into graded density foam cores in this research
project. The use of high speed cameras and DIC to track deformation during blast
loading formed an important part of the air blast section of this project, and was
well informed by the available blast and shock tube literature, as this technique is
often used. The use of electronic strain gauges to track deformation is less used,
due to the infrequent testing of fully submerged structures.
Strength after blast and impact research literature was investigated as well, as
this is of high interest in naval applications. A naval vessel which withstands a blast
load must also survive continued service in order to move away from the threat
area. The literature review concluded that strength after blast is uncommon due
to the small amount of full scale blast research performed, but that residual prop-
erties after impact tests are well established. Residual strength and stiffness are
the properties generally considered, and these are in bending and edgewise com-
pression with respect to sandwich composites. These are the properties most affect
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by damage to the sandwich composite, due to the decoupling of the face-sheets
reducing flexural stiffness and promoting face-sheet buckling. The motivation for a
lot of strength after impact tests, and the motivation in this research, is to develop
residual models in order to calculate or simulate the responses of the composites
with damage present. With further development, this could lead to modelling
whole ship hulls with localised damage, but this was not within the scope of this
project.
Polymer foam characterisation was another research section in this project,
and the literature review was imperative in developing test methods for this. Due
to the high wave speed in compressing foam in underwater blast, SHPB tests
were necessary for material characterisation. The literature review was useful in
designing these tests, and led to the decision to use aluminium bars with semi-
conductor strain gauges. Further development of pulse shapers was made to the
copper shapers used in the literature. Testing polymeric foam in dynamic tension is
also difficult due to the weak material at the grips and the challenge in achieving
stress equilibrium and the current progress in this area has been summarised.
Various tests have also been carried out into hydrostatic tension and compression
which provides full characterisation of the foam material in a deviatoric stress and
hydrostatic stress yield domain, which is a future work area recommended from
this research.
The final section of the literature review considered analytical and numerical
modelling of composites subjected to blast and impact. This area of research is
fairly vast, so a selection of the different modelling methods have been provided in
this chapter. There is a significant amount of progress in the area of mathematical
modelling of sandwich composites subjected to blast to develop failure loci for
core and face-sheet damage. Some of this literature was used in this research
project to select charge sizes and stand-off distances for blast loading. A major
motivation of this research project was to document test results which can be used
for FEA, either with characterisation or for validation. For this reason, the major
accomplishments in the area of simulating composites subjected to blast have been
provided. This literature was reviewed in order to educate the research performed
to provide the necessary data for these simulations.
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Chapter 3
Full Scale Air Blast Testing
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents full scale air blast testing performed on polymeric sandwich
composite panels, with glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) face-sheets. These
were performed at a DNV GL explosive testing site situated in RAF Spadeadam,
Cumbria, UK. The chapter outlines the tests performed, as well as the digital image
correlation (DIC) technique used to capture 3D footage of the out-of-plane panel
deflection during the tests, and the strain on the back face-sheet. The explosive
charges used were 100 kg nitromethane (100 kg TNT equivalent) and were situated
at a distance of 15 m from the sandwich test panel. A 15 m stand-off distance was
chosen as this was calculated to be sufficient to cause core and front face-sheet
damage in all of the sandwich panels, but to allow for back face-sheet integrity
to be maintained in order to protect the high speed camera equipment from blast
loading. Failure was required to provide the maximum comparison of the different
configurations of sandwich panels. There were three separate air blast studies
performed, the first of which considered the effect of core foam polymer type on the
damage suffered during blast. Having relatively similar shear moduli, the different
foam polymers were expected to behave similarly in elastic loading, but due to
dramatically different dynamic material failure properties, it was expected that
these would have much different blast loading capacities. The dynamic material
property of interest was the strain to failure of the polymer, as the higher stiffness
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of the face-sheets resulted in the other foam properties having little effect on the
response and the shear strain properties were similar in every case. The three
polymers considered were: styrene acrylonitrile (SAN); polyvinyl chloride (PVC);
and polymethacrylimid (PMI).
The second blast study used a sandwich construction with a stepwise graded
density foam SAN core. This was used by Wang, Gardner and Shukla [24] to
mitigate blast energy during blast, and in this case the intention was to reduce
the overall panel deflection due to a stiffer back half of the sandwich panel. In the
study recorded here, the sandwich panel was compared directly to an equivalent
thickness panel with a SAN M130 foam core.
The final blast study used a PVC foam core and GFRP face-sheets, but the
front face-sheet incorporated plies of Innegra polypropylene (PP) fibres in order
to reduce front face-sheet damage during blast. This blast panel was compared to
an equivalent panel which contained no PP fibres, to directly assess the effect of
adding these fibres to an otherwise identical GFRP layup.
The blast test cubicles contained two openings of 1.3 m X 1.6 m, with rein-
forcements around the openings. The sandwich panels were clamped around the
edges of the openings between steel plates. If sandwich composite plates were used
in a ship hull they would be structurally load bearing, but would be reinforced in a
similar manner to the boundary conditions in these tests. However, the hull would
be constructed in much larger, curved sections, quite different to the relatively
small, flat panels tested in this research. The test panels were sufficiently large
to develop an understanding of large scale deformation to blast loadings, and to
also be meaningful in verifying analytical and numerical simulations. Once fully
validated simulations are achieved these can be extended to be more representative
of a ship hull structure.
3.2 Materials
3.2.1 Face-Sheets
The face-sheets chosen in the full scale air blast tests were GFRP. These were
chosen over carbon fibre to provide the sandwich panels with greater strain to
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failure in the face-sheets, allowing greater strains in the foam cores. The face-
sheet construction of the test panels was similar to those tested by Arora [18],
containing Gurit QE1200 quadriaxial glass fibre plies. The manufacturing process
for the panels was via vacuum consolidation, in which the glass fibres and resin
are mixed before applying a vacuum and heat for curing. The panels were made
with two different resin systems: SR 8500 epoxy resin with standard hardener, and
ST 94 film epoxy resin. The difference was due to availability, but was deemed
insignificant due to the failure modes being dictated by the much weaker foam
cores in the tests, and the epoxy resins having similar mechanical properties. For
both resin systems, the panel was drawn to vacuum and held at room temperature
for 24 hours, then heated to 85◦C at 1◦C/min, and held at this temperature for
12 hours. After this period the sandwich panel was allowed to return to room
temperature at approximately 1◦C/min. The identification of which resin system
was used for the construction of each panel is shown in Table 3.1, as well as the
overall panel thickness and areal densities. The ply thickness of a cured QE1200
ply was 1 mm, and that of a cured Innegra PP ply was 0.35 mm. The method
of vacuum consolidation on the tooling plate is shown in the schematic in Fig-
ure 3.1. A detailed layup schematic of the single core sandwich panels is shown in
Figure 3.2, the graded sandwich panel is shown in Figure 3.3 and of the Innegra
PP panel in Figure 3.4.
Tool plate with polyester coating Fibre and Resin face-sheets Foam Core
To Vacuum Pump
Vacuum Bagging Film
Breather FabricPeel Ply
Sealant Tape
Figure 3.1: Schematic of the layup method of the sandwich panels.
The material properties of the face-sheets were calculated via the rule of mix-
tures, with the constitutive material properties taken from manufacturer data
sheets, as displayed in Table 3.2. As such, it should be stated that the mate-
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rial properties are only approximations, as the manufacturing procedures used for
these panels vary from those described in the manufacturer data sheets. The fibre
volume fraction (vf ) of the QE1200 plies within each resin system was 47%, and
the fibre volume fraction of the Innegra PP plies was 62%. The volume fractions
were calculated from the glass fibre and PP fibre densities presented in Table 3.2
and the areal densities of the dry fibre plies provided by the manufacturers. By
calculating the weight of the fabric used to manufacture each ply and dividing this
by the fibre density, the volume of fibres in each ply was calculated. The face-sheet
thickness for each panel was measured to determine the volume of each ply includ-
ing the resin, and from this the fraction of the overall volume occupied by fibres
was calculated. The calculation of the bulk density of each ply (ρ) is provided by
Equation (3.1), where ρf is the fibre density; ρm is the matrix density; and vm is
the matrix volume fraction. The Krenchel factor (η) for each ply of quadriaxial
glass fibre was 0.375, and for the woven PP plies was 0.5 [93]. The elastic modulus
(E) of the plies was then calculated using Equation (3.2), where Ef is the elastic
modulus of the fibres; and Em is the elastic modulus of the matrix. It was assumed
that the elastic modulus was identical in tension and compression. Similarly, the
bulk tensile and compressive failure strength of each ply (σf ) is given by Equation
(3.3) where σff is the failure strength of the fibres; and σfm is the failure strength
of the matrix. The equations to calculate the density, elastic modulus and strength
of the plies are detailed in [93]. The calculated values for the glass and PP plies are
shown in Table 3.2, and the interlaminar shear strength properties displayed are
taken as the values in manufacturer data-sheets for slightly different layup config-
urations. The density and compressive strength of the PP fibres was unavailable
from manufacturer data sheets, so have been given here as properties for bulk PP.
ρ = ρfvf + ρmvm (3.1)
E = ηvfEf + vmEm (3.2)
σf = ηvfσff + vmσfm (3.3)
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{QE1200  GFRP
{QE1200  GFRP
{QE1200  GFRP
{QE1200  GFRP
Single density
polymeric foam 
core
Figure 3.2: Schematic of the layup of the single core sandwich panels, incorporating
a 40 mm thick foam core, with two plies of quadriaxial QE1200 GFRP either side.
{QE1200  GFRP
{QE1200  GFRP
{QE1200  GFRP
{QE1200  GFRP
10 mm thick M100 SAN
10 mm thick M200 SAN
10 mm thick M130 SAN
Figure 3.3: Schematic of the layup of the graded core sandwich panel, incorpo-
rating three 10 mm thick SAN foam layers, with two plies of quadriaxial QE1200
GFRP either side.
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{QE1200ooGFRP
{QE1200ooGFRP
{QE1200ooGFRP
{QE1200ooGFRP
40ommothickoC70.90oPVC
150ogsmoInnegraowovenoPP
150ogsmoInnegraowovenoPP
150ogsmoInnegraowovenoPP
150ogsmoInnegraowovenoPP
150ogsmoInnegraowovenoPP
150ogsmoInnegraowovenoPP
Figure 3.4: Schematic of the layup of the single PVC core sandwich panel, incor-
porating a 40 mm thick foam core, with two plies of quadriaxial QE1200 GFRP
either side and Innegra PP plies interleaved between the glass plies in the front
face-sheet.
Table 3.1: Panel construction identification.
Panel Description Resin System
Overall Panel
Thickness (mm)
Areal Density
(kg/m2)
Single M100 SAN
Core
ST 94 44.0 10.88
Single C70.90
PVC Core
SR 8500 44.0 10.96
Single 110SL PMI
Core
SR 8500 44.0 10.96
Single M130 SAN
Core
SR 8500 34.0 10.86
Graded
(M100/M130/M200)
SAN Core
ST 94 34.3 11.57
Polypropylene
Interlayer
SR 8500 46.0 12.84
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Table 3.2: Constitutive and bulk face-sheet mechanical properties.
Material
Density
(kg/m3)
Elastic
Modulus
(GPa)
Tensile
Fracture
Stress
(MPa)
Inter-
Laminar
Shear
Strength
(MPa)
Compressive
Strength
(MPa)
Glass
Fibres
2550 [94] 80 [94] 2000 [94] - 1450 [95]
SR 8500
Resin
984 [96] 3.35 [96] 83 [96] 59 [96] 114 [96]
ST 94 Resin 1021 [97] 3.40 [97] 69 [97] 55 [97] 137 [97]
QE1200/SR
8500 GFRP
Ply
1720 15.88 396 59 316
QE1200/ST
94 GFRP
Ply
1740 15.90 389 55 328
Innegra
IS-940 PP
fibres
900 [98] 14.8 [99] 667 [99] - 39 [98]
Innegra/SR
8500 PP ply
932 5.86 238 59 55
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3.2.2 Polymeric Foams
Mechanical testing of the foam materials was performed in order to create material
models for finite element analyses (FEA) on blast loading. These mechanical tests
are reported in detail in Chapter 6. In this chapter the properties are simply stated.
The quasi-static (QS) and dynamic (HR) mechanical properties of the foams are
shown in Table 3.3, where the dynamic properties shown are the averages of two
dynamic test speeds. This is because the foam showed little rate dependence at
dynamic strain rates. It was expected that the important factor in each test would
be the fracture strain, as the face-sheets are much stiffer than the foam cores. It
can be seen from Table 3.3 that there is a significant difference in tensile fracture
strain in each foam. The fracture strains of the SAN Corecell M100 and PVC
Airex C70.90 foams are similar when tested at dynamic rates, each failing at about
4.5%, but the fracture strain of the PMI Rohacell 110SL is 2.2%. This explains the
increased core cracking witnessed in the PMI Rohacell 110SL core sandwich panel
during air blast, as discussed subsequently. The shear failure strains have also
been calculated in Table 3.3 using Equation (3.4), where εxy is the shear strain, τ
is the shear stress and G is the shear modulus.
εxy = 100
τ
G
(3.4)
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Table 3.3: Mechanical properties of the foam polymers, including quasi-static (QS) and 180 s−1 (HR) rate test results.
Material
Density
(kg/m3)
QS Shear
Modulus
(MPa)
QS Shear
Strength
(MPa)
QS Shear
Failure
Strain
(%)∗
QS Com-
pressive
Modulus
(MPa)
QS/HR
Compres-
sive
Strength
(MPa)
QS/HR
Tensile
Modulus
(MPa)
QS/HR
Tensile
Fracture
Stress
(MPa)
QS/HR
Tensile
Fracture
Strain (%)
M100 SAN 107.5 [100] 41 [100] 1.45 [100] 3.5 88 1.79/3.4 88/162 2.8/5.7 7.7/4.5
M130 SAN 140 [100] 59 [100] 1.98 [100] 3.4 126 3.03/5.5 133/267 3.8/8.1 7.2/3.8
M200 SAN 200 [100] 98 [100] 2.98 [100] 3.0 239 5.15/10.8 220/436 5.7/7.3 5.6/2.0
C70.90
PVC
100 [101] 30 [101] 1.2 [101] 4.0 88 2.01/ - 71/164 2.8/7.2 9.3/4.4
110SL PMI 110 [102] 55 [102] 2.2 [102] 4.0 76 2.16/ - 139/417 4.1/8.7 5.6/2.2
∗ Calculated from the quasi-static shear modulus and quasi-static shear strength using Equation (3.4).
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3.3 Experimental Methods
3.3.1 Blast Wave Modelling
The blast reflected over-pressure was measured at one location in the centre of
the test cubicle underneath the sandwich panels during the blast tests. As such
the distribution of loading over the sandwich panel during the test was unknown,
as measurements on the surface were not feasible. In order to determine this dis-
tribution, the air blast wave computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solver, Air3D,
was used to model the blast wave arriving at and travelling over the test cubicle.
The CFD solver has no structural capabilities, so there is no deformation of the
cubicle or test panels during loading, but it serves to provide an estimate of the
distribution over the test panel. The Air3D model utilised 50 mm cube elements,
and a time step of 0.002 ms. The element size was determined with the use of a
mesh convergence study, the results of which are presented later in this chapter.
The timestep of the solution was decided to remain at 0.002 ms, as this correctly
predicted the time periods of the blast wave, except for the initial impact on the
cubicle front, which would require a timestep which was too small to be compu-
tationally efficient. In the CFD model, the floor was perfectly elastic, so 100% of
the blast energy was reflected, as was the whole cubicle, which was modelled in
full size. The control volume for the analysis was from the centre of the charge
to 1 m behind the cubicle, and from the ground to 1 m above the cubicle. The
width of the rectangular control volume was 1 m wider than the cubicle, and did
not take into account the symmetry of the cubicle in the width direction, so the
full cubicle width was modelled. This is because the reflected pressure was to be
measured in the centre of the cubicle front, which would cause potential problems
if this measurement was on a boundary. All boundaries, except for the floor, were
transmissive, so 100% of the blast energy transmitted through them. The reflected
overpressure was measured 1 mm in front of the panel, at 476 evenly spaced loca-
tions over the location of the test sandwich panels. One more measurement at the
location of the reflected pressure gauge was taken. A detailed explanation of the
mathematics behind the Air3D solver can be found in Rose [103].
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3.3.2 Air Blast Testing
The air blast tests performed used 100 kg nitromethane charges (which had a
TNT equivalence of 100 kg), situated at 15 m from the test panel. The stand-off
distance from the charge was determined such that core damage, and in some cases
front face-sheet compressive damage, would be present in each sandwich panel but
no back face-sheet damage. This was due to expensive high speed camera equip-
ment being present in the test cubicle behind the panel, which needed to remain
protected from the blast. The charge size and stand-off distance were determined
through an analytical solution outlined by Andrews and Moussa [5] for determin-
ing the onset of core and face-sheet damage in sandwich composites subjected to
blast. Furthermore, the decision was made by considering the damage suffered by
similar sandwich panels in research performed by Arora [104], where 25 mm thick
SAN Corecell M130 cores, with identical face-sheets as in this research, were sub-
jected to 100 kg TNT equivalent charges at 14 m stand-off distances. It was found
that the sandwich panels suffered heavy core and front face-sheet damage, but no
back face-sheet damage. In order to decide upon a stand-off distance for the pan-
els tested in this research, the analytical solution by Andrews and Moussa [5] was
utilised, with a 100 kg TNT equivalent charge size. This charge size was selected
as it would allow a comparison to be made with the research performed by Arora
[104], in order to validate and adjust the results from the analytical solution. The
boundary conditions in the blast testing are quasi-built-in due to the boundaries
being made from steel beams which are flexible. However the analytical solution
used here assumes simply supported sandwich panels, so provided an overly con-
servative result which was corrected by comparison to previous blast test results.
The predicted pressure loading (P ) with time (t) on the sandwich panel was cal-
culated from the modified Friedlander equation shown in Equation (3.5), where Ps
is the peak static overpressure; b is a waveform parameter which is an empirical
function of the peak static overpressure; and t+ is the positive pressure duration of
the blast wave. A Friedlander pressure trace is shown in Figure 3.5, with Pr and
t+ highlighted. As outlined by Smith and Hetherington [15], the scaled distance
(Z) is generally used when performing blast analyses, which is given in Equation
(3.6), where WTNT is the TNT equivalent charge weight; and R is the stand-off
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distance. Smith and Hetherington [15] also provide empirical data for the positive
pressure time, reflected impulse (Ir), and for the static blast overpressure (Ps) as a
function of Z, given by Equation (3.7). This static overpressure was converted into
reflected overpressure using Equation (3.8). It was also recommended by Smith
and Hetherington [15] that a correction factor of 1.8 be applied to the charge
weight for surface bursts, resulting in an effective charge of 180 kg for the 100 kg
TNT equivalent charges used in this research. This accounted for the reflections
of the blast wave from the floor.
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Figure 3.5: Air blast wave loading on a structure.
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Pr = 2Ps
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[bar] (3.8)
3.3.2.1 Analytical Prediction
The analytical solution proposed by Andrews and Moussa [5] was first used to
calculate the deflection in the sandwich panels required to cause front face-sheet
compressive failure, core shear failure and back face-sheet tensile failure. It was
assumed in this solution that the failure mechanisms are not coupled, which was
inaccurate as core shear failure would clearly lead to stress concentrations in the
face-sheets, increasing the likelihood of failure in those locations. However, the so-
lution served to give an indication of the first mechanism of damage to be expected,
and how the different materials would behave. The solution was dependent upon
a calculation of quasi-static pressure loading to cause damage, and a correction
factor based on the natural frequency of the sandwich panel to cause failure under
blast. To determine the most suitable stand-off distance for this study, the four
single density core sandwich panels tested, as well as the 25 mm thick M130 core
sandwich panel and the 40 mm SAN Corecell P800 core sandwich panels tested by
Arora [104], were assessed to determine the minimum stand-off distance to protect
the back face-sheet. The 40 mm thick P800 sandwich panels were tested with
30 kg Composition-4 (38.3 kg TNT equivalent) charges, at distances of 8 m, 14 m
and 16 m. This was of interest in this research due to front face-sheet compres-
sive cracking, and core shear cracking being present in the 8 m case, but not the
14 m and 16 m cases, allowing for minor calibration of the analytical method. The
stand-off distances to cause the different modes of failure for each panel are shown
in Table 3.4. It can therefore be seen that the method accurately predicts the dis-
tance to cause front face-sheet damage, which would in turn cause core cracking
which is not predicted by this method, for the lower charge size of 38.4 kg, but
for the 25 mm thick M130 sandwich panel, predicts that at any distance below
18.3 m the panel will suffer all three modes of damage. With the fact that the
test actually has much stiffer boundary conditions than in this model, and that
the blast wave pressure prediction is conservative, a stand-off distance of 15 m was
selected, slightly closer than the 16.8 m predicted by the model to cause rear face-
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sheet damage. This was chosen to ensure that the maximum amount of damage
was witnessed, while still protecting the camera equipment. Also, by choosing a
stand-off distance so near to the prediction of the analytical model, it was expected
that any rear face-sheet damage would not be catastrophic.
Table 3.4: Damage results according to the analytical solution proposed by An-
drews and Moussa [5].
Panel Description
Distance to cause
core shear failure
(m)
Distance to cause
front face-sheet
compressive
failure (m)
Distance to cause
rear face-sheet
tensile failure (m)
Single 40 mm
M100 SAN Core
28.6 18.4 16.9
Single 40 mm
C70.90 PVC Core
26.1 20.0 16.8
Single 40 mm
110SL PMI Core
20.4 15.2 16.8
Single 30 mm
M130 SAN Core
27.1 17.3 18.5
Single 25 mm
M130 SAN Core
29.5 18.3 19.5
Single 40 mm
P800 SAN Core
12.2 8.2 8.9
3.3.2.2 Blast Test Design
The design of the air blast testing was such that the charge was located 15 m
horizontally from the sandwich panel, and 1.2 m off the ground, placing it in
the vertical centre of the test panel. Two panels were placed side-by-side in the
reinforced steel test cubicle, and a reflected pressure gauge was located in the
centre, underneath the two panels. The test cubicle consisted of a reinforced steel
front, bolted to large concrete culverts, to provide a rigid foundation to the cubicle
front. A schematic of the steel front to the cubicle is shown in Figure 3.6, and
Figure 3.7 shows the test cubicle from the side, as well as showing the dimensions
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of the concrete culverts. The reflected pressure gauge location, as well as the
opening for the test panels, can be seen in Figure 3.6, and the fixing method of
the steel front to the concrete culverts is shown in Figure 3.7, which consisted of
six M24 bolts. The back steel face is also shown, which was similar in construction
to the front steel face. In order to securely fix the sandwich panels into the test
cubicle, 100 x 6 mm steel strips were attached to the edges of the sandwich panels
using Sikaflex 291i marine sealing adhesive. The adhesive was not intended to
provide any structural contribution to the boundary conditions during the test,
but was simply to aid in assembling the test structure, as it was strong enough to
permanently fix the steel strip to the panel. These steel strips were attached to
both sides of the sandwich panel. The bolt holes for attaching in the test panel
to the cubicle went through both the steel strips and the composite sandwich
structure. In order to prevent the core from crushing upon tightening of the bolts,
steel tubes were placed inside the holes in the sandwich panel such that the ends
were against the steel strips. These were inserted before the steel strips were
attached. A schematic of the front of the test cubicle with the panel in place, and
of the clamping arrangement is shown in Figure 3.8. A schematic of the whole blast
test layout is shown in Figure 3.9. A thick steel plate was placed under the charge
to create an elastic foundation for the very high energy initial blast wave from the
detonation, but after that the reflecting surface was simply the concrete floor. The
height of the charge was set using polystyrene foam, which offered negligible blast
energy absorption. The reflected pressure gauge used in the test was a PCB 102A06
and was housed inside a steel box for measuring the pressure. The box contained
a Nylon disk at the front, which acted to distribute the load evenly to the pressure
sensor, to avoid the effect of the highly pressurised air particles from wrapping
around the front of the pressure sensor making the reading inaccurate. The Nylon
disk was supported on three brass pins inside the pressure transducer housing.
Figure 3.10 shows a schematic of the reflected pressure sensor housing, which was
bolted to the front of the test cubicle. In order to validate blast calculations a
side-on pressure gauge was situated at 15 m from the centre of the charge, at
the same height. The reflected pressure sensor was situated normal to the blast
wave direction, measuring the pressure as the air particles came to rest against the
surface. The side-on pressure gauge was parallel to the blast wave, so measured
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the static pressure as the air particles moved over the face of the pressure sensor.
To reduce the disruption of the flow over the surface of the side-on pressure sensor,
a thin steel plate was used, with a PCB 102A06 sensor in the centre, as shown in
Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of the steel front of the test cubicle.
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of the test cubicle, showing the concrete culverts.
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of the front of the test cubicle and the test panels. Also
shown is the clamping arrangement of the sandwich panels onto the cubicle front.
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of the blast test layout.
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Figure 3.10: Schematic of the reflected pressure gauge.
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Figure 3.11: Schematic of the static pressure gauge.
3.3.3 Digital Image Correlation
The main measurement technique used in the blast tests was high speed 3D digi-
tal image correlation (DIC). This technique used two identical high speed cameras
located such that their angles of incidence to the surface being measured were ap-
proximately 25◦. The high speed cameras were triggered by a transistor-transistor-
logic (TTL) signal produced by one camera but received by both, to ensure they
were both triggered at the same time. This signal circuit was open before deto-
nation as the other ends of the electrical cables were not connected. These open
ends were taped to the side of the charge, and the TTL circuit was completed by
the ionising of air around the charge upon detonation. The two cameras were syn-
chronised using a TTL signal between the two cameras, with the signal generated
by one camera and received by the other. The 5 V TTL signal was sent every time
the shutter opened, to ensure that the two shutters operated at the same time.
Calibration of the two high speed cameras was achieved by taking numerous
images of a calibration object known to the GOM Aramis software, so the location
of the two cameras in 3D space was determined. The test panel was covered in
a random black speckle pattern on a white painted background, which was then
tracked by the Aramis DIC software as the surface deformed. As the deformation
was recorded by both cameras, and with the 3D space mapping, it was possible
to track the speckled surface in 3D. Full details of this technique are provided
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in Sutton et al. [105]. The calibration cross used was supplied by GOM UK,
and was a “CC20” pattern. Calibration images of two of the cameras are shown
in Figure 3.12, and also shown in these images are a speckled test panel, and
the inside of the cubicle front. It can be noted from these images that the two
universal columns either side of the test panel were speckled, and this was so that
rigid body movement of the cubicle front during blast loading could be removed,
so that the data collected was of the test panel relative to the boundaries. Two
pairs of identical high speed cameras were used in the blast tests, each with Nikon
50 mm fixed focal length lenses. The high speed cameras were Photron SA1.1’s
and Photron SA5’s. The camera specifications used for the tests are shown in
Table 3.5. The Photron SA1.1 camera had a Bayer colour sensor which worked by
applying a filter to each pixel, allowing only red, green or blue wavelengths of light
through. The pixel filters were arranged in rows, such that a row either contained
red and green, or blue and green filters in a pattern as shown in Figure 3.13. As
with most digital sensors, the photons of light were then quantised into one of
4096 intensity levels, as the sensors were 12-bit, through the analogue to digital
converter (ADC). With the Bayer filters 50% of the pixels received green light, 25%
received blue light and 25% received red light. The camera then took the value
from each overlapping block of four pixels, to determine the RGB level in that
location, resulting in images which were missing information on the outer most
edges of the images (1022 x 1022 in this case). However, for commercial suitability
the outer pixel values were extrapolated, which was unimportant here due to the
data at the edges being lost. It should be noted that the images from the greyscale
Photron SA5 camera were saved in 16-bit, so some smoothing of the data took
place in converting from 12-bit to 16-bit. In the case of a single greyscale sensor,
the information at each pixel was simply saved as a greyscale value. The Photron
SA1.1 RGB images were kept at 12-bit, which was the same as captured by the
sensor. For the DIC technique employed by the Aramis software to work, it was
necessary for the images to be in 8-bit greyscale format, an operation performed
by Aramis in the later versions, as used in this research. The algorithm used to
convert the RGB images to greyscale is shown in Equation (3.9), and the formula
to convert each pixel from 12-bit or 16-bit to 8-bit is given in Equation (3.10),
where the bit depth of a 12-bit image is 4,096, and the bit-depth of a 16-bit image
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is 65,536. The factor is multiplied by the 8-bit bit depth minus one, as for an image
the 8-bit greyscale range is 0-255, not 1-256 as implied by 8-bit. The conversion
of the 12-bit greyscale images from the sensor to the 16-bit image saved in the
camera use the same form of equation as in Equation (3.10). While it is difficult
to quantify the effect of these factors on the error experienced by the system, it
is worth considering them to develop an understanding of the limitations of the
technique for this application, especially when colour high speed cameras are used.
In order to do this the noise present using DIC from before the blast wave arrived
at the sandwich panels was measured, to account for measurement inaccuracies as
well as external factors such as wind loading the test structure. This error analysis
is detailed in Appendix B and uncertainty values for out-of-plane displacement and
the core shear strain are presented.
Top Camera Bottom Camera
CC20 Coded
Calibration Cross
Steel 
Universal Column Test Panel
Inside of 
Cubicle Front
Figure 3.12: Top and bottom camera images of the CC20 calibration cross.
Greyscale = 0.25Red+ 0.50Green+ 0.25Blue (3.9)
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Table 3.5: Specifications for the high speed cameras used to record the panel
responses to blast loading [6] [7].
Photron SA1.1 Photron SA5
Resolution (pixels) 1024 x 1024 1024 x 1024
Frame Rate (frames/s) 5400 7000
Pixel Size (µm/pixel) 20 20
Sensor Description
12-bit ADC Bayer
colour
12-bit ADC single
Record Duration (s) 1.56 2.02
Shutter Exposure Time (µs) 0.5 0.16
Figure 3.13: Pixel filter order in a Bayer sensor.
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8 Bit P ixel V alue =
12 bit or 16 bit pixel value
12 bit or 16 bit depth
(8 bit depth)− 1 (3.10)
The angle between the incidence of the two cameras during DIC was recom-
mended by the Aramis manual as 25◦ [106], and due to the large size of the test
panels 50 mm focal length lenses were used on each camera. As the high speed
cameras contained the same size sensors, the calculation of setup parameters was
identical in each case. The overall camera setup of the high speed camera equip-
ment for blast testing is shown in Figure 3.14. A diagram to aid in explaining the
calculation procedure for the camera positions is shown in Figure 3.15, where DC
is the distance from the centre of the panel to the centre of the camera sensor;
D1 is the distance of the centre of the sandwich panel to the camera beam; and
D2 is the distance between the high speed cameras on the camera beam. The
formula for calculating the distance from the centre of the panel to the centre of
the camera sensor is given in Equation (3.11), and Equation (3.12) provides the
distance of the line of the two camera sensors to the speckled panel surface. The
distance between the cameras is given by Equation (3.13). It was recommended by
the Aramis user manual that each speckle is 3-5 pixels in diameter [106], and that
there is roughly a 50% coverage of speckles on the surface. The largest dimension
of interest was 1.7 m, and the sensor had 1024 pixels across, meaning that each
pixel represented 1.66 mm on the sandwich panel surface. Therefore each speckle
was made to be between 5 mm and 10 mm in diameter. An example of the speckle
pattern can be seen behind the calibration cross in Figure 3.12.
Dc =
0.85 sin (91.2◦)
sin (11.3◦)
(3.11)
D1 = Dc cos (12.5
◦) (3.12)
D2 = 2Dc sin (12.5
◦) (3.13)
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Figure 3.14: Schematic of the high speed camera equipment inside the test cubicle.
3.3.3.1 Digital Image Correlation Data Processing
The high speed images recorded during blast were processed with the 3D DIC
software, Aramis, and all of the raw data was exported for post-processing in
MATLAB. The data exported from Aramis was taken at coordinate points ap-
proximately 1 mm apart, and linearly interpolated into a grid pattern of exactly
1 mm spacing in MATLAB, to provide a more usable data set. As these co-
ordinates were points in 3D space and time, it was possible to calculate shear
strain, displacement and velocity in all three directions. The raw out-of-plane dis-
placement and maximum principal strain data exported from Aramis is shown in
Appendix A, for the five air blast panels for which DIC data was obtained. The
initial data to be drawn from the DIC results was the out-of-plane displacement of
each panel, as this provided an understanding of the resistance of the construction
to blast. As will be shown in the DIC results, the failure mechanisms during blast
loading were firstly core cracking and debonding between the core and face-sheet,
and then front face-sheet failure. Until failure took place, it was assumed that
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25o
77.5o
11.3o
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m
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D1
D2
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Test Panel with
Bolted Frame
Edges of 
Camera View
Figure 3.15: Calculation of the camera locations for 3D DIC.
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the in-plane displacements of the two face-sheets were identical in magnitude and
opposite in direction, and that the out-of-plane displacement of both face-sheets
were completely identical. The assumptions rely upon there being no membrane
effects in the sandwich panel, so that the centreline strain is zero throughout de-
formation. This allows the shear strain in the foam core (γ) to be calculated. In
order to calculate the core shear strain, the deformed shape of each 1 mm by 1 mm
DIC facet was considered, as shown in Figure 3.16. This method was only per-
formed across the horizontal centre of the panel, as this is where the shear strain
was greatest. The shear strain was calculated using Equation (3.14), where α was
calculated using Equation (3.15), and β was calculated using Equation (3.16). In
Figure 3.16, Equation (3.15) and Equation (3.16), ∆x is the in-plane horizontal
displacement calculated from the back face-sheet strain; d is the out-of-plane dis-
placement of each facet; x is the size of the facet (1 mm); h is the thickness of
the foam core; and the subscript n refers to the facet number. It should be noted
that an assumption of a zero centreline strain resulting in no membrane effects
is unrealistic, as under such large deformations membrane effects will take place.
However, without strain measurements on the front face-sheet it was not possible
to measure the membrane strain in the sandwich panel. As such the core shear
strain values are an approximation and provide comparative values only.
αα
dx-1
xd
x+1d
β
β
x-Δx
x+Δx
h
x
Sandwich Panel 
Centre
Sandwich Panel 
h
Figure 3.16: Diagram showing the definition of α and β in calculating the core
shear strain.
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γ = α + β (3.14)
α =
1
2
tan−1
(
dn+1 − dn−1
2x
)
(3.15)
β = tan−1
(
2∆x
h
)
(3.16)
The final stage of the DIC processing was to use the out-of-plane displacement
to calculate the velocity (v) of each facet, and thus the kinetic energy (KE),
using Equation (3.17), where M is the mass of the facet. Using the method
described previously for predicting the pressure distribution across the sandwich
panel surface, the work done (WD) was calculated using Equation (3.18), where
Pr is reflected pressure on the facet, A is the facet area and d is the out-of-plane
displacement of that facet. By using Equation (3.19), where SE is the strain
energy and PE is the plastic energy is permanently deforming the material, it was
possible inspect the drop in strain energy in the structure when fracture took place.
It was assumed that the plastic energy dissipated was negligible as all damage was
brittle in behaviour.
KE =
1
2
Mv2 (3.17)
WD = Pr A d (3.18)
WD = KE + SE + PE (3.19)
3.3.4 Post-Blast Damage Assessment
The second set of measurements taken from the blast tested panels was from
post-blast damage inspection. This technique involved sectioning the test panels,
photographing each edge of each section, and mapping the core shear cracks and
debonding between the face-sheets and core in each. Each sandwich panel was
sectioned such that post-blast flexural and compression testing could be performed,
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meaning that the sections were of different sizes. The results of these tests are
presented in Chapter 4, and the key to the sections cut out of the blast panels is
shown in Figure 4.1 in Chapter 4. The section edge photographs were taken in line
with a steel rule, to allow for size calibration of the images, and a MATLAB script
created which loaded each image to the screen for the user to click on each corner
of each straight section of core crack, as well as each corner of each length of face-
sheet to core debond. An example of a damaged PVC Airex C70.90 core sandwich
panel sample is shown in Figure 3.17, and the edges of the core cracks and debond
are shown, as would be selected in the MATLAB script. These selections are then
connected with straight lines. This MATLAB script allowed the location of every
type of damage to be recorded, to produce damage maps highlighting where most
damage took place during blast. The percentage of damage and the magnitude of
damage were also recorded, the latter being possible with calibration from the steel
rule present in the photographs. With a full coordinate system of damage on the
section edge, it was possible to find the full length of cracks and debonds, and as
such estimate the total amount of damage for the section. For each of the front and
rear face-sheet to core interfaces, the percentage of the section edges containing
debond was found, to provide an overall percentage debond for the section. The
estimates of the cracks travelling through the core were a little more difficult to
obtain, due to the paths of the cracks inside the sections being unknown. Three
measurement estimates were taken from tracking core cracks: the total number of
through thickness cracks; the total cracked surface area; and the total percentage
of each section edge containing any cracks. The total number of through thickness
cracks for the section (NC) was calculated from the sum of the cracks over one face
of the section, multiplied by the length of the face (L or W), and then divided by
the total of the four face lengths. This is described in Equation (3.20), where W
and L are defined in Figure 3.18, and the subscripts refer to the two length and two
width faces. NCL and NCW refer to the number of cracks across the length face
and width face respectively. The total cracked surface area (AC) was calculated by
taking the average total crack distances of two opposing faces, multiplying them by
the distance between the two faces, and taking the sum of this and the other two
faces. This is shown in Equation (3.21), where LC and WC are the lengths of each
crack along the length and width faces respectively, referred to by the subscript.
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Steel-Rule-for
Image-Calibration
Blast-Tested-
Sandwich-Panel
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Key:- Debond-Between-Front
Face-Sheet-and-Core
Debond-Between-Rear
Face-Sheet-and-Core
Cracks-in-Foam-Core
Figure 3.17: Damage mapping of a section of the PVC Airex C70.90 blast panel.
Blast Tested 
Sandwich Panel
Section
L
h
w
Figure 3.18: Post-blast section dimension key.
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NC =
NCL1L1 +NCL2L2 +NCW1W1 +NCW2W2
L1 + L2 +W1 +W2
(3.20)
AC =
∑
LL1 +
∑
LL2
2
W +
∑
LW1 +
∑
LW2
2
L (3.21)
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Blast Pressure
As the full cubicle was modelled in the Air3D simulations, a mesh convergence
study was necessary to understand the effect of element size on the results. For this
convergence study element sizes of 150 mm, 100 mm, 75 mm, 50 mm and 25 mm
were used. The pressure traces predicted by the simulations at the location of the
reflected pressure gauge are shown in Figure 3.19. The convergence study shows
that reducing the mesh size acts to increase the accuracy of the initial pressure
spike, and to model this spike more accurately would require an inefficient amount
of computational time. The 25 mm mesh study took 28 hours to process 10 ms
of loading data, resulting in the 50 mm mesh being used for further simulations,
due to unjustifiable computational expense. A comparison of the Air3D results
using a 50 mm mesh to the pressure measured in the first blast test and to the
pressure trace calculated using the Friedlander equation is shown in Figure 3.20.
This comparison shows very close agreement between the pressure trace predicted
using Air3D and that measured during the test, and the pressure traces measured
in the other two tests were consistent with test one and as such the Air3D pressure
trace. The pressure trace predicted using the Friedlander equation has a much
greater decay time, and this is likely to be faster in reality due to clearing of the
air particles around the sides of the test cubicle, whereas the reflected pressure
calculated using the Friedlander equation assumes an infinitely large reflecting
surface. In order to account for the small variation in the simulation and test
results, however, the distribution of pressure over the surfaces of the sandwich
panels was recorded from the simulations as a percentage of the pressure recorded
at the gauge location at each time increment, to provide a non-dimensional pressure
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distribution over the surface. The pressure distribution is shown for the left hand
sandwich panel in Figure 3.21. This distribution is used in the energy balance
equations for each sandwich panel, by multiplying the percentage by the pressure
value measured during the test at the gauge location. The frames from an external
camera are also shown for the blast test performed on the 110SL PMI sandwich
panel, and the PP fibre Innegra sandwich panel, in Figure 3.22.
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Figure 3.19: Mesh convergence study using element sizes of 25 mm, 50 mm, 75 mm,
100 mm and 150 mm, for the Air3D blast wave simulation.
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Figure 3.20: Comparison of the pressure calculated at the gauge location using
the Friedlander equation and using Air3D, and the pressure measured during the
first blast test.
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Figure 3.21: Pressure distribution across the front face of the sandwich panel as a
percentage of the pressure at the reflected gauge location.
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10 ms 13 ms 17 ms 
20 ms 23 ms 27 ms 
Figure 3.22: Frames taken from an external camera during blast testing of the
PMI Rohacell 110SL sandwich panel and the PP fibre Innegra front face-sheet
sandwich panel. Also shown is the time from detonation, at the top of each frame.
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3.4.2 Out-of-Plane Displacement
3.4.2.1 Foam Polymer Comparison
The out-of-plane displacement contour plots of the 40 mm thick PVC Airex C70.90
foam core sandwich panel are shown in Figure 3.23. This figure shows the DIC
results for every high speed camera image captured, from the time of arrival of the
blast wave through to the first maximum pull-out of the panel and on to the peak
out-of-plane deflection on the second oscillation, at 26.6 ms after blast wave arrival.
Beyond this point the panel oscillates at a natural frequency until coming to rest,
but due to dust and water it was not possible to capture DIC results past the points
shown in Figure 3.23. The contour plots clearly show the “bathtub” shaped loading
in the sandwich panel, caused by large amounts of bending one quarter into the
panel. These contour plots are shown as an example of the results of DIC, but
as the maximum bending takes place across the horizontal centre of the sandwich
panels, it is more suitable to display the results as edge contour plots, as shown for
the PVC Airex C70.90 sandwich panel in Figure 3.24. The initial, positive out-of-
plane displacement of the PVC Airex C70.90 foam core sandwich panel is shown in
Figure 3.24a, up until the centre of the panel reaches the maximum displacement,
and the return of the panel to zero and then the pull-out is shown in Figure 3.24b.
The horizontal contour plots for the 40 mm thick SAN Corecell M100 foam core
sandwich panel are shown in Figure 3.25, with the initial deflection shown in
Figure 3.25a and the rebound and pull-out shown in Figure 3.25b. Figure 3.26
shows the horizontal section profiles of the 40 mm thick PMI Rohacell 110SL
sandwich panel, with Figure 3.26a and Figure 3.26b showing the deflection and
rebound phases respectively. From the three sets of deflection contour plots it is
clear that there is little difference between the initial displacement shapes, and
that in all cases the foam cracks at around one quarter and three quarters across
the width of the panel, causing high displacement gradients in these locations.
However, the pull-out in the PMI and PVC cases shown in Figure 3.24b and
Figure 3.26b respectively, are much greater than the pull-out in the SAN case
shown in Figure 3.25b. This is due to much less core damage in the SAN case than
in the PVC and PMI cases, meaning that it is more resistant to the momentum
and negative pressure bending which causes the pull-out. The difference in core
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damage does not change the initial deflection shape, as at the point of damage the
velocity of the panel is almost at rest, however, this is not the case on rebound, as
the damage is present throughout.
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Figure 3.23: Contour plots of out-of-plane displacement of the 40 mm thick PVC
Airex C70.90 foam core sandwich panel.
The horizontal deflection shapes show that the maximum displacement of the
sandwich panels take place at the centre and at the two quarter points across the
centre of the sandwich panel. It is, therefore, possible to assess the strength of the
sandwich panel by considering these three points over time, as with more damage
present the maximum deflection and pull-out are greater, as well as the rebound
time to reach the maximum pull-out, due to reduced stiffness of the damaged sand-
wich panel. The central deflection, and left and right quarter deflections for the
40 mm thick PVC Airex C70.90 core sandwich panel are shown in Figure 3.27, and
Figure 3.28 shows the same traces for the 40 mm thick M100 SAN core sandwich
panel. The quarter and central point deflections of the 40 mm thick PMI Rohacell
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Figure 3.24: Out-of-plane displacement of the horizontal centre section of the
40 mm thick PVC Airex C70.90 foam core sandwich panel for a) the initial dis-
placement; and b) the rebound.
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Figure 3.25: Out-of-plane displacement of the horizontal centre section of the
40 mm thick SAN Corecell M100 foam core sandwich panel for a) the initial dis-
placement; and b) the rebound.
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Figure 3.26: Out-of-plane displacement of the horizontal centre section of the
40 mm thick PMI Rohacell SL110 foam core sandwich panel for a) the initial
displacement; and b) the rebound.
110SL core sandwich panel are shown in Figure 3.29 and it can be seen that all
three peaks are greater than the SAN case due to largely increased damage, but
similar to the PVC case. This is due to the initial deflection being predominantly
elastic with damage taking place quite late in the deflection, so the initial responses
of the sandwich panels are similar. The pull-out displacements clearly show that
the PMI Rohacell 110SL sandwich panel deflects towards the blast the most, then
the PVC Airex C70.90 case and then the SAN Corecell M100 case. This is due
to the damage being present during the whole pull-out deflections so the effects of
damage are more pronounced.
3.4.2.2 Graded Density Core
The horizontal centre section profiles of out-of-plane displacement of the graded
density core are shown in Figure 3.30, and this provides a direct comparison to the
40 mm thick SAN Corecell M100 foam core profiles shown in Figure 3.25. This
comparison shows that the back face-sheet deflection of the graded density panel
is much smoother than in the single core case, and this is due to cracking first
occurring in the low density foam layer facing the blast, and then in the medium
density core in the centre, resulting in less overall cracking in the high density foam
at the back. The central and quarter point displacements of the graded density
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Figure 3.27: Out-of-plane displacement of the centre, and left and right quarters
of the 40 mm thick PVC Airex C70.90 foam core sandwich panel.
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Figure 3.28: Out-of-plane displacement of the centre, and left and right quarters
of the 40 mm thick SAN Corecell M100 foam core sandwich panel.
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Figure 3.29: Out-of-plane displacement of the centre, and left and right quarters
of the 40 mm thick PMI Rohacell SL110 foam core sandwich panel.
sandwich panel are shown in Figure 3.31, which provides a comparison to the
central and quarter point displacements of the single density core case shown in
Figure 3.28. The central displacement of the graded core sandwich panel is greater
than the M100 core case, but this is simply due to the graded core being 30 mm
thick where the M100 core was 40 mm thick. The quarter point displacements
however, are fairly symmetrical for the graded case, but in the M100 case the right
displacement is very high. This is due to heavy damage occurring on this side due
of the asymmetry of the boundary conditions caused by the cubicle.
3.4.2.3 Compliant Face-Sheet
The central and two quarter point out-of-plane displacements are shown for the
40 mm thick PVC Airex C70.90 core sandwich panel, containing compliant PP
plies in the front face-sheet, in Figure 3.32. The horizontal contour plots for
the central section of the same sandwich panel are shown in Figure 3.33, where
Figure 3.33a shows the initial displacement and Figure 3.33b shows the rebound
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Figure 3.30: Out-of-plane displacement of the horizontal centre section of the
30 mm thick SAN graded density foam core sandwich panel for a) the initial
displacement; and b) the rebound.
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Figure 3.31: Out-of-plane displacement of the centre, and left and right quarters
of the 30 mm thick SAN graded density foam core sandwich panel.
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of the deflection. These two figures provide a direct comparison to the 40 mm
thick PVC Airex C70.90 sandwich panel, which contained only GFRP plies, and
the central and quarter point displacements for this are shown in Figure 3.27. The
horizontal deflection shapes are provided in Figure 3.24. From the central and
quarter point plots it can be seen that the panel with the PP plies deflected less,
which was expected due to the thicker front face-sheets. It can also be seen that
the damage implied by the deflection profiles is similar, and this was also found in
the post-blast sectioning presented subsequently. However with similar amounts
of core damage present, the PP ply sandwich panel suffered no front face-sheet
damage due to the presence of the PP plies, unlike the solely GFRP face-sheet
comparison.
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Figure 3.32: Out-of-plane displacement of the centre, and left and right quarters
of the 40 mm thick PVC Airex C70.90 core sandwich panel, with compliant PP
plies in the front face-sheet.
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Figure 3.33: Out-of-plane displacement of the horizontal centre section of the
40 mm thick PVC Airex C70.90 core sandwich panel, with compliant PP plies in
the front face-sheet for a) the initial displacement; and b) the rebound.
3.4.3 Core Shear Strain
During air blast deflection it is assumed that there is no strain in the through
thickness direction of the panel, allowing the shear strain in the core to be calcu-
lated from the in-plane strain of the face-sheets, and the out-of-plane displacement
of the panel. The calculation for the core shear strain was shown previously, and
the plots presented here are simply to illustrate the mechanisms of shear strain
across the central section of the panel during failure. The results can, however,
be used to influence modelling techniques and provide failure parameters for the
foam, as dynamic shear tests of foam are very difficult to perform.
3.4.3.1 Foam Polymer Comparison
The distribution of shear strain across the horizontal centre section of the 40 mm
thick PVC Airex C70.90 sandwich panel is shown in Figure 3.34, where the black
lines are approximately up to failure and the red lines are post-failure. It can
be seen that the failure shear strain of the core is at around 7.5◦. The same
information is provided for the 40 mm thick SAN Corecell M100 sandwich panel
in Figure 3.35, and in this case the ultimate shear strain is at around 5◦ on the left
and 6◦ on the right, due to the asymmetric boundary conditions. The final panel in
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the foam polymer comparison was the 40 mm thick PMI 110SL Rohacell sandwich
panel which is shown in Figure 3.36. In this case the ultimate shear strain was
around 6◦. It is worth noting that the ultimate strains highlighted in the plots are
merely the onset of cracking, and when cracking begins near the edges the cracks
propagate inwards as the nearby foam is subjected to greater shear strains. This
region is shown by the red lines in the plots as the sections of high strain near
the edges. The drop in shear strain in the centre is the undamaged foam which is
not strained, due to damage at the edges. It can be seen in the M100 and C70.90
cases that the central drop is quite significant, but in the 110SL case it is not, due
to damage being present across the entire width.
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Figure 3.34: Shear strain in the core of the 40 mm thick PVC Airex C70.90 core
sandwich panel, where the black lines are up until failure, and the red lines are
post-failure.
3.4.3.2 Graded Density Core
The core shear strains for the graded density foam core sandwich panel are shown
in Figure 3.37, and an ultimate shear strain of around 6◦ is visible. When compared
to the single M100 SAN core sandwich panel results shown in Figure 3.35, is can be
seen the shear strain plot is much more symmetric due to more complicated crack
paths providing a smoother displacement, and a similar region of lower shear strain
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Figure 3.35: Shear strain in the core of the 40 mm thick SAN Corecell M100 core
sandwich panel, where the black lines are up until failure, and the red lines are
post-failure.
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Figure 3.36: Shear strain in the core of the 40 mm thick PMI Rohacell 110SL core
sandwich panel, where the black lines are up until failure, and the red lines are
post-failure.
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in the centre. This region of shear strain shows that the extent of damage into the
panel is similar in both panels, which is validated in the subsequent section.
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Figure 3.37: Shear strain in the core of the 30 mm thick SAN Corecell graded core
sandwich panel, where the black lines are up until failure, and the red lines are
post-failure.
3.4.3.3 Compliant Face-Sheet
The compliant face-sheet sandwich panel provided a direct comparison to the single
PVC Airex C70.90 core sandwich panel, and it was expected that the amount of
core damage would be similar in each case. The compliant face-sheet results are
shown in Figure 3.38, to be compared to the PVC Airex C70.90 core sandwich
results in Figure 3.34. It can be seen in the Innegra case that the ultimate shear
strain is around 6◦ on the left and 7◦ on the right, and that the central region is
similar in size to the C70.90 case, showing a similar amount of damage.
3.4.4 Energy Balance
The final set of information ascertained from the air blast DIC results was the work
done during blast, the kinetic energy of the sandwich panel and the resulting strain
energy in the panel. These results provide a comparison of the amount of damage
suffered in the sandwich panels during blast, from the strain energy, but this value
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Figure 3.38: Shear strain in the core of the 40 mm thick PVC Airex C70.90 core
sandwich panel, containing compliant PP plies in the front face-sheet, where the
black lines are up until failure, and the red lines are post-failure.
is merely intended as a comparative figure due to the uncertainties generated by
the calculation methods for work done and kinetic energy. The important value
obtained from this study is the maximum strain energy in the sandwich panel,
which is the point at which fracture took place. The maximum strain energy values
calculated in the sandwich panels during blast loading are tabulated in Table 3.8.
The energy balance information for the response of each sandwich panel to blast
loading can also be used to compare the DIC results with simulation results, as it
is very simple to extract energy values from FEA simulations.
3.4.4.1 Foam Polymer Comparison
Figure 3.39 shows the cumulative sum of work done, kinetic energy and strain
energy for the C70.90 sandwich panel. The strain energy provides an estimate
of the energy stored up as strain due to elastic deformation, which can be seen
to suddenly drop when fracture takes place. The same plots for the M100 and
110SL cases are shown in Figure 3.40 and Figure 3.41 respectively. As the work
done is calculated from the blast force and the panel displacement, it is greater
for the C70.90 and 110SL cases, due to the greater out-of-plane displacement of
the panels. The kinetic energy is fairly linear in all cases, but is greatest for the
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110SL case and least for the M100 case, due to these containing the most and
least core cracking respectively. As the panel cracks it offers less resistance to
the blast force, so the velocity increases, thus increasing the kinetic energy and
decreasing the strain energy. It can be seen that the smallest drop in strain energy
is in the M100 case, then the C70.90 case and the most in the 100SL case, which
corresponds to the amount of damage witnessed.
3.4.4.2 Graded Density Core
The energy balance for the graded core sandwich panel is shown in Figure 3.42,
which can be directly compared to the M100 results shown in Figure 3.40. It can
be seen that the work done in the graded case was greater, due to the out-of-plane
displacement being higher, but the strain energy decreases much less, implying
that the panel retained more stiffness during deflection. In the case of the graded
panel this does not necessarily mean there is less overall damage, but shows that
bending stiffness is retained more than in the M100 case.
3.4.4.3 Compliant Face-Sheet
Figure 3.43 shows the energy balance for the compliant face-sheet sandwich panel,
which was to be compared to the C70.90 core sandwich panel results shown in
Figure 3.39. The energy values are similar in the two cases, showing that the
damage suffered is similar.
3.4.5 Post-Blast Damage Assessment
Alongside DIC results obtained during blast deformation, the sandwich panels were
also sectioned to record the damage suffered during blast. Figure 3.18 shows the
pattern used to section each sandwich panel, which was chosen to allow the post-
blast test specimens detailed in Chapter 4 to be produced. This section provides
maps of both debonding and foam cracking failure modes, and also provides total
values of areas of debond and cracked surface areas in each case.
In the damage maps presented subsequently, the location of damage is high-
lighted by red lines, where the outline of the sections cut out of the sandwich panel
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Figure 3.39: Cumulative work done, kinetic energy and strain energy in the 40 mm
thick PVC Airex C70.90 core sandwich panel.
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Figure 3.40: Cumulative work done, kinetic energy and strain energy in the 40 mm
thick SAN Corecell M100 core sandwich panel.
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Figure 3.41: Cumulative work done, kinetic energy and strain energy in the 40 mm
thick PMI Rohacell 110SL core sandwich panel.
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Figure 3.42: Cumulative work done, kinetic energy and strain energy in the 30 mm
thick SAN Corecell graded core sandwich panel.
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Figure 3.43: Cumulative work done, kinetic energy and strain energy in the 40 mm
thick PVC Airex C70.90 core sandwich panel, containing compliant PP plies in
the face-sheet.
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are shown by the grey lines. Three different maps are shown for each panel to show
the locations of any debonds between the front face-sheet and the foam core; the
locations of any cracks in the foam core; and the locations of any debonds between
the rear face-sheet and the foam core. In the graded density case an extra four
maps are provided to show the locations of debonds between each of the foam
layers, as well as between the face-sheets and the foam; and individual maps of
the cracking present in each of the foam layers.
3.4.5.1 Foam Polymer Comparison
A map of damage in the 40 mm thick PVC Airex C70.90 sandwich panel is shown in
Figure 3.44, with Figure 3.44a showing the locations of debonding between the back
face-sheet and core, Figure 3.44b showing the locations of cracks in the foam core
and Figure 3.44c showing the locations of debonding between the front face-sheet
and foam core. It can be seen from Figure 3.44 that the majority of debonding
took place between the front face-sheet and core, and that very little damage took
place in the centre of the sandwich panel. The damage map of the 40 mm thick
SAN Corecell M100 foam core sandwich panel is shown in Figure 3.45, where
Figure 3.45a shows debonding between the back face-sheet and core; Figure 3.45b
shows cracks in the foam core; and Figure 3.45c shows debonding between the
front face-sheet and foam core. It was not possible to section the 40 mm thick
PMI 110SL Rohacell panel due to the damage being too substantial for use in a
circular saw. A summary of the amounts of debond and cracks for the M100 and
C70.90 cases are shown in Table 3.7 and Table 3.6 respectively.
3.4.5.2 Graded Density Core
It was not possible to collect DIC data for the 30 mm thick SAN Corecell M130 core
sandwich panel due to problems in triggering the high speed cameras during the
test, but the panel was sectioned after blast testing, and a damage map is provided
in Figure 3.46. This map provides a direct comparison to the 30 mm thick SAN
Corecell graded core sandwich panel damage map, as shown in Figure 3.47. It
can be seen from the two damage maps that there is more damage overall in the
graded case, but the majority of this damage takes the form of debonding between
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the layers and not foam cracking. This is due to the crack propagation through
the foams being arrested at the boundaries, and then travelling along the interface
due to this being the path of least resistance. Another comparison to be made is
between the graded density and M130 cases, presented here, and the M100 case
presented in Figure 3.45. These three panels have very similar areal densities, and
in terms of damage it is clear that the M130 sandwich panel performs the best.
The graded case suffers significant damage but low core cracking, protecting the
rear face-sheet from damage due to a smoother deflection, as shown in the DIC
results. The results of the damage map are summarised in Table 3.6 and Table 3.7.
3.4.5.3 Compliant Face-Sheet
The post-blast damage map of the 40 mm thick PVC Airex C70.90 sandwich
panel with compliant PP plies in the front face-sheet is shown in Figure 3.48, and
this provides a direct comparison to the PVC Airex C70.90 core sandwich panel
with just GFRP plies in the face-sheets, shown in Figure 3.44. As shown in the
figures, and in the summarised results in Table 3.6 and Table 3.7, there is a similar
amount of damage present in the two tests, in terms of core cracking and debond.
However, the front face-sheet in the compliant face-sheet sandwich panel, suffered
no cracking, unlike the purely GFRP front face-sheet in the polymer comparison
case. This lack of front face-sheet cracking was due to the compliant PP plies, and
provides a useful result for naval vessels as this front face-sheet integrity would
prevent water ingress into the sandwich panel.
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Figure 3.44: Damage map of the 40 mm thick PVC Airex C70.90 foam core sand-
wich panel, showing a) debonding between the back face-sheet and core; b) cracks
in the foam core and c) debonding between the front face-sheet and core.
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Figure 3.45: Damage map of the 40 mm thick SAN Corecell M100 foam core
sandwich panel, showing a) debonding between the back face-sheet and core; b)
cracks in the foam core and c) debonding between the front face-sheet and core.
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Figure 3.46: Damage map of the 30 mm thick SAN Corecell M130 foam core
sandwich panel, showing a) debonding between the back face-sheet and core; b)
cracks in the foam core and c) debonding between the front face-sheet and core.
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Figure 3.47: Damage map of the 30 mm thick SAN Corecell graded foam core
sandwich panel, showing a) debonding between the back face-sheet and core; b)
cracks in the foam core and c) debonding between the front face-sheet and core.
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Table 3.6: Summary of core cracks caused by blast testing.
Panel Description
Total Number of
Through
Thickness Cracks
Total Crack Area
(m2)
Fraction of Panel
Containing
Cracks (%)
Single 40 mm
M100 SAN Core
38 0.81 17
Single 30 mm
M130 SAN Core
11 0.18 3.3
Graded 30 mm
SAN Core
33∗ 0.23∗ 4.6∗
Graded: High
Density Foam
30 0.19 3.7
Graded: Medium
Density Foam
34 0.21 3.9
Graded: Low
Density Foam
35 0.29 6.1
Single 40 mm
C70.90 PVC Core
121 2.45 41
Single 40 mm
C70.90 PVC Core
with Innegra
Face-Sheets
135 2.72 50
∗ Average of the three foam layers.
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Figure 3.48: Damage map of the 40 mm thick PVC Airex C70.90 foam core sand-
wich panel, with compliant PP plies in the front face-sheet, showing a) debonding
between the back face-sheet and core; b) cracks in the foam core and c) debonding
between the front face-sheet and core.
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Table 3.7: Summary of debonding caused by blast testing.
Panel Description
Fraction of the panel
with front face-sheet
and core debond (%)
Total front
face-sheet and core
debond area (m2)
Fraction of the panel
with back face-sheet
and core debond (%)
Total front
face-sheet and core
debond area (m2)
Single 40 mm M100
SAN Core
21 0.37 19 0.38
Single 30 mm M130
SAN Core
2.2 0.05 6.3 0.16
Graded 30 mm SAN
Core
12∗ 0.27∗ 25† 0.63†
Graded: Rear
Face-Sheet and High
Density Foam
- - 26 0.63
Graded: High and
Medium Density Foam
- - 24 0.64
Graded: Medium and
Low Density Foam
8.9 0.21 - -
Graded: Front
Face-Sheet and Low
Density Foam
16 0.33 - -
Single 40 mm C70.90
PVC Core
48 0.89 30 0.55
Single 40 mm C70.90
PVC Core with Innegra
Face-Sheets
18 0.31 41 0.70
∗ Average of the front face-sheet and low density foam interface, and the low and medium density foam interface.
† Average of the back face-sheet and high density foam interface, and the high and medium density foam interface.
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3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Air3D and Digital Image Correlation
The response of the sandwich panels to air blast loading was recorded using high
speed cameras and DIC, to track the out-of-plane displacement and in-plane strain
of the back face-sheet. The high speed cameras used were 1 megapixel in resolu-
tion, which equated to each pixel having an area of around 1.5 mm2. The facet
spacing used in Aramis, the DIC software used to analyse the images, was approx-
imately 1 mm on the speckle pattern. By exporting the data into MATLAB, and
using grid interpolation for each high speed camera frame captured, the data was
regularised across the sandwich panel surface. This process allowed more flexi-
bility with the data, as the exported data from Aramis had points which moved
in-plane, due to the displacement of the sandwich panel, so the MATLAB process-
ing preserves the correct data in the original, regular facet locations. This process
is achievable within Aramis, but importing into MATLAB enables much more
data processing functionality to be used. The raw out-of-plane displacement and
maximum principal strain data for the five air blast tests are shown in Appendix
A.
The use of Air3D was used to predict blast loading on the sandwich panel,
but to also provide the loading on each individual facet. Over the 15 m stand-off
distance, the prediction of the actual blast pressure magnitude on the sandwich
panel was difficult to achieve accurately, due to the assumption of a perfectly elas-
tic floor and of a perfectly spherical 100 kg TNT equivalent charge size. However,
by placing a reflected pressure gauge on the front of the test cubicle, and recording
the pressure at this location in the Air3D simulations, it was possible to calculate
a dimensionless pressure distribution across the sandwich panel by assuming the
same relation to the reflected pressure gauge. With the pressure loading and the
displacement of each facet obtained it was possible to perform an energy balance
of work done and kinetic energy, to provide a more quantitative comparison of
the sandwich panels. Furthermore, the individual facet pressure profiles could be
incorporated into finite element simulations to provide more accurate loading con-
ditions, and the simulation results compared using grid interpolation in MATLAB
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to provide an exact comparison to DIC. This study, however, was out of the scope
of the work reported in this thesis.
3.5.2 Out-of-Plane Displacement
The most simple and robust comparison of results drawn from the DIC of air blast
responses was of out-of-plane displacement. From the out-of-plane displacement,
failure of the sandwich panel was clearly visible in the form of sharp changes in
gradient where the foam core and face-sheets have failed, caused by a local drop in
bending stiffness. Also by using high speed cameras with frame rates of 5,400 s−1
and 7,000 s−1 it was possible to capture the deceleration of the sandwich panel due
to the unloading wave reaching the low stiffness area of damaged panel, around
one quarter of the distance into the panel on the horizontal dimension. It was
also possible to remove rigid body motion of the cubicle front in the tests by
speckling the I-beam in the centre of the front of the test cubicle. Using Aramis
the movement of this beam was then removed from the results, to allow only the
panel deflection to be assessed relative to the boundaries.
The central and quarter point out-of-plane displacements of the sandwich pan-
els were compared in this study and the central displacements of the five sandwich
panels for which DIC data was available are plotted in Figure 3.49 for comparison.
The central displacement provided an overall quantification of the sandwich panel
bending stiffness, and in the foam polymer comparison it was found that the M100
SAN core deflected the least. The C70.90 PVC core deflected less than the 110SL
PMI foam core, and these results correlated with the damage suffered in each case.
The difference in maximum out-of-plane displacement between the quarter points
and the panel centre provided a comparison of the damage suffered, as with more
core cracking and debonding the maximum panel deflection took a square shape,
meaning that the quarter point displacements were closer to the centre displace-
ment. The lack of symmetry observed between the quarter points was due to a
lack of symmetry in the test cubicle.
The amount the sandwich panel pulls back out of the test cubicle, as shown
by the negative displacement in the plots, is another useful indicator of the dam-
age suffered. The pull-out was caused by the momentum of the sandwich panel
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Figure 3.49: Central out-of-plane displacement of the five air blast tested sandwich
panels for which DIC data was available.
returning from the maximum displacement, as well as the negative blast pressure
caused by the rapid overexpansion of explosive gas causing a pressure reduction at
the charge location. At the point of pull-out the sandwich panel had suffered all
of the damage it was likely to suffer, and the negative blast pressure was not great
enough to cause further failures. Therefore the extent of pull-out is dictated purely
by the residual bending stiffness in the sandwich panel. As shown in Table 3.8 the
pull-out of the M100 SAN case was the least in the polymer comparisons, followed
by the C70.90 PVC sandwich panel, and then the 110SL PMI sandwich panel.
The graded density sandwich panel suffered a maximum out-of-plane displace-
ment of 102 mm and a maximum pull-out of 66 mm, as shown in Table 3.8. This
was much greater than the M100 SAN case to which it was compared, but this
was expected due to the graded foam core being 30 mm thick, compared to the
40 mm thick M100 foam core. However, the graded SAN core had a very similar
out-of-plane displacement to the C70.90 PVC and the 110SL PMI cases, and suf-
fered less pull-out, implying it suffered less damage. This finding was verified by
the damage mapping technique discussed subsequently.
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The displacement shape of the graded sandwich panel was also much smoother
than all of the other sandwich panels, which indicates less damage suffered near the
rear face-sheet during blast. Furthermore, the comparison of the central point and
the quarter points shows a large difference in out-of-plane displacement indicating
less core cracking and debonding. An interesting result in the graded case is that
the pull-out displacement shape has fairly large gradient changes, and this is due
to the majority of core cracking taking place in the low and medium density foam
cores, and few cracks in the high density foam. This caused the initial displacement
to be smooth as the high density foam at the back was relatively undamaged, and
then as the cracks in the low density core were pulled apart on the rebound the
localised stiffness was reduced.
The out-of-plane displacement of the compliant Innegra PP front face-sheet
sandwich panel was greatly reduced by the thicker front face-sheet, as compared
to the C70.90 PVC core case in the polymer comparison. The initial out-of-plane
displacement was reduced by 10% by implementing the PP plies in the front face-
sheet, and the pull-out was reduced by 25%. The areal density increase from
implementing the PP plies was 14%. The benefits of implementing these PP
layers, however, are in the increased compressive strain to failure of the PP plies
compared to glass fibre or carbon fibre plies. While offering a negligible structural
contribution once the interleaved glass plies have failed, the PP plies provide a seal
to the water which would otherwise flow into the cracked foam core if the front
face-sheet fractured.
3.5.3 Core Shear Strain
The core shear strain in the sandwich panels was calculated from the out-of-plane
displacement and in-plane back face-sheet strain of the sandwich panel, measured
using DIC. The system is limited in accuracy due to the assumption that there is
no in-plane centreline strain membrane effect present during deformation, which
is not true due to the large deflections witnessed in response to air blast. However
it was not possible to account for centreline strain without measurements on the
front face-sheet, so this system was used to provide a qualitative evaluation of the
shear strains in the various sandwich panel constructions. As shown in Table 3.8
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the shear strain was very similar in every case. The shear strain was converted
to a percentage value using Equation (3.22), which provided the shear strains at
failure presented in Table 3.8. Considering the quasi-static shear failure strains in
Table 3.3 (which assumed a perfectly elastic response), all of the foams are shown
to possess very similar shear strains to failure in quasi-static loading conditions.
With this information, it can be concluded that the technique is somewhat useful
in a comparative sense, to calculate an approximation of the shear strain in the
sandwich panels upon failure. The different responses of the sandwich panels are
therefore related to the point at which this failure strain is reached in the loading
cycle, the energy dissipated during fracture, the tensile properties of the foam,
and the adhesion properties of the resin to the foam polymer. As will be shown in
Chapter 6, the dynamic tensile strain to failure of the 110SL PMI foam is much
lower than the M100 SAN and the C70.90 PVC cases which helps to explain the
earlier fracture in this case.
εxy = 100 tan (γ) (3.22)
3.5.4 Energy Balance
By utilising the individual facet system with DIC results and Air3D simulations,
as discussed earlier in this section, it was possible to calculate the work done on
and the kinetic energy of each facet. This provided a comparative study of the
amount of strain energy in each sandwich panel at the time of failure. The drop in
strain energy at fracture was indicative of the reduced bending stiffness caused by
damage. This study built on from the core shear strain findings, where the shear
strain to failure was the same in every case. It was concluded that the dominant
failure mode in the foam was therefore due to the tensile component of loading,
which enables an explanation of the different behaviour of each panel. A greater
strain energy at failure denotes more deformation of the panel at the point of
failure, and is identified in the energy damage plots as a peak in the strain energy
curves. This is because the kinetic energy of the sandwich panel increased when
the foam fractured, due to reduced stiffness.
The graded density foam core sandwich panel failed with the most strain energy
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due to the slower propagation of cracks through the foam thickness, as shown in
Table 3.8. Also visible in the energy balance plot for the graded core, shown in
Figure 3.42, is an extended period after failure of high strain energy, and this is due
to the higher density foam still being relatively undamaged, so the kinetic energy
did not increase as quickly after initial fracture. The M100 SAN core sandwich
panel showed low strain energy at fracture, lower than the C70.90 PVC case and
similar to the 110SL PMI case. This is due to the low out-of-plane displacement
of the sandwich panel compared to the other two, which resulted in less work
done. This is important to consider when comparing the strain energy in this
way, and ideally the work done in every case would be the same, for a more useful
comparison.
Another benefit of this method of comparing the energies during blast is the
ability to compare the results with finite element simulations. Retrieving work
done, kinetic energy and strain energy from simulations is a robust method of
comparison, and alongside the ability to compare DIC facet data to element data,
and Air3D facet loading with element loading, the blast tests can be fully utilised
to validate FEA. However, this was out of the scope of this research project.
3.5.5 Post-Blast Damage Assessment
As shown in Table 3.6 and Figure 3.7 the damage suffered in the single core
sandwich panels was fairly evenly split across debonding in the two interfaces and
cracking in the foam core. The 30 mm thick M130 SAN core sandwich panel
showed the least damage by far, with the M100 SAN core showing the next least,
then the C70.90 PVC core panel, and the 110SL PMI sandwich panel showing the
most damage. The overall fraction of each panel containing any form of damage is
shown in Table 3.8 and these figures are an average of the percentage of each type
of damage: front face-sheet and core debonding; core cracking; and rear face-sheet
and core debonding.
The compliant PP front face-sheet sandwich panel, containing a 40 mm thick
PVC foam core, suffered a similar amount of core cracking and rear face-sheet
debonding to the C70.90 PVC sandwich panel to which it was compared, as shown
in Table 3.8. However, the PP impregnated front face-sheet suffered no compressive
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fracture, and there was much less front face-sheet debonding observed. These are
both positive for underwater environments to prevent water from entering the
heavily cracked core.
As shown by Figure 3.47 the graded density core sandwich panel suffered a
significant amount of core cracking and debonding at all of the interfaces, but
they were heavily distributed and small in crack length. This was due to the
number of interfaces present preventing crack propagation through the panel. As
expected, the cracking in the lower density foam was greater than in the higher
density foam. However, debonding was more severe between the rear face-sheet
and high density foam, and this was due to the high degree of bending present due
to the lower density foam at the front.
3.6 Conclusion
Six full scale air blast tests were performed on polymeric foam core, GFRP face-
sheet sandwich panels to compare the blast resistance of different constructions.
The polymeric foam used in the core was studied, comparing SAN, PVC and PMI,
to assess how their different mechanical properties affected the blast resistance of
the sandwich panels. Also, a graded density foam core sandwich panel was tested,
to assess if the core damage suffered during blast could be mitigated with the
use of a graded core. Finally, PP Innegra fibre plies were interleaved between
glass fibre plies in the front face-sheet of a PVC core sandwich panel, to assess
the reduced displacement witnessed by using a slightly stiffer front face-sheet, and
the reduced front face-sheet damage. The main results of the air blast tests are
presented in Table 3.8 for comparison. It can be seen that the M130 SAN core
sandwich panel suffered the least amount of damage in the blast tests, but due to
problems in triggering the high speed cameras it was not possible to obtain DIC
results for this test panel. It was found that all three sandwich panels containing
SAN foam cores suffered significantly less damage than the other foam polymers,
and this was due to their higher strain to failure than the PVC and PMI foams.
The dynamic material properties of the foam materials are detailed in Chapter 6.
The use of paired high speed cameras, and a speckle pattern on the rear face-
sheet of the sandwich panels allowed 3D DIC to be used to track the out-of-plane
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displacement and in-plane strain of the sandwich panels. The main benefit of
this was to assess the out-of-plane displacement and compare the ability of each
sandwich panel to resist deformation from the blast wave. In the foam compar-
ison study if was found that the M100 SAN core sandwich panel deflected and
rebounded the least, followed by the C70.90 PVC foam core panel and then the
110SL PMI sandwich panel. The initial deflection of the panel is controlled by
the shear modulus of the foam core to increase bending stiffness, and the amount
of damage suffered by the core to reduce the bending stiffness. The rebound, or
pull-out, suffered is also directly related to the amount of damage suffered, as the
negative pressure wave is insufficient to damage the panel itself. Therefore the
pull-out is greater for more damaged sandwich panels. The DIC results also al-
lowed the shear strain in the form core to be estimated by assuming that there
was no shear in the face-sheet, and that there was no through thickness strain
during bending. It was found that the shear strain at failure of each foam core was
the same, which agreed with the manufacturer data sheet shear properties. It was
concluded from this that the difference in the response of each foam was caused
by differing levels of fracture toughness, and different amounts of strain to failure
in tension. It is expected that the fracture toughness of the 110SL PMI foam is
the lowest out of those studied, followed by the C70.90 PVC foam, and this is an
area of recommended future research.
The final set of results obtained from DIC was the strain energy at failure in
the sandwich panel and the reduction in strain energy after damage took place.
This was achieved by calculating the work done from an Air3D CFD simulation on
each facet location over the sandwich panel surface, and the kinetic energy from
the corresponding facet using DIC. This provided an energy balance in which the
strain energy present at failure was determined. The reduction in strain energy is
indicative of damage suffered as the bending stiffness was reduced when damage
took place. This is intended for future use in FEA validation.
The use of a graded density foam core acted to arrest crack propagation during
blast loading, and reduce the amount of cracks present in the high density foam
layer at the back. This created a much smoother deflection shape, protecting the
rear face-sheet from damage. The lower density foams at the front suffered much
more damage, but the cracks were highly distributed due to the adhered interfaces
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in the sandwich panel.
By incorporating PP fibre plies within the front face-sheet of a PVC foam core
sandwich panel, debonding between the front face-sheet and core was reduced
and front face-sheet compressive failure was prevented. This was achieved whilst
still witnessing the same level of core cracking and rear face-sheet to core interface
debonding. This is an important finding for naval applications, as it would prevent
water from entering the cracked foam core of the ship hull structure. The out-
of-plane displacement and pull-out of the sandwich panel was also significantly
reduced with only a small increase in areal density.
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Table 3.8: Summary of the air blast test results.
Panel Description
Maximum Central
Out-of-Plane
Displacement (mm)
Maximum Central
Pull-Out (mm)
Approximate Core
Shear Strain at
Break (%)
Maximum Strain
Energy (kJ)
Fraction of Panel
Containing damage
(%)
Single 40 mm M100
SAN Core
90 ± 3 46 ± 3 9.6 ± 1.9 179 19
Single 30 mm M130
SAN Core
- - - - 3.9
Graded 30 mm SAN
Core
102 ± 3.0 66 ± 3 10.5 ± 1.9 239 14
Single 40 mm
C70.90 PVC Core
101 ± 3 81 ± 3 13.2 ± 1.9 223 40
Single 40 mm 110SL
PMI Core
102 ± 3 90 ± 3 10.5 ± 1.9 173 -
Single 40 mm C70.90
PVC Core with
Innegra Face-Sheets
90 ± 3 61 ± 3 10.5 ± 1.9 212 36
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Chapter 4
Strength After Blast Testing
4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter described the response of various sandwich composite struc-
tures to blast loading, and this chapter quantifies the residual strength of the dif-
ferent constructions after blast. The motivation for this work was to ensure that
marine architects can design a marine vessel such that after successfully with-
standing a blast, it could continue with reduced service. This service may include
staying afloat until a repair vessel arrives, or simply moving away from the threat
area. The post-blast damage mapping of the sandwich panels was presented in
Chapter 3, and the panels were sectioned such that they would produce suitable
test specimens for the tests presented in this chapter. The most crucial loading
criteria to a marine hull in service is lateral loading due to wave slamming, and
in-plane loading due to the weight of the ship in the water. The structural rigidity
of sandwich composites is caused via shear loading in the foam core, separating
the high stiffness fibre composite face-sheets, thus increasing their second moment
of area and increasing bending stiffness. Therefore, it is clear to see that with
damage present in the core, and in the interfaces between the core and face-sheets,
shear loads will not be transferred so the bending stiffness will reduce. Also, sand-
wich composites possess substantial in-plane compressive properties, due to the
high stiffness of the face-sheets, and the foam acts to prevent buckling in the face-
sheets. As with bending, it is intuitive to see that with core and interface damage,
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the onset of buckling will take place sooner, so the damaged sandwich panels will
withstand a lesser compressive load. This chapter quantifies the reduction in stiff-
ness and load bearing capacity with varying amounts of damage, and considers the
effect of loading rate on these strength reductions. This is achieved using three
point flexural testing, which results in a constant shear load across the specimen,
and edgewise compression tests. Flatwise compression samples were also cut from
the blast panels, but these were not tested due to time constraints.
4.2 Materials
The test specimens were identical to those presented in Chapter 3, with the ex-
ception that the 40 mm thick Polymethacrylimid (PMI) Rohacell 110SL was not
tested, as the damage sustained during blast was too great to cut the sandwich
panel into sections, or to perform any meaningful tests. As such, the specimens
presented in this section all contained 2 mm thick glass fibre reinforced polymer
(GFRP) face-sheets either side of a 30 mm or 40 mm thick polymeric foam core.
The cores contained either styrene acrylonitrile (SAN) or polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
foam. The sandwich panels were a 30 mm thick SAN Corecell M130 core sand-
wich panel; a 30 mm thick SAN graded foam core sandwich panel; a 40 mm thick
SAN Corecell M100 core sandwich panel; a 40 mm thick PVC Airex C70.90 core
sandwich panel; and a 40 mm thick PVC Airex C70.90 core sandwich panel with
polypropylene (PP) Innegra plies interleaved in the GFRP front face-sheet. Two
resin systems were used in the construction of the sandwich panels, either SR 8500
epoxy resin with a standard hardener; or ST 94 film resin. A key of resin systems
used in each panel, alongside overall test panel thickness and areal density is shown
in Table 3.1. Constitutive and bulk face-sheet mechanical properties are shown in
Table 3.2, and of the foam polymers used in the sandwich panel cores are shown
in Table 3.3. The test samples were cut with a circular saw blade containing teeth
with a negative hook angle to prevent fibre snagging, and the pattern is shown in
Figure 4.1. The cutting pattern shows flatwise compression samples which were
omitted from the tests as they were deemed to be the least informative of the three
experiments. The presence of damage in the flatwise specimens would affect the
through-thickness compressive properties due to disconnected foam pieces inside
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the sandwich specimen sliding over each other. In a large ship hull section the
cracked foam sections would remain held in place by the surrounding foam, so
the tests would not be a realistic representation of the residual properties of a
real ship hull. This is also true for the flexural and edgewise compression tests,
however it was possible to determine generic residual properties from these tests
such as the damaged shear modulus and damaged shear strength of the sandwich
panels in flexural loading, and the buckling strength of the face-sheets in edgewise
compressive loading.
Flexural Test Sample
Edgewise Test Sample
Flatwise Test Sample
Figure 4.1: Locations of the flexural; edgewise compression; and flatwise compres-
sion test samples, cut from the air blast tested sandwich panels.
4.3 Experimental Methods
4.3.1 Flexural Testing
In order to develop an understanding of how the flexural rigidity of the sandwich
panels varies with differing amounts of damage, three point bending tests were
performed. This method was chosen as it would cause constant shear strain across
the whole sandwich beam in the undamaged cases, allowing a comparison to a bulk
shear modulus in the damaged cases. In all tests the side edge of the sandwich
panel was speckled, to allow digital image correlation (DIC) to be performed during
loading. As the damaged specimens underwent complex loading due to uneven
stress distributions, the average shear strain across the whole sandwich beam was
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measured in each case, to plot shear stress versus shear strain. Therefore, an
effective shear modulus for the beam was determined, as well as the ultimate
shear stress as calculated from the load. The tests were performed at one of three
machine displacement speeds: 0.154 mm/s; 20 mm/s; and 56.4 mm/s. This was
performed to check for rate effects, but the lower speeds were not tested in all
specimens. The lower speeds were omitted in most sets due to limited amounts
of available samples, and wave slamming being a dynamic event. Also the rate
sensitivity tests showed little dependence on test speed. These speeds were selected
based on test machine availability. A schematic of the three point bending test
method is shown in Figure 4.2, and this test design was developed in line with the
ASTM C393 [107] testing standard for flexural testing of sandwich composites. The
tests were performed on either a biaxial 250 kN ESH hydraulic testing machine,
or an Instron 8872 fatigue testing machine. The test samples either failed in top
face-sheet (the front face-sheet in the blast tests) compressive failure, or in core
shear failure during the three point bending tests. The core shear failure took the
form of either core cracking, or debonding between the core and face-sheets. In
some cases the top 12 mm diameter roller indented to top face-sheet, and these
test results were disqualified from the analysis. As shown in Figure 4.2, rollers of
25 mm diameter were used on the base in line with the testing standard, and the
span length between these was 350 mm. This span was the maximum possible
from the sandwich composites, as the original blast panels had already been cut
into 16 sections of 400 x 325 mm for transportation and storage. The test samples
were all cut to a width of between 100 mm and 110 mm.
4.3.1.1 Data Processing
The measurements taken during the three point bending tests were cross-head dis-
placement of the machine, load applied by the top roller and photographs of one
long edge at set time intervals for DIC processing. Due to the 10 mm thick rubber
pad between the top roller and the top face-sheet, it was not possible to use the
cross-head displacement to calculate any properties of the test specimens. There-
fore, the displacement of the centre of the test sample was measured by processing
the DIC images in Aramis. The size of the pixels was calibrated against the edge
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25CmmCDiameter
SilverCSteelCRoller
AluminiumCRoller
Support
10CmmCThick
RubberCPad
SteelCTestCBase
TestCSample
Lubricant
ConnectionCtoC
TestCMachine
350 mm
SteelCSpacerCPlate
12CmmCDiameter
SilverCSteelCRoller
Figure 4.2: Schematic of the three point bending test method.
images of the rollers in the tests as these were manufactured with sharp edges,
reflected a lot of light and were photographed perpendicular to the face against
a dark background. The load and central displacement were used to calculate
the effective stiffness of each sandwich specimen using Equation (4.1), where dP
dδ
is the gradient of the load (Pc) versus central displacement (δ). Also shown in
Equation (4.1) is the equation to compare the effective stiffness (Keff ) with the
bending stiffness (D) and the panel shear rigidity (U), where S is the span of
the test sample (350 mm) [107]. The load and central displacement were deter-
mined from the machine load cell and from DIC respectively. To prevent frame
alignment errors from the DIC, Equation (4.2) was used to calculate the effective
stiffness from the test results, where t is time. The equation for calculating the
panel bending stiffness for all specimens except for the complaint face-sheet case,
is shown in Equation (4.3), where E is the face-sheet modulus; c is the sandwich
specimen thickness; h is the foam core thickness; and W is the sandwich specimen
width. In the case of the compliant face-sheet specimens, the bending stiffness
was calculated using Equation (4.4), where T is the face-sheet thickness; and the
subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the front and back face-sheet respectively. The shear
rigidity (U) of the panel was calculated using Equation (4.5), where G is the shear
modulus of the foam core. This equation was then used for the damaged cases, to
provide a value of “damaged shear modulus”, which can be used for modelling the
post-blast behaviour of sandwich panels. Equation (4.6) was used to calculate the
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maximum shear stress (τ) during the test, and Equation (4.7) was used to calcu-
late the maximum direct stress(σ) in the face-sheets in each test. The maximum
shear and direct stresses provided the strength of the sandwich panels in bending,
with varying amounts of damage.
Keff =
dPc
dδ
=
[
S3
48D
+
S
4U
]−1
(4.1)
dPc
dδ
=
∂Pc
∂t
· ∂t
∂δ
(4.2)
D =
Eb (c3 − h3)
12
(4.3)
D =
E1T1E2T2W (d+ c)
2
4 (E1T1 + E2T2)
(4.4)
U =
GW (c+ h)2
4h
(4.5)
τ =
Pc
W (c+ h)
(4.6)
σ =
PcL
2TW (c+ h)
(4.7)
4.3.2 Edgewise Compression Testing
The second set of strength after blast testing considered the edgewise loading
of sandwich specimens with varying amounts of blast damage present. When in
service the ship hull is required to support the weight of the vessel in the water,
causing significant quasi-static and intermediate rate edgewise loading. Testing
was performed on an Instron 5985 universal testing machine, with a Canon EOS
350D digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) camera and Phantom Miro M310 high speed
camera used to measure the axial DIC strain in the quasi-static and dynamic tests
respectively. Similar to the flexural tests, the strain across the surface of the
damaged specimens was irregular, so an average strain was measured to determine
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an effective compressive modulus of the damaged sandwich specimens. The tests
were performed in accordance with ASTM C364 [108]. In order to ensure even
loading on both face-sheets, a 10 mm thick rubber spacer was placed between
10 mm thick steel plates, and the compression platens. This accounted for any
inconsistency in the cut along the specimen edge. The full compression test setup
is shown in Figure 4.3.
200 mm
10 mm Thick
Steel Plate
10 mm Thick
Rubber Pad
Test Sample
Test Machine
Platten
Test Machine
Platten
Figure 4.3: Schematic of the edgewise compression test method.
4.3.2.1 Data Processing
Due to slippage at the platens and the strain of the rubber sheet, it was not possible
to use machine displacement for the test results. Instead DIC images of the tests
were captured with a DSLR or high speed camera. The DIC images were processed
for in-plane strain using Aramis. In order to avoid the necessity of aligning the
camera frame with the load, the stiffness of the sandwich panel was calculated
using Equation (4.8), where Eeff is the effective edgewise compression stiffness; σy
is the in-plane engineering stress; and εy is the in-plane engineering strain. The
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engineering stress was calculated using Equation (4.9), where F is the applied
force; and W and T are the specimen width and face-sheet thickness respectively.
The engineering stress was calculated using this method due to the negligible stress
in the foam core compared to the GFRP face-sheets. This calculation method is
detailed in ASTM C364 [108].
Eeff =
∂σy
∂t
· ∂t
∂εy
(4.8)
σy =
F
2W T
(4.9)
4.3.3 Damage Quantification
The method for tracking damage locations was described in Chapter 3. This
method resulted in estimated foam core crack surface areas and areas of debond
at interfaces. The prediction of the crack surface areas was by interpolating the
crack length on two opposing faces, through the perpendicular distance between
the cracks. For the estimation of debond surface areas, the fraction of each face
debonded was recorded, and an average fraction of all four faces calculated. In
order to show how mechanical properties of the test samples varied with damage,
it was necessary to determine a non-dimensionalised quantity, to provide an over-
all severity of damage in each specimen. As the maximum theoretical core crack
surface area is a diagonal crack across the entire length of the longest face of the
test sample, the core cracks were non-dimensionalised against this. The debond
damage was non-dimensionalised against the maximum possible area of debond on
each interface, by simply multiplying the specimen width and length. Core crack
damage and debond damage were combined by summing the non-dimensionalised
values. This resulted in damage levels which were greater than 100% and is ex-
pressed at “Total Damage (%)” in this chapter.
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4.4 Results
4.4.1 Flexural Testing
4.4.1.1 Rate Effects
This section will present the effect of test speed on the response of the blast tested
sandwich beams. It was only possible to acquire enough test samples contain-
ing no visible damage from the 30 mm thick SAN Corecell M130 core sandwich
panel, to perform a study at three different test rates: 0.154 mm/s; 20 mm/s;
and 56.4 mm/s. A total of 13 samples were tested from this sandwich panel, 11
of which contained no visible damage. Four samples were tested at 0.154 mm/s,
three samples were tested at 20 mm/s, and two at 56.4 mm/s. Figure 4.4 shows
the measured effective stiffness values of the test samples, and it can be seen that
at quasi-static rates the effective stiffness is greater. The medium and high rate
effective stiffness values are around 1.1 MN/m, and for the quasi-static tests are
around 1.55 MN/m, corresponding to core shear moduli of 71 MPa and 264 MPa
respectively, using Equation (4.5). The SAN M130 foam has a shear modulus
of 59 MPa [100], so closer to the medium and high rate values, but still slightly
less. This is due to the DIC method measuring an average central displacement
of the beam but not accounting for indentation. This results in a greater effec-
tive stiffness as the load increases but the overall central displacement is reduced
due to indentation. This effect is only witnessed in the undamaged specimens, as
indentation does not occur in the damaged specimens.
The direct stress in the face-sheets and shear stress in the foam core at failure
is consistent across all tests, as shown in Figure 4.5, where Figure 4.5a shows the
core shear stress at compressive failure of the top face-sheet; and Figure 4.5b shows
the direct face-sheet stress at compressive failure of the top face-sheet. Figure 4.6
shows DIC results of compressive strain in the through thickness direction at the
point of failure of the top face-sheets, and it can be seen that failure of this type
is encouraged by the weak foam core allowing buckling of the front face-sheet in
compression, at a critical stress.
The undamaged specimens exhibit rate sensitivity between quasi-static and
medium to high rates, and it is expected that should the test rate be increased to
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Figure 4.4: Effective stiffness of 30 mm thick SAN Corecell M130 core sandwich
beams, tested at high, medium and quasi-static speeds. All of the test samples
contained no visible damage prior to flexural testing.
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Figure 4.5: a) Direct face-sheet stress and b) core shear stress at failure of 30 mm
thick SAN Corecell M130 core sandwich beams, tested at high, medium and quasi-
static speeds. All of the test samples contained no visible damage prior to flexural
testing.
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Figure 4.6: a) Quasi-static and b) high speed compressive strain of two 30 mm
thick SAN Corecell M130 core sandwich beams. These test samples contained no
visible damage prior to flexural testing.
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impact speed this effect would be magnified, due to localised crushing of the foam
core. The medium to high rates of testing were of interest in this study, as the aim
of the research was to assess resistance to loading from waves of the hull of naval
vessels. For this reason, the subsequent three test panels were tested at medium
and high rates only, due to a limited number of test samples available.
4.4.1.2 Stiffness
The two types of gross damage present in the blast tested sandwich panels were
core cracking and debonding between the face-sheets and foam core. In the case
of the graded density foam core debonding was also present between the foam
layers. The damage in each test specimen was recorded using a MATLAB script,
as described in Chapter 3, and this section considers the effect of the amount and
type of damage present on the effective stiffness of the test sample in three point
bending. In the results presented here the central deflection of the sandwich panel
during loading was measured using DIC, and the load recorded using the load cell
in the test machine. The specimens taken from the 30 mm thick SAN Corecell
M130 foam core sandwich panel had only two out of 11 containing visible damage.
It was, therefore, unrealistic to draw any conclusions from these tests on the effect
of damage on this construction of sandwich panel. However in the case of the
30 mm thick SAN graded density sandwich panel, damage was present in varying
amounts, to provide an overall plot of effective stiffness versus damage suffered.
The visible damage present is as described earlier in this chapter, and the results
of the graded density sandwich specimens are shown in Figure 4.7. The graded
sandwich specimen results show that there is a clear drop in effective stiffness as
the amount of damage increases, as is expected, and that at the onset of minor
damage the effective stiffness drops dramatically. The outlying point in Figure 4.7
is caused by highly distributed damage across the specimen, with no full debonding
of interfaces. A DIC contour plot of maximum principal strain (MPS) is shown in
Figure 4.7 for this point, and if compared to the other DIC contour plot shown, it
can be seen that the lower effective stiffness case has much more severe damage.
In the case of the graded density foam core, it is found that the effective stiffness
reduced to an average value of 0.07 MN/m. By using Equation (4.1) this implies a
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specimen shear rigidity of 6133 N, or a specimen shear modulus of 1.6 MPa. This
damaged shear modulus could then be used to calculate the response of moderately
to heavily damaged graded blast panels to subsequent loading scenarios.
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Figure 4.7: Effective stiffness versus visible damage for the 30 mm thick SAN
Corecell graded core sandwich panel, tested at three different rates.
As the 40 mm thick PMI Rohacell 110SL sandwich panel was too damaged
during blast to be sectioned into smaller samples, it was not included in these
tests. However the 40 mm thick SAN Corecell M100 sandwich panel, and the
40 mm thick PVC Airex C70.90 sandwich panel were tested, allowing a comparison
of the residual stiffness capabilities of the two foam cores. The effective stiffness
versus damage plot of the M100 sandwich panel is shown in Figure 4.8, and for
the C70.90 panel is shown in Figure 4.9. The outlying points in the M100 case
of Figure 4.8 are caused by there only being debonding present between one face-
sheet and core, and very small amounts of core cracking. Also shown in Figure 4.8
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are DIC maximum principal strain plots, where the highly damaged specimen
which exhibited low effective stiffness is shown to have mixed damage across the
whole panel. These results imply that the critical factor in retaining bending
stiffness in the sandwich beams is to prevent debonding of the face-sheets from
the foam core, as preventing debonding in both face-sheets results in high bending
stiffness. This is an intuitive conclusion, as the foam core is present in the sandwich
panel to transmit shear between the stiff face-sheets, which are loaded in tension
and compression. With core cracks present and no debonding, the face-sheets
will remain coupled, but the shear stiffness of the foam core is reduced, thus
reducing the bending stiffness. However, with the presence of debonding the face-
sheets become decoupled, so shear is not transmitted between the face-sheets,
dramatically reducing the bending stiffness of the sandwich beam. The results
of the C70.90 cases presented in Figure 4.9 have one outlying result. In this
case, the sandwich panel contained no bottom face-sheet debonding and 23% top
sheet debonding, with 60% of the specimen length containing cracks. This further
supports the hypothesis that bending stiffness is retained with lower debonding.
The DIC contour plot shown indicates that failure took place when debonding
initiated at a crack, emphasising even more strongly that the damage mechanisms
in loading a pre-damaged specimen are complex. The results of these two tests
show that the two sandwich beams have similar effective stiffness values without
the presence of damage, and the effective stiffness values reduce similarly in each
case. From the two sets of tests, it was found that with moderate to high damage
present (above 100% using the quantification method outlined previously), the
effective stiffness values of the M100 and C70.90 sandwich panels were likely to
reduce to 0.09 MN/m and 0.11 MN/m respectively. These values imply shear
rigidities of 7885 N and 9641 N for the two panels respectively. The damaged shear
moduli of the M100 and C70.90 panels were 1.6 MPa and 2.0 MPa respectively.
The final blast test panel to be tested for residual strength was the 40 mm thick
PVC Airex C70.90 core sandwich panel, which contained compliant PP fibres
in the front face-sheet, designed to mitigate front face-sheet compressive failure
during blast. The purpose of the blast tests performed on the compliant face-sheet
sandwich panel was to assess if the front face-sheet survived with similar amounts of
core damage suffered as in the identical case without the PP plies, and it was found
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Figure 4.8: Effective Stiffness versus visible damage for the 40 mm thick SAN
Corecell M100 core sandwich panel, tested at two different rates.
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Figure 4.9: Effective stiffness versus visible damage for the 40 mm thick PVC
Airex C70.90 core sandwich panel, tested at two different rates.
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that front face-sheet damage was mitigated. As the core crack and debond levels
were similar to the case without the PP plies, it was expected that the reduction in
bending stiffness was similar, and the results of the effective stiffness versus visible
damage for this sandwich panel are shown in Figure 4.10. In these results the
one slightly outlying point contains a small amount of debond, as witnessed in the
outlying points presented previously. As with the polymer comparison cases, the
effective stiffness of the sandwich panel with moderate damage drops to around
0.1 MN/m. This value of effective stiffness was used to calculate a panel shear
rigidity of 8,966 N, and a damaged core shear modulus of 1.8 MPa.
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Figure 4.10: Effective stiffness versus visible damage for the 40 mm thick PVC
Airex C70.90 sandwich panel with PP front face-sheet fibres, tested at two different
rates.
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4.4.1.3 Strength
The second important parameter in the post-blast behaviour of the sandwich com-
posites is the maximum load carrying capacity. This section presents the maximum
shear stresses in the foam core and the maximum direct stresses in the face-sheets
at failure for each case. As with the effective stiffness data, there were not enough
damaged M130 specimens to perform a study on residual strength for this panel.
The results of the graded density sandwich panel, however, are shown in Fig-
ure 4.11, where Figure 4.11a shows the core shear stress with varying amounts of
damage, and Figure 4.11b shows the direct stress in the face-sheets versus visible
damage. As with the effective stiffness results for the graded density core, there is
an outlying data point in Figure 4.11, caused by high dispersion of damage across
the beam. From these results it can be seen that the shear and direct stress lim-
its of the graded density sandwich panel reduce to around 0.2 MPa and 10 MPa
respectively upon the onset of damage.
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Figure 4.11: a) Maximum shear stress and b) maximum direct face-sheet stress
versus visible damage for the 30 mm thick SAN Corecell graded core sandwich
panel, tested at three different rates.
The maximum core shear and direct face-sheet stress for the 40 mm thick SAN
Corecell M100 foam core sandwich beams are shown in Figure 4.12a and Fig-
ure 4.12b respectively. As with the graded density panel, the M100 test specimen
strength reduces to a constant value when damage is present. These reduced values
are approximately 0.2 MPa for core shear and 10 MPa for direct face-sheet stress.
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The 40 mm thick PVC Airex C70.90 core sandwich specimens, however, show a
clear linear decrease in shear and direct failure stress with increased amounts of
damage, as shown in Figure 4.13a and Figure 4.13b respectively. The difference
in the two responses is likely to be caused by the smaller amounts of damage in
the C70.90 samples being dominated by core cracks, and not by debond, unlike
the M100 samples where the smaller damage contained debonding. As with the
effective stiffness results, debonding is the key factor in deteriorating the bend-
ing properties of the sandwich beams as the two face-sheets are decoupled. The
C70.90 specimen shear and face-sheet failure stresses reduce to around 0.1 MPa
and 10 MPa respectively for moderate to high damage, when both debonding and
core cracking is present.
The shear strength and face-sheet failure stress in the compliant face-sheet
sandwich specimens reduced to around 0.2 MPa and 10 MPa respectively when
damage was present. Aside from the outlying result, as discussed in the effec-
tive stiffness section, the failure stresses reduce to constant values with moderate
damage present. The results of the shear strength and face-sheet strength versus
damage are shown in Figure 4.14a and Figure 4.14b respectively.
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Figure 4.12: a) Maximum shear stress and b) maximum direct face-sheet stress
versus visible damage for the 40 mm thick SAN Corecell M100 core sandwich
panel, tested at two different rates.
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Figure 4.13: a) Maximum shear stress and b) maximum direct face-sheet stress
versus visible damage for the 40 mm thick PVC Airex C70.90 core sandwich panel,
tested at two different rates.
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Figure 4.14: a) Maximum shear stress and b) maximum direct face-sheet stress
versus visible damage for the 40 mm thick PVC Airex C70.90 sandwich panel with
PP front face-sheet fibres, tested at two different rates.
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4.4.2 Edgewise Compression Testing
4.4.2.1 Rate Effects
The edgewise compression strength of GFRP face-sheet sandwich panels is much
greater than their flexural effective stiffness. For this reason, it was not possible
to use a test machine with a great enough load capacity to test the specimens
at 56.4 mm/s. However, the in-plane loading of the ship hull is caused by static
loading of the ship weight and reasonably low frequency oscillations due to the
buoyancy of the ship. The maximum possible test speed in these tests was 5 mm/s,
which was used for the medium rate tests, and 0.03 mm/s was used for the quasi-
static tests. As with the flexural tests, the 30 mm thick SAN Corecell M130 core
sandwich panel was used to assess the effect of loading rate on response, as this
was the only sandwich panel which produced enough specimens with no visible
damage. A plot of compressive modulus for samples tested at the two different
speeds is shown in Figure 4.15 for M130 samples with no visible damage. It can be
seen that the compressive modulus appears to decrease on average as the testing
rate is increased, but that there is significant variation in the results obtained.
The most likely cause of this variation in compressive modulus was bending in the
face-sheets, meaning that the load was not transmitted along the glass fibres. This
could be caused by local defects which were not visible in the damage inspections,
or by uneven loading not accounted for by the rubber pads used for testing. It is
expected that the reduction in modulus with higher loading rates was caused by
greater instabilities in the face-sheets, caused by uneven loading. At greater test
rates the rubber pads were more stiff, so offered less correction to evenly distribute
the load across the two face-sheets. The results of the edgewise compression testing
of the graded density foam core, at the medium and high rates, are shown in
Figure 4.16, for cases with no visible damage present. In the graded case there
was a clear reduction in compressive modulus with loading rate, and the DIC
images shown alongside data points in Figure 4.16 show that this was caused by
localised bending in the face-sheets.
The maximum in-plane stress measured during the 30 mm thick SAN Corecell
M130 core sandwich panel is shown in Figure 4.17, and it can be seen that there was
no correlation between test speed and strength of the sandwich panels. Similarly
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Figure 4.15: Compressive modulus of 30 mm thick SAN Corecell M130 core sand-
wich beams, tested at medium and quasi-static speeds. All of the test samples
contained no visible damage prior to edgewise compression testing.
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Figure 4.16: Compressive modulus of 30 mm thick SAN graded core sandwich
beams, tested at medium and quasi-static speeds. All of the test samples contained
no visible damage prior to edgewise compression testing.
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to the compressive modulus results, there is a fair amount of spread in the medium
speed results, and this was caused by bending instabilities in the face-sheets being
more pronounced at higher rates. The average strength of the specimens was
144 MPa. The in-plane compressive strengths of the 30 mm thick SAN graded
density core sandwich specimens are shown in Figure 4.18, for cases with no visible
damage. As with the M130 specimens, the graded density specimens showed no
dependence on loading rate, and the average strength of the undamaged specimens
was 152 MPa.
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Figure 4.17: Maximum in-plane stress of 30 mm thick SAN Corecell M130 core
sandwich beams, tested at medium and quasi-static speeds. All of the test samples
contained no visible damage prior to edgewise compression testing.
4.4.2.2 Stiffness
The variation in compressive modulus versus visible damage present for the 30 mm
thick SAN Corecell M130 sandwich panel, and the 30 mm thick SAN graded
density sandwich panel are shown in Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20 respectively.
The outlying medium rate data point in the M130 case, at around 75% damage,
was caused by the damage taking the form of core cracks, and not debonding,
which was discussed in the flexural test results. In edgewise compression, the core
does not offer much stiffness to load, but acts to prevent bending in the face-
sheets, meaning they buckle at a greater load. Therefore, debonding will remove
this advantage, reducing the load at which buckling happens. Core cracking has
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Figure 4.18: Compressive strength of 30 mm thick SAN Corecell graded core
sandwich beams, tested at medium and quasi-static speeds. All of the test samples
contained no visible damage prior to edgewise compression testing.
a similar effect, except that much more cracking is required to allow bending in
the face-sheets, as a large area of foam will still be in contact with the face-
sheets with minor cracks. For the graded density core case, it can be seen that
there was no trend between the amount of damage present and stiffness, and this
was due to the complexity of damage modes in the test samples. As there were
four interfaces and three foam layers in the sandwich panels, it was not possible
to witness a trend. For example, debonding between the foam layers, with no
cracking and face-sheet debonding, was fairly common in the sandwich panel, and
in these cases the compressive modulus remained almost unaffected by damage.
This was because the face-sheets were still prevented from buckling by remaining
adhered to a layer of foam. This is shown in some of the DIC strain contour plots
in Figure 4.20.
The results of the residual edgewise compressive modulus tests on the 40 mm
SAN Corecell M100 sandwich panel, and the 40 mm thick PVC Airex C70.90
sandwich panel are shown in Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.22 respectively. In the
M100 case, the compressive modulus is shown to decrease to around 2 GPa with
moderate to heavy damage present. In the C70.90 case the outlying results of
modulus at damage levels of 160% and 110% were caused by complete debonding
of one face-sheet but not the other. This caused the load to stay similar to the
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Figure 4.19: Compressive modulus versus visible damage for the 30 mm thick SAN
Corecell M130 core sandwich panel, tested at two different rates.
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Figure 4.20: Compressive modulus versus visible damage for the 30 mm thick SAN
graded density core sandwich panel, tested at two different rates.
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undamaged case. The rest of the results showed a decrease in modulus to an
average of around 0.5 MPa with moderate to heavy damage.
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Figure 4.21: Compressive modulus versus visible damage for the 40 mm thick SAN
Corecell M100 core sandwich panel, tested at two different rates.
Figure 4.23 provides the compressive moduli of the compliant PP test spec-
imens with varying amounts of visible damage prior to testing. In the tests on
this sandwich panel, the outlying results were in specimens where the back face-
sheet had debonded, but the front, thicker face-sheet was still connected to the
foam core. With heavy damage present the edgewise compressive modulus of the
compliant face-sheet sandwich specimens reduced to around 2 GPa.
4.4.2.3 Strength
Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25 show the relationship between in-plane compressive
strength and visible damage prior to testing of the 30 mm thick SAN Corecell M130
core sandwich panel and the 30 mm thick SAN graded density core sandwich panel
respectively. Unlike the compressive moduli of these specimens, the compressive
strength shows a clear trend with damage present. The M130 specimen strength
reduced to a constant strength of around 10 MPa with moderate to heavy damage,
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Figure 4.22: Compressive modulus versus visible damage for the 40 mm thick PVC
Airex C70.90 core sandwich panel, tested at two different rates.
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Figure 4.23: Compressive modulus versus visible damage for the 40 mm thick PVC
Airex C70.90 core sandwich panel with Innegra PP plies in the front face-sheet,
tested at two different rates.
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whereas the graded density specimens reduced to around 20 MPa on average.
The graded residual strength was greater due to damage being more distributed
through the sandwich panel, and debonding between the face-sheets and core being
less than the debonding between the foam layers. This meant that the face-sheets
were prevented from buckling by the foam layers they remained adhered to.
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Figure 4.24: Compressive strength versus visible damage for the 30 mm thick SAN
Corecell M130 core sandwich panel, tested at two different rates.
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Figure 4.25: Compressive strength versus visible damage for the 30 mm thick SAN
Corecell graded density core sandwich panel, tested at two different rates.
The results of the 40 mm thick SAN Corecell M100 core, and the 40 mm thick
PVC Airex C70.90 core sandwich panels are shown in Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27
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respectively. In the M100 case there is a clear linear reduction in sandwich panel
strength with increasing damage, and this was also present in the C70.90 speci-
mens. In the C70.90 cases, there was an outlying result, caused by debonding on
only one side. The C70.90 panel strength reduced to around 3 MPa with mod-
erate to heavy damage, but the M100 specimens did not contain enough damage
to fully define a constant reduced strength. However, visual extrapolation of the
data implied that this strength reduced to around 10 MPa.
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Figure 4.26: Compressive strength versus visible damage for the 40 mm thick SAN
Corecell M100 core sandwich panel, tested at two different rates.
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Figure 4.27: Compressive strength versus visible damage for the 40 mm thick PVC
Airex C70.90 core sandwich panel, tested at two different rates.
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Figure 4.28 provides the strength versus visible damage plots of the 40 mm thick
PVC Airex C70.90 foam core sandwich panel, containing compliant Innegra PP
plies within the front face-sheet. Due to most specimens not suffering debonding
between the core and the thick front face-sheet, a trend in damage with strength
was less pronounced. It appears that with moderate to heavy damage, the strength
reduced to an average of 10 MPa, but there was a large deviation associated with
this value, depending on the types of damage.
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Figure 4.28: Compressive strength versus visible damage for the 40 mm thick PVC
Airex C70.90 core sandwich panel with Innegra PP plies in the front face-sheet,
tested at two different rates.
4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Flexural Tests
The post-blast flexural tests recorded in this chapter were performed according
to the test standard ASTM C393 [107]. In order to prevent core crushing at the
indentor it was necessary to use thick rubber pads to spread the load. Bending
stiffness was calculated with the use of DIC to track the central displacement of the
test samples, as machine displacement could not be used due to the rubber pads.
The DIC could also be used to measure shear strain during the tests in order to
calculate the shear modulus from the calculated shear stress. However, it was found
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to be more robust to calculate the effective shear modulus from the effective beam
stiffness using Equation (4.1). When calculating the effective shear modulus the
direct face-sheet stiffness was assumed to be unaffected by damage, an assumption
which is invalidated for areas where front face-sheet cracking took place. However,
this system is sufficient for comparing the foam cores, as the intended use for this
assessment is in FEA, where damage would not be included in the face-sheets
in the elastic material models. A summary of the test results obtained for the
flexural tests are shown in Table 4.1, where the damaged properties are provided
as an average of the damaged test results performed at both medium rates and
high rates. These values were calculated from the point at which the property had
reached a plateau, and outlying results were omitted. The undamaged properties
were calculated from an average of results with zero visible damage, omitting any
very low values where it was clear that damage was present which had not been
identified with the inspection method.
The data in Table 4.1 show good correlation between the calculated bending
stiffness and the undamaged bending stiffness measured from the tests. The stiff-
ness values are similar in every case due to the in-plane stiffness of the face-sheets
being much higher than the shear modulus of the foam core, but it can be seen
that in the M100 case the bending stiffness is increased due to the higher shear
modulus of the SAN core. The results also show that the bending stiffness values
all reduce to around 0.1 MN/m when damage is present. From this the shear mod-
uli shown in Table 4.1 were calculated and could be used as foam shear properties
in an FEA study. The damaged specimen foam shear strengths were similar in
every case, as were the damaged face-sheet strengths.
From the flexural test results it is clear that with damage present in the sand-
wich composites, the specimens have the same bending properties. This is due to
the decoupling of the two face-sheets with core damage, meaning that all of the
stiffness is caused by the in-plane stiffness of the face-sheets. The DIC results also
show that the amount of core cracking present in the specimens has much less of an
effect on the bending properties than debonding between the face-sheets. Using a
graded density foam core does not alter this observation, as the foam layers simply
move over each other when debonded.
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Table 4.1: Post-blast flexural test results summary for the five air blasted sandwich panels.
Panel
Description
Calculated
Effective
Stiffness
(MN/m)
Undamaged
Effective
Stiffness
(MN/m)
Damaged
Effective
Stiffness
(MN/m)
Effective
Damaged
Shear
Modulus
(MPa)
Undamaged
Shear
Strength
(MPa)
Damaged
Shear
Strength
(MPa)
Undamaged
Face-sheet
Strength
(MPa)
Damaged
Face-sheet
Strength
(MPa)
M100 SAN 1.25 1.07 ± 0.21 0.09 ± 0.05 1.6 1.13 0.21 ± 0.09 83.45 13.78 ± 5.34
M130 SAN 1.02 1.38 ± 0.24 - - 1.51 ± 0.10 - 98.83 ± 6.35 -
Graded
SAN
1.08 1.03 0.05 ± 0.03 1.6 1.36 0.19 ± 0.08 73.98 8.45 ± 3.5
C70.90 PVC 1.02 4.15 0.07 ± 0.04 2.0 0.91 0.15 ± 0.10 82.94 9.39 ± 6.07
C70.90 PVC
with PP
Interlayers
1.12 1.03 0.12 ± 0.07 1.8 1.15 0.19 ± 0.06 59.58 8.07 ± 2.48
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4.5.2 Edgewise Compression Tests
Edgewise compressive loading of ship hulls is caused by the static weight of the ship
in the water, and the up and down movement of the ship caused by buoyancy. For
this reason, low and medium rates were tested and this allowed easily accessible
testing equipment to be used. The rate dependence of the undamaged specimens
was tested first, and it was found that the strength was independent of test rate,
but that the compressive modulus was greater at medium test rates. This could
either be due to the rate sensitivity of the rubber pad used for evenly distributing
the load, by inaccuracies in measuring the elastic modulus using DIC, or by the
dynamic buckling of the face-sheets.
As with the flexural test specimens, the edgewise compression specimens showed
similar plateau levels with heavy damage, except for the PVC C70.90 sample with
was much lower. In the case of edgewise compression the undamaged compres-
sive moduli were discounted, as DIC is too inaccurate at low strains to provide
usable results. The points were shown in the plots for illustration of the stiffness
reduction only.
The edgewise compression test results are summarised in Table 4.2 and it can
be seen that all of the results are similar, with the compression strength reduc-
ing to around 10 MPa in every case except for the C70.90 samples. The results
presented in Table 4.2 with damage present are calculated from an average of the
results where a clear plateau was visible, with any outlying results omitted. The
undamaged strength was calculated from the results with zero damage present,
removing any unexpectedly low values as it was clear that existent damage had
not been picked up in the damage mapping process. In the SAN M100 case, the
undamaged compressive strength result is omitted, as the measured values were
found to be unexpectedly low. The cause of this anomaly is likely due to uniden-
tified damage in the specimens or sample failure at the compression platens which
was not highlighted by DIC. The low residual strength of the C70.90 test sam-
ples is caused by much greater core cracking than the SAN cases, in which the
majority of damage was debonding. Debonding is not as problematic as the foam
still acts to prevent buckling in the face-sheets, unless they bow away from the
foam, whereas a high crack density causes a less integral anti-buckling mechanism.
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Furthermore, with more core cracks the foam slips outwards when loaded in edge-
wise compression, thus pushing the face-sheet out and causing buckling to happen
earlier. This observation is highlighted by the greater compressive strength of the
damaged graded density foam core samples, as the crack distribution was much
greater in this sandwich panel. This resulted in small pieces of cracked foam, which
were not large enough to displace the face-sheets outwards.
Table 4.2: Post-blast edgewise compression test result summary for the five air
blasted sandwich panels.
Panel Description
Damaged
Compressive
Modulus (GPa)
Undamaged
Compressive
Strength (MPa)
Damaged
Compressive
Strength (MPa)
M100 SAN 1.93 ± 1.33 - 16.69 ± 5.89
M130 SAN 3.72 ± 3.38 144.11 ± 24.03 14.00 ± 7.28
Graded SAN - 152.39 ± 10.70 20.14 ± 13.76
C70.90 PVC 1.81 ± 1.85 - 4.67 ± 4.22
C70.90 PVC with
PP Interlayers
2.15 ± 1.10 - 17.66 ± 16.06
4.6 Conclusion
Characterisation of the air blast tested sandwich panels showed that the different
constructions had a negligible effect on the post-blast flexural properties. It was
found that the bending stiffness and strength were very dependent on debonding,
but that cracking had less of an effect. This is due to debonding causing the two
face-sheets to decouple, so shear load is not transmitted across. It was found that
the bending stiffness reduced to around 1% of the undamaged specimens, and the
shear strength reduced to approximately 10%. By calculating an effective shear
modulus from the bending stiffness results, it is possible to develop simulations
which behave in an elastic manner using the residual effective shear properties.
However, this was out of the scope of this research project.
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The edgewise compression results showed that the residual properties are af-
fected by core cracks more than debonding. This is due to the cracked foam pieces
moving outwards when loaded in edgewise compression, causing the face-sheets to
buckle earlier. This is highlighted by the much lower compressive strength of the
damaged PVC C70.90 sandwich panel, which contained many more core cracks
than the SAN samples. Furthermore, the graded density sandwich panel had a
much greater residual edgewise compressive strength than the other samples, due
to greater crack distribution. As with the residual flexural properties, the edgewise
compression properties can be used to model a ship hull elastically, after a blast
event, to assess whether the ship could operate in reduced service after surviving
blast loading.
It was clear from the experiments that once the face-sheets in the sandwich
specimens are decoupled the properties reduce to represent the in-plane properties
of the face-sheets only. For this reason, the various foam core materials have very
little influence on the post-blast flexural and edgewise compression properties of
the materials.
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Chapter 5
Full Scale Underwater Blast
Testing
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the results of full scale underwater blast tests performed
on glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) and carbon fibre reinforced polymer
(CFRP) face-sheet, styrene acrylonitrile (SAN) core sandwich panels. The foam
cores of these panels were either a single 30 mm thick SAN Corecell M130 foam
layer, or three 10 mm thick SAN foam layers, forming a stepwise graded density
core as tested in Chapter 3. The intention of utilising a graded density core
was to dissipate blast wave energy as it travelled through and crushed the three
foam layers, due to incremental crushing. This was expected to create a more even
deflection of the sandwich panel and to reduce the overall out-of-plane displacement
at failure due to energy absorption. These tests are similar to those performed
by Gardner, Wang and Shukla [109], where a shock tube was used to test the
blast resistance of a stepwise graded foam core. It was shown in this research
that incrementally increasing the foam density in the direction of the blast wave
reduced the deflection of the back face due to energy absorption during crushing.
This study also considered the effect of using GFRP or CFRP face-sheets on
underwater blast resistance. A comparison between GFRP and CFRP to air blast
loading has been performed by Arora et al. [18], where it was found that the
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CFRP sandwich panel outperformed the GFRP case. It was expected in this case
that the high CFRP stiffness would cause boundary failure due to high bending
moments at the edges, where the GFRP panels were expected to deflect with a
more rounded shape, creating less of a bending moment at the boundaries. In
each case the response of the sandwich panel to blast loading was recorded using
14 electronic strain gauges on the front face-sheet and 16 electronic strain gauges
on the back face-sheet. The panels were clamped into large, sealed, steel boxes,
creating quasi-built-in boundary conditions and air backing. The locations of the
strain gauges allowed strain mapping across the panel surfaces to be completed,
and for the out-of-plane displacement of the panels to be calculated. Both the
side-on pressure and the reflected pressure were measured during blast, to check
for the consistency of the four tests.
5.2 Materials
The construction of the sandwich panels for underwater blast testing was similar
to the sandwich panels used for air blast testing, as presented in Chapter 3. The
layup of the sandwich panel faces were symmetrical about the foam core, with
eight plies of fibres on either side. The sandwich panels were constructed using
vacuum consolidation, where the fibres and core were coated in resin, before being
consolidated under vacuum and held at vacuum for 24 hours. The sandwich panels
were then heated to 85◦C at 1◦C/min, and held at this temperature for 12 hours.
After this period the sandwich panels were allowed to return to room tempera-
ture at approximately 1◦C/min. The layup of the single core GFRP and CFRP
sandwich panels are shown schematically in Figure 5.1, and for the graded core in
Figure 5.2. The glass fibres used were plies of quadriaxial QE1200, the carbon fi-
bres were biaxial XC411 and the resin system was SR8500/SD8601 Sicomin epoxy.
The GFRP and CFRP face-sheets were designed such that they would both have
a cured thickness of approximately 2 mm. As in Chapter 3 the material properties
of the face-sheets were calculated using the rule of mixtures, and these properties
for the fibres and the fibre and epoxy systems are shown in Table 5.1.
The polymeric foam cores used in these underwater blast tests were made from
SAN, and were identical to the SAN cores used in the air blast tests presented in
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Chapter 3. As shown in Chapter 6 the foams were tested at quasi-static (QS) and
dynamic (HR) rates, and a summary of the material properties of these foams is
presented in Table 5.2.
{QE1200  GFRP
{QE1200  GFRP
{QE1200  GFRP
{QE1200  GFRP
30 mm thick M130 SAN
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
30 mm thick M130 SAN
XC411  CFRP
XC411  CFRP
XC411  CFRP
XC411  CFRP
XC411  CFRP
XC411  CFRP
XC411  CFRP
XC411  CFRP
GFRP LAYUP CFRP LAYUP
Figure 5.1: Schematic of the layup of the single core sandwich panels.
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Table 5.1: Constitutive and bulk face-sheet mechanical properties.
Material
Density
(kg/m3)
Elastic
Modulus
(GPa)
Tensile
Fracture
Stress
(MPa)
Inter-
Laminar
Shear
Strength
(MPa)
Compressive
Strength
(MPa)
Glass
Fibres
2550 [94] 80 [94] 2000 [94] - 1450 [95]
Carbon
Fibres
1790 [110] 225 [95] 3350 [95] - 2500 [95]
SR 8500
Resin
984 [96] 3.35 [96] 83 [96] 59 [96] 114 [96]
QE1200/SR
8500 GFRP
Ply
1720 15.88 396 59 316
XC411/SR
8500 CFRP
Ply
1355 40.62 623 59 493
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{QE1200  GFRP
{QE1200  GFRP
{QE1200  GFRP
{QE1200  GFRP
10 mm thick M100 SAN
10 mm thick M200 SAN
10 mm thick M130 SAN
10 mm thick M100 SAN
10 mm thick M200 SAN
10 mm thick M130 SAN
{XC411  CFRP
{XC411  CFRP
{XC411  CFRP
{XC411  CFRP
{XC411  CFRP
{XC411  CFRP
{XC411  CFRP
{XC411  CFRP
GFRP LAYUP CFRP LAYUP
Figure 5.2: Schematic of the layup of the graded core sandwich panels.
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Table 5.2: Mechanical properties of the foam polymers, including quasi-static (QS) and 180 s−1 (HR) rate test results.
Material
Density
(kg/m3)
QS Shear
Modulus
(MPa)
QS Shear
Strength
(MPa)
QS
Compressive
Modulus
(MPa)
QS/HR
Compressive
Strength
(MPa)
QS/HR
Tensile
Modulus
(MPa)
QS/HR
Tensile
Fracture
Stress (MPa)
QS/HR
Tensile
Fracture
Strain (%)
M100 SAN 107 [100] 41 [100] 1.45 [100] 88 1.79/3.4 88/162 2.8/5.7 7.7/4.5
M130 SAN 140 [100] 59 [100] 1.98 [100] 126 3.03/5.5 133/267 3.8/8.1 7.2/3.8
M200 SAN 200 [100] 98 [100] 2.98 [100] 239 5.15/10.8 220/436 5.7/7.3 5.6/2.0
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5.3 Experimental Methods
5.3.1 Underwater Blast Testing
The test structure consisted of a welded steel channel box, constructed from
150 x 75 x 10 mm channel butt welded together with the flanges outwards, with
a 10 mm thick steel plate sealed and bolted onto the back. The 800 mm square
sandwich panel was then sealed and bolted onto the front of the channel box, with
10 mm thick steel strips sealed and bolted around the perimeter of the front face,
to create quasi-built-in boundary conditions. This setup is shown in Figure 5.3.
The explosive sources used for the tests were 1 kg plastic explosive 4 (PE4) spheri-
cal charges, situated at 1 m from the front face of the sandwich panel to the centre
of the charge. These charges had an equivalent weight of 1.28 kg TNT. The charge
was held in place for testing using a pine frame, bolted onto the front of the steel
box. The shape and material selection for this frame was such that it would not
load the sandwich panel upon detonation, and would simply break apart. In order
to hold the test frame vertical in the water, a large steel bar was strapped to the
bottom of the steel box, at a distance of around 1.5 m, weighing approximately
40 kg. Two lifting eyes were attached to the top of the steel box, and a crane was
used to lower the whole structure into the water to a charge depth of 3 m. This
was measured by marking the chains on which the test structure was hanging.
The pressure during blast was measured using two Neptune Sonar T11 gauges,
one to measure the side-on blast pressure, and another to measure the reflected
blast pressure. The side-on gauge was attached to a 10 mm diameter steel bar,
such that it was protruding from the end and measured the hydrostatic pressure
in the water as the wave passed over. The steel bar was welded to the back of the
steel box and deformed such that the gauge was at the same height as the charge
but 1 m away. The reflected gauge was attached to the top of the steel box, on
a section of 150x75x10 mm channel. The charge frame, pressure gauge assembly
and lifting assembly are shown in Figure 5.4.
The loading expected from the 1 kg PE4 charge was approximated using em-
pirical data found in Smith and Hetherington [15], with Equation (5.1), where
PH is the hydrostatic side-on pressure in the water, Pm is the peak pressure, t is
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800 mm
65
0 
m
m
16 X M10 Clearance Holes
4 X 10 mm X 75 mm 
Steel Plate Bolted and Sealed
to the Sandwich Panel Front
10 mm Thick Backing Plate
Bolted and Sealed 
to the Channel Box
Front of Sandwich Panel
with 14 Electronic Strain Gauges
4 X 150 mm X 75 mm
Steel Channel
Side of Sandwich Panel
Which is Bolted and Sealed
to the Steel Channel Box
Steel Tubes Through
Sandwich Panel to 
Prevent Core Crushing
Steel Channels Butt
Welded Together
to Form a Box
Figure 5.3: Schematic of the underwater blast test frame.
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Sandwich Panel
Steel Box
Pine Frame Made 
From 50 mm X 25 mm Slats
1 kg Spherical PE Charge
Suspended from Crane
Charge Depth Underwater = 3.5 m
40 kg Mass Suspended
at 1.5 m from the bottom of the box
1 m (to sandwich panel front face)
TOP VIEW SIDE VIEW
Lifting Eye
1
 m
Reflected Pressure
Guage
150 mm X 75 mm Steel Channel
(Welded onto Steel Box)Side-On Pressure
Guage
10 mm Diameter Steel Bar
Welded Onto Steel Back
1.2 m
Reflected Pressure Guage
Figure 5.4: Schematic of the underwater blast test charge and pressure gauge
layout.
the time after blast wave arrival, and θ is a wave parameter found empirically.
In the case of 1 kg PE4 at 1 m stand-off, Pm and θ are 50.1 MPa and 0.08 ms
respectively. This loading was chosen as it would cause full compressive failure of
the foam cores, and complete failure of the face-sheets.
PH (t) = Pme
− t
θ (5.1)
5.3.2 Pressure Gauges
To record the pressure traces during blast, two Neptune Sonar T11 pressure gauges
were used. The gauges measured the hydrostatic pressure in the water as the blast
wave passed over them. The side-on gauge measured the unimpeded blast wave
pressure as it passed over it. This meant the water particles did not lose momentum
as they travelled past the gauge. The side-on pressure gauge was attached to a
thin steel arm out to the side of the structure, as shown in Figure 5.4. The
reflected pressure gauge measured the blast wave pressure as the particles came
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to rest against the surface of the test structure, therefore measuring the actual
loading on the structure. A schematic of the reflected pressure sensor fixed into
the test frame is shown in Figure 5.5, and this was connected via a Bayonet Neill-
Concelman (BNC) cable to a charge amplifier and data acquisition system. As the
pressure sensors were piezo-electric, they returned to zero under constant quasi-
static pressure. Therefore the pressure measured during the test was the pressure
generated by the blast plus the hydrostatic pressure caused by the water depth.
A
A
Pressure gauge
M18 X 1.0 Thread
Locking NutData
Cable
Section
A-A
Figure 5.5: Schematic of the reflected pressure gauge.
5.3.3 Electronic Strain Gauges
To measure the response of the composite sandwich panels, electronic foil strain
gauges were adhered to the front and rear face-sheets. The sandwich panels were
square in shape, so only one quarter of each panel had strain gauges attached. A
total of 30 gauges were adhered to each panel, with 14 on the front face, closest
to the explosive charge, and 16 on the rear face, in contact with air. The number
of strain gauges was limited to the number of data acquisition channels available.
The strain gauges were located as shown in Figure 5.6. All of the strain gauges
were TML FLA-2-350-11 350 Ω foil gauges, adhered with TML CN adhesive. The
surface treatment to attach the gauges was to roughen the epoxy surface with fine
emery cloth, and to clean it with isopropanol alcohol before applying the adhesive.
The strain gauges were supplied with leads attached, so solder terminal pads were
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adhered close to the gauges, with the strain gauge leads and data wires attached
to the terminal. The gauges, lead wires and solder connections were then covered
in a liberal coating of wax to make them waterproof, with tape then covering
the wax and data cables for extra protection. Some slack was left in the lead
wires to prevent damage when applying the wax. The lead wires used were 8 core
15 m length category 5 ethernet cables, and the strain gauges were in quarter
Wheatstone bridge formation. The connections to the amplifiers were via crimped
RJ45 connections, to allow simple changing of the test panels. The calculation for
converting strain to voltage out of the Wheatstone bridge is shown in Equation
(5.2), where BV is the bridge voltage (5V), GF is the gauge factor (2.1) and
ε is the strain. The ethernet cables were clamped securely to the steel frame
before transportation, to ensure the connections to the gauges were not broken,
and were checked regularly for integrity. The ethernet cables attached to the back
face passed through slots cut into the steel channel of the box, before sealing and
bolting the sandwich panel on. The steel backing plate was sealed and bolted last,
to allow access to all of the connections until the last stage. During blast, the
data cables lay against the steel to prevent them from moving and tearing away
from the panel and were secured to the chains holding the test panel in the water.
This meant that the wiring would only fail when the composite panel failed, and
not due to the connections being damaged. The data cables were passed out of
the water and into a control room next to the test pond where high frequency
oscilloscopes and amplifiers were located to record the test data.
Photographs of the underwater blast test setup are shown in Figure 5.7, where
Figure 5.7a shows the single core CFRP sandwich panel before the charge is placed
in the pine charge holder; Figure 5.7b shows the same sandwich panel after the
charge is installed; and Figure 5.7c shows the whole test setup, including the crane,
of the single core GFRP sandwich panel test.
V0 =
BV GF ε
4
(5.2)
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Figure 5.6: Locations of the 30 electronic strain gauges attached to the sandwich
panels.
5.3.4 Data Processing
The first stage of processing the electronic strain gauge readings was to filter out
noise in the data, which was completed using a moving average method, to remove
high frequency noise. Furthermore, the time of the data points were zeroed at
the point of detonation, which was possible due to a spike in the voltage readings
caused by thermal radiation from the explosion. Once a set of usable, filtered
strain versus time curves were acquired, the strain along each line of gauges was
interpolated between the gauge locations. This provided an indication of the areas
of compressive and tensile strain in the panel along the horizontal, vertical and
diagonal lines of strain gauges which are shown in Figure 5.6.
The next stage was to use an iterative method along each of these three lines
of strain, starting from the boundary, to estimate the out-of-plane displacement
of the panel. The centreline strain of the sandwich panel was first calculated
based on an average of the front and back face strain in that location, and it was
assumed that the centreline nodes would not move in-plane during deformation.
This method of averaging the front and rear face-sheet strains ensured that the
membrane effects were captured as the in-plane strain was calculated. With the
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Strain Gauges
1 kg PE Charge
Static Pressure Gauge
Reflected
Pressure Gauge
a
b
c
Figure 5.7: Photographs of the underwater blast test setup showing a) the single
core CFRP test panel before the charge was assembled; b) the single core CFRP
sandwich panel with the charge assembled; and c) the whole test setup of the single
core GFRP sandwich panel test, before the charge was assembled.
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original length of the section, and the new length due to the strain, it was possible
to calculate the out-of-plane deflection using Pythagoras Theorem. This method
is shown in Figure 5.8, where en is the centreline strain in that particular location,
X is the distance between interpolated points; d is the incremental out-of-plane
displacement; and y is the overall out-of-plane displacement. Using this iterative
approach for each time increment of strain measured, it was possible to work out
the relative displacement of the two nodes on one cell, dn, using Equation (5.3),
which in turn was used to calculate the overall displacement of the node, yn using
Equation (5.4). As this method relied upon the face-sheet strains only, and an
assumption that the in-plane strain was distributed linearly through the sandwich
panel thickness, the calculations were unaffected by the large reduction in thickness
of the sandwich panels due to core crushing.
dn =
√
(X +Xen)
2 −X2 (5.3)
yn = yn−1 + dn (5.4)
X
y
4d3
X
y
n
dn-1
X
X+Xe1
X+Xen
Front Face-Sheet
Back Face-Sheet
Centreline Nodes
Centre of the
Sandwich Panel
Centreline
Figure 5.8: Schematic of the iterative method for calculating out-of-plane displace-
ment.
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5.4 Results
5.4.1 Selecting and Filtering Raw Data
The raw strain gauge data obtained during the test had clear strain patterns with
high frequency noise at varying frequencies. As the noise frequencies were much
greater than the frequency of the strain response, a simple low-pass filter was
applied to the data, with a span selected to encompass the lowest frequency of
the high frequency noise. The lowest of the high frequency noise was found to be
50 kHz, 10% of the 500 kHz sampling frequency, so the span was set to 10 data
points. This resulted in an average strain value calculated across every section of
10 data points. An example of raw and filtered strain data, taken from a back
face strain gauge on the single core GFRP sandwich panel, is shown in Figure 5.9,
where the detonation spike is also visible in the raw data. The time shown in this
plot has not been zeroed against the detonation time. This spike is caused by
thermal radiation from the charge, and is the point at which the time is zeroed in
each set of test data.
Time (ms)
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0.4
0.5 Raw Data
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Detonation
Figure 5.9: Raw strain gauge data versus time, and a moving average filter applied.
Detonation is shown as a spike in the data, due to radiation from the charge.
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5.4.2 Pressure Traces
As shown by Figure 5.4 two pressure gauges were used in the blast tests, one
to measure the side-on pressure as the blast waves passed over it, and one to
measure the reflected pressure as the water particles transmitting the blast wave
came to rest on the surface of the test structure. Due to limitations in design
capabilities, the reflected pressure gauge was situated at 1.2 m from the centre of
the charge. However the reflected pressure on the sandwich panels were corrected
using this measured value combined with the measured side-on pressure. The
reflected gauge actually measured the overpressure, meaning that the total pressure
on the sandwich panel was the hydrostatic pressure of the water in addition to the
pressure from the blast wave as measured by the pressure gauge. The pressure
traces measured in each test are shown in Figure 5.10, where Figure 5.10a shows
the trace for the single core GFRP test; Figure 5.10b for the graded core GFRP
test; Figure 5.10c shows the single core CFRP test; and Figure 5.10d shows the
graded core CFRP test. The reflected pressure gauge is 0.2 m further away from
the charge than the side-on pressure gauge, which explains the delayed arrival of
the pressure wave in Figure 5.10b and Figure 5.10c. In the single core GFRP case,
a reflected pressure trace was not obtained and for the graded core CFRP case a
side-on pressure trace was not obtained. By comparison of the measured reflected
pressure with the predicted side-on pressure at 1.2 m stand-off, it was possible to
correct the measured side-on pressure to an estimate of the reflected pressure. This
was achieved by increasing the peak side-on overpressure by the same percentage
as in the 1.2 m stand-off case, and retaining the same positive pressure duration
of the blast wave, and this is visible as “adjusted” in Figure 5.10a, Figure 5.10b
and Figure 5.10c. The cumulative impulses delivered to the test structures are
shown in Figure 5.11, where the single core GFRP case is shown in Figure 5.11a;
the graded core GFRP case is shown in Figure 5.11b; the single core CFRP case is
shown in Figure 5.11c; and the graded core CFRP case is shown in Figure 5.11d.
From Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 it is clear that there is strong repeatability across
the four tests, in terms of the energy delivered to the test structures.
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Figure 5.10: Side-on, reflected and adjusted pressure traces recorded for a) the single core GFRP test; b) the graded core GFRP test; c) the single core
CFRP test; and d) the graded core CFRP test.
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Figure 5.11: Side-on, reflected and adjusted impulse traces recorded for a) the single core GFRP test; b) the graded core GFRP test; c) the single core
CFRP test; and d) the graded core CFRP test.
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5.4.3 Strain Measurements
To display the strain across the quarter of the sandwich panels, each line of gauges,
as shown in Figure 5.6 were linearly interpolated, to show the maximum or min-
imum principal strain (MPS) across the diagonal section, the horizontal strain
(εX) across the horizontal section and the vertical strain (εY ) across the vertical
section. This section provides the contour plots and will highlight key features of
this. Finally, the time after which the panel failed is extracted from the data, and
the deflection shape of each face-sheet implied by the strain data.
5.4.3.1 Single Core GFRP Sandwich Panel
The filtered strain gauge data for the front and rear face-sheet strain gauges, for
the single core GFRP sandwich panel, are shown in Figure 5.12 for the horizontal
gauges, Figure 5.13 for the vertical gauges and Figure 5.14 for the diagonal gauges.
The figures on the left hand side of each plot show the location of the strain gauge
for the corresponding raw data. The strains were then interpolated across each
direction, where there were enough data present to permit this.
The strain contour plots for the single core GFRP sandwich panel are shown in
Figure 5.15, where Figure 5.15a and Figure 5.15b illustrate the horizontal centre
section strain across the front and back face-sheets respectively; Figure 5.15c and
Figure 5.15d show the vertical centre section strains across the front and back face-
sheets respectively, and Figure 5.15e and Figure 5.15f show the maximum principal
front and back face-sheet strains from the diagonal strain gauges respectively. In
each case, a schematic of the direction of the strain line is provided on the left hand
side. It can be seen from the strain contour plots that the blast wave arrives at the
sandwich panel approximately 0.7 ms after detonation. The back face-sheet centre
vertical and diagonal strain switches between tension and compression up until
failure, and this is expected to be due to an oscillation of the steel box, periodically
loading the back face-sheet in compression. Complete failure of the sandwich panel
occurs at around 0.9 ms, where the sandwich panel becomes debonded from the
steel frame on all edges on both faces. Upon arrival of the blast wave, the front
face-sheet strain is tensile, due to crushing of the foam core, and the back face-
sheet is compressive, due to the elastic deformation of the steel box. At the end
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of this crushing phase, the back face-sheet enters into tension and stays in tension
until failure. During this period the front face-sheet strain is approximately zero,
due to a mixture of bending and membrane loading. During the deflection phase
of the test, the outer corners of the back face-sheets are in compression, as shown
by Figure 5.15f. After failure of the sandwich panel boundary, at around 0.9 ms,
the back face-sheet remains in tension and the front face-sheet in compression,
due to the panel being pushed inside the steel box. It is at this stage that front
face-sheet failure of the sandwich panel takes place, and not during the deflection
while the boundaries are still intact. The sandwich panels, upon removal from the
steel box, are shown in Figure 5.16 and it can be seen that the boundaries failed
by shearing of the polyurethane sealant and the bolts tearing out of the edges of
the sandwich panel. Furthermore, compressive cracks are present in the corners of
the back face-sheet. In all four blast tests the boundaries completely failed, so the
sandwich panels were completely detached from the steel boxes at the ends of the
tests.
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Figure 5.12: Raw strain gauge data for the horizontal strain gauges on the single
core GFRP sandwich panel.
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Figure 5.13: Raw strain gauge data for the vertical strain gauges on the single core
GFRP sandwich panel.
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Figure 5.14: Raw maximum principal strain gauge data for the diagonal strain
gauges on the single core GFRP sandwich panel.
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Figure 5.15: Variation of strain with time for a) the horizontal section of the front face; b) the horizontal section of the back face; c) the vertical section of
the front face; d) the vertical section of the back face; e) the diagonal section of the front face; and f) the diagonal section of the back face, for the single
core GFRP sandwich panel.
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Figure 5.16: Photographs of the single core GFRP sandwich panel after blast
testing.
5.4.3.2 Graded Core GFRP Sandwich Panel
Figure 5.17, Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19 show the horizontal, vertical and diagonal
strains respectively for the front and rear face-sheet strain gauges on the graded
core GFRP sandwich panel. The strain gauge position in each plot is shown in the
key on the left. Figure 5.20 provides the linearly interpolated strain contour plots
of the graded core GFRP sandwich panel, with Figure 5.20a and Figure 5.20b
showing the horizontal centre strain of the front and back face-sheet respectively.
Figure 5.20c and Figure 5.20d show the vertical centre section strains of the front
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and back face-sheets respectively and Figure 5.20e and Figure 5.20f show the front
and back face-sheet maximum principal strains respectively for the diagonal section
strain. The response of the back face-sheet of the graded GFRP sandwich panel
is different from the single GFRP sandwich panel in that the strain builds up to
critical failure strain much later, which is highlighted by the strip of high strain in
Figure 5.20d. As with the single core case, an oscillation of strain is visible up until
failure, which is expected to be caused by elastic loading and unloading of the steel
box. The failure of the sandwich panel is also in the form of the sealant shearing
at the boundaries, and this takes place at 0.85 ms. Photographs of the graded
GFRP sandwich panel after removal from the steel box are shown in Figure 5.21,
with similar damage patterns as seen in the single core GFRP case.
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Figure 5.17: Raw strain gauge data for the horizontal strain gauges on the graded
core GFRP sandwich panel.
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Figure 5.18: Raw strain gauge data for the vertical strain gauges on the graded
core GFRP sandwich panel.
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Figure 5.19: Raw maximum principal strain gauge data for the diagonal strain
gauges on the graded core GFRP sandwich panel.
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Figure 5.20: Variation of strain with time for a) the horizontal section of the front face; b) the horizontal section of the back face; c) the vertical section of
the front face; d) the vertical section of the back face; e) the diagonal section of the front face; and f) the diagonal section of the back face, for the graded
core GFRP sandwich panel.
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Figure 5.21: Photographs of the graded core GFRP sandwich panel after blast
testing.
5.4.3.3 Single Core CFRP Sandwich Panel
The filtered horizontal strain gauge data for the front and rear face-sheets are
shown in Figure 5.22; for the vertical gauges in Figure 5.23; and for the diagonal
gauges in Figure 5.24. The strain contour plots for the single core CFRP sandwich
panel are shown in Figure 5.25 with the front and back face horizontal centre
section strains shown in Figure 5.25a and Figure 5.25b respectively, and the front
and back face-sheet strains for the vertical centre section shown in Figure 5.25c
and Figure 5.25d respectively. For the diagonal section, the maximum principal
strain in the front and back face-sheets are shown in Figure 5.25e and Figure 5.25f
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respectively. Failure of the sandwich panel took place at 0.93 ms, and the strain
took a similar form to the GFRP cases, with oscillations of the strain levels caused
by the elastic deformation of the steel box. However, in the case of the single core
CFRP sandwich panel, the failure takes the form of fracture of the back face-sheet,
as is visible in the post-blast photographs in Figure 5.26.
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Figure 5.22: Raw strain gauge data for the horizontal strain gauges on the single
core CFRP sandwich panel.
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Figure 5.23: Raw strain gauge data for the vertical strain gauges on the single core
CFRP sandwich panel.
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Figure 5.24: Raw maximum principal strain gauge data for the diagonal strain
gauges on the single core CFRP sandwich panel.
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Figure 5.25: Variation of strain with time for a) the horizontal section of the front face; b) the horizontal section of the back face; c) the vertical section of
the front face; d) the vertical section of the back face; e) the diagonal section of the front face; and f) the diagonal section of the back face, for the single
core CFRP sandwich panel.
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Figure 5.26: Photographs of the single core CFRP sandwich panel after blast
testing.
5.4.3.4 Graded Core CFRP Sandwich Panel
The horizontal, vertical and diagonal strain gauges for the graded core CFRP
sandwich panels are shown in Figure 5.27, Figure 5.28 and Figure 5.29 respectively.
These are for the front and rear face-sheet strain gauges. The strain contour
plots of the graded core CFRP sandwich panel are shown in Figure 5.30, with
the front and back face-sheet strains of the horizontal centre section shown in
Figure 5.30a and Figure 5.30b respectively. The front and back face-sheet strains of
the vertical centre section are shown in Figure 5.30c and Figure 5.30d respectively,
and for the diagonal section front and back face-sheet maximum principal strains
in Figure 5.30e and Figure 5.30f respectively. The strain traces for the graded
case differ significantly from the single core case, in that the deflection is much
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flatter in shape, causing very high strain at the boundary, which ultimately fails in
tension. This flat deflection shape is expected to be due to the graded foam layers
absorbing energy, so creating a more uniform deflection of the back face-sheet. As
with the single core CFRP case, the panel fails due to back face-sheet fracture
around the boundaries, as shown in Figure 5.31.
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Figure 5.27: Raw strain gauge data for the horizontal strain gauges on the graded
core CFRP sandwich panel.
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Figure 5.28: Raw strain gauge data for the vertical strain gauges on the graded
core CFRP sandwich panel.
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Figure 5.29: Raw maximum principal strain gauge data for the diagonal strain
gauges on the graded core CFRP sandwich panel.
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Figure 5.30: Variation of strain with time for a) the horizontal section of the front face; b) the horizontal section of the back face; c) the vertical section of
the front face; d) the vertical section of the back face; e) the diagonal section of the front face; and f) the diagonal section of the back face, for the graded
core CFRP sandwich panel.
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Figure 5.31: Photographs of the graded core CFRP sandwich panel after blast
testing.
5.4.4 Out-Of-Plane Displacement Calculations
From the linearly interpolated strains measured across the horizontal, vertical and
diagonal sections of the sandwich panel, it was possible to determine an approx-
imation of the out-of-plane displacement across these lines. This method was
described previously in this chapter, and the results are presented in this section.
The out-of-plane displacements are for the centreline of the sandwich panels, as
they are calculated using an average of the two face-sheet strains.
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5.4.4.1 Single Core GFRP Sandwich Panel
The out-of-plane displacement of the single core GFRP sandwich panel is shown
in Figure 5.32, with the deflection shape of the horizontal centre section shown in
Figure 5.32a, the vertical centre section shown in Figure 5.32b and the diagonal
section shown in Figure 5.32c. The out-of-plane deflection of the centre of the
sandwich panel is shown in Figure 5.32d, along with the side-on blast pressure
measured during the test. From the edge displacement plots, its is clear to see
that the sandwich panel deflects in a “bathtub” shape, due to the transmission of
the wave through the panel causing high bending moments at the edges, which
progressively move towards the centre of the sandwich panel. As the calculation of
out-of-plane displacement relies upon the interpolation of strain from five gauges
over a large distance, loss of data causes poor definition of the deflection shape, as
can be seen in Figure 5.32c. In Figure 5.32c this is caused by missing data from the
front face-sheet strain gauges, causing the displacement to be linearly interpolated
from the panel edge to the panel centre. The deflection shown is relative to the
edge of the sandwich panel, thus accounting for the deflection of the steel box. The
peak deflection measured during the test was 48 mm at 0.86 ms after detonation
and this is an average of the central displacements calculated from the horizontal,
vertical and diagonal gauges.
5.4.4.2 Graded Core GFRP Sandwich Panel
Figure 5.33 provides the out-of-plane displacements calculated for the graded core
GFRP sandwich panel, where Figure 5.33a and Figure 5.33b show the deflection
shapes for the horizontal and vertical centre sections respectively. Figure 5.33c
shows the deflection shape for the diagonal centre and Figure 5.33d provides the
central displacement of the sandwich panel with time, as well as the side-on pres-
sure measured during the test. This displacement at failure was 34 mm at 0.81 ms
after detonation measured from an average of the central displacement calculations
along the horizontal, vertical and diagonal lines of strain gauges. The deflection
shape of the edge contour lines is also fairly smooth, with the deflection being
a “bathtub” shape for a longer duration. This sandwich panel showed the most
expected deflection shapes and this is due to very few gauge failures during de-
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formation. The diagonal line deflection in Figure 5.33c is as expected, due to the
square deflection shape witnessed when deforming a square panel under uniform
loading. The vertical deflection shape in Figure 5.33b transitions from a “bathtub”
shape to straight lines, and this is due to the bending wave reaching the centre of
the sandwich panel so removing the “bathtub” loading. However, due to missing
rear face-sheet strain gauge data near maximum deflection, the curved shape of
the panel is not captured fully and instead straight line contours are observed.
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Figure 5.32: a) The horizontal centre section displacement; b) the vertical centre section displacement; c) the diagonal section displacement; and d) the
central deflection and the measured side-on blast pressure, of the single core GFRP sandwich panel. The time step between the section displacement plots
is 0.01 ms.
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Figure 5.33: a) The horizontal centre section displacement; b) the vertical centre section displacement; c) the diagonal section displacement; and d) the
central deflection and the measured side-on blast pressure of the graded core GFRP sandwich panel.
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5.4.4.3 Single Core CFRP Sandwich Panel
The single core CFRP sandwich panel deflection plots are shown in Figure 5.34,
with the horizontal and vertical sections shown in Figure 5.34a and Figure 5.34b
respectively, and the diagonal section shown in Figure 5.34c. The central de-
flection versus time, and the measured side-on blast pressure wave are shown in
Figure 5.34d, with failure taking place at 0.89 ms, with a deflection of 50 mm. The
central deflection with time is calculated as an average of the central deflection
from the horizontal, vertical and diagonal strain gauges. The deflection shape is
significantly different to the GFRP cases, with a “bathtub” shape near the edges,
but then a smooth deflection in the centre. This is expected to be due to a con-
centrated load effect in the centre of the sandwich panel, witnessed in the single
core CFRP panel because the face-sheets are much stiffer and the single layer foam
core crushes quickly. This causes the deflection shape witnessed in Figure 5.34a
and Figure 5.34b.
5.4.4.4 Graded Core CFRP Sandwich Panel
Figure 5.35 provides the deflection plots of the graded core CFRP sandwich panel.
Figure 5.35a and Figure 5.35b show the horizontal and vertical section plots respec-
tively, and Figure 5.35c shows the diagonal section plot. In all of these deflection
shapes, the “bathtub” shape witnessed in both GFRP cases is demonstrated. Fig-
ure 5.35d shows the central displacement with time, with a failure displacement
of 13 mm at 0.85 ms, and this was calculated from an average of the central dis-
placements at failure when measured along the horizontal, vertical and diagonal
gauges. The low deflection and the smooth deflection shape of this graded density
panel show that the graded core acted to smooth out the deflection shape, unlike
in the single core case. The pressure plot shown here is calculated and was not
obtained during the test.
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Figure 5.34: a) The horizontal centre section displacement; b) the vertical centre section displacement; c) the diagonal section displacement; and d) the
central deflection and the measured side-on blast pressure of the single core CFRP sandwich panel.
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Figure 5.35: a) The horizontal centre section displacement; b) the vertical centre section displacement; c) the diagonal section displacement; and d) the
central deflection and the calculated side-on blast pressure of the graded core CFRP sandwich panel.
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5.5 Discussion
The motivation behind this set of underwater blast tests was to validate the hy-
pothesis that with a graded density foam core in a polymeric foam sandwich panel,
the blast wave energy can be absorbed such that the deflection of the sandwich
panel is reduced compared with a single density core. Furthermore, it was expected
that in a comparison between sandwich panels with GFRP and CFRP face-sheets,
the CFRP sandwich panel would suffer catastrophic boundary failure, due to the
higher stiffness panels causing greater bending moments at the edges. The results
from all four tests are summarised in Table 5.3. Also shown in Table 5.3 is the
displacement velocity, calculated as the average gradient of the initial deflection
of the sandwich panel upon arrival of the blast wave.
5.5.1 Effect of Using a Graded Density Core
The results, summarised in Table 5.3 show clearly that the central displacement at
failure is reduced by using a graded density foam core. The time to failure is also
lower in the graded cases, but by a much less significant amount, so it is difficult to
draw any conclusions from this. From the out-of-plane displacement plots, it has
been shown that the use of a graded density foam core creates a much smoother
displacement profile across the sandwich panel, a result which was also found in
the air blast results presented in Chapter 3. The smoother displacement, in this
case, is due to both a higher energy absorption, but also the higher density foam
at the back which is stronger in tension, meaning fewer cracks propagate through
the layer. The tensile properties of the foam are very different once crushed, but
it is intuitive that the high density SAN M200 foam is more resistant to cracking
than the low density M100 foam at the front of the panel, encouraging cracking in
the front foam and allowing a smoother back face-sheet displacement.
The results of high strain rate compression tests of the M100, M130 and M200
SAN foams are shown in Chapter 6, and these allowed a comparison to be made
in the energy absorbed in crushing the single density cores and the graded density
cores. Dynamic stress versus strain curves were constructed from a combination
of quasi-static and dynamic tests (the plots for which are shown in Figure 6.33
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in 6), up to a pressure of 60 MPa, which was the peak pressure measured in the
underwater blast tests. By applying Equation (5.5) to the constructed stress versus
strain curves, where Ec is the crushing energy; z is the crushing displacement and
A is the cross sectional area, for the 10 mm thick foam layers in the graded core
and the 30 mm layer in the single core, a comparison of the energy absorbed during
blast was made. In each test the boundaries were fixed from in-plane displacement,
so the cross sectional area was assumed to be the exposed 650 mm squared area of
the sandwich panel, resulting in a constant area of 0.4225 m2. Using this method
the energies absorbed in crushing the 10 mm thick M100, M130 and M200 layers
were found to be 32.6 kJ; 39.2 kJ and 50.1 kJ respectively. The total absorption was
therefore 123.0 kJ compared to the 118.0 kJ absorbed by the 30 mm thick M130
SAN foam core. This 5 kJ increase in absorbed energy alongside the blast wave
energy dissipated inside the core due to foam interfaces, and the extra energy to
crack the higher density foams compared to the low density foam, aid in explaining
the reduced deflection of the graded density sandwich panels.
Ec =
∫ z
0
σ (z)A (z) dz (5.5)
5.5.2 The Effect of Glass Versus Carbon Fibre Face-Sheets
The final column in Table 5.3 shows the initial displacement velocity of the centre
of the sandwich panel, which is significantly slower for the graded core CFRP case
than for the single core CFRP case. However, in the GFRP tests it was found
that the graded core responded more quickly upon arrival of the blast wave. It is
expected that the reason for this is that the front CFRP face-sheet offered more
resistance to core crushing than the GFRP front face-sheet, as during the crushing
stage the front face-sheet will act as a membrane so will be loaded in tension,
as is visible in the strain contour plots. This would cause the core crushing to
happen over a longer period of time, thus reducing the time that the panel was in
the bending phase. In the GFRP case, the face-sheet offered much less resistance
to core crushing, but the graded core acted to increase the time before the panel
entered into the bending phase. It would appear from the results that this then
caused the panel to reach the initial peak displacement quicker as it responded
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over a shorter space of time. From both the velocity and the displacement at
failure, it is clear that the CFRP sandwich panel benefitted more from the use
of a graded density core. Another interesting result from Table 5.3 is that the
central displacements to failure of both the single core GFRP and the single core
CFRP sandwich panels are similar, despite the CFRP panel being much stiffer
than the GFRP panel. By assessing Table 5.3 it can be seen that the time to
failure in every sandwich panel was the same, and it is understood that the failure
location is always at the boundary, either in the form of rear face-sheet failure
in the CFRP panels, or the GFRP panels pulling out and shearing the sealant.
The graded cores dampen the out-of-plane displacement, thus reducing the central
deflection at failure, but it appears that this is not the case in the single density
cores. It is expected that with a larger panel, or smaller blast impulse, the central
deflection of the GFRP sandwich panel would be greater than the CFRP sandwich
panel, as observed in the graded density cases.
5.6 Conclusion
The underwater blast tests documented in this chapter were performed to test
novel material constructions, as well as to develop the test techniques and data
processing methods. The results from this research form a qualitative comparison
of CFRP face-sheets versus GFRP face-sheets, and graded density cores versus sin-
gle density cores. The comparative study showed that the use of a graded density
foam core reduced the central deflection of both the GFRP and CFRP sandwich
panels at failure, and the effect was more so in the CFRP case than the GFRP
case. This result was due to the crushing of the graded density core absorbing
more blast energy than the single density core as well as greater dissipation of the
blast wave moving through the sandwich panel due to the foam layer interfaces.
Furthermore, the deflection of the graded density sandwich panel was smoother
than the single core case, and it is expected that this is due to core cracks during
bending being encouraged in the lower density foam at the front of the panel,
thus reducing the crack density in the rear of the sandwich panel. This was also
observed in the air blast test results. The findings from this research into using a
graded density core for energy absorption and blast wave attenuation agree well
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with the research performed by Gardner, Wang and Shukla, where SAN Corecell
foams were graded in GFRP sandwich beams and shock loaded. It was found that
the acoustic attenuation due to the mismatch of the foam layers resulted in a lower
energy shock wave reaching the rear face-sheet. This reduced the deflection and
velocity of the rear face-sheet, and was due to both incremental core crushing of
the foams absorbing more blast energy, and scattering of the shock wave at the
foam interfaces [109].
The effect of using CFRP face-sheets instead of GFRP face-sheets was to cause
the sandwich panel to fail by tearing the rear face-sheet, instead of pulling out of
the frame in the GFRP case. This was due to the much greater stiffness of the
CFRP face-sheets. The central deflection at failure of the CFRP graded sandwich
panel was less than the GFRP graded sandwich panel, due to the increased stiffness
of the face-sheets.
The underwater blast tests also provided developments in the area of under-
water blast testing. By using square panels it was possible to isolate one quarter
of the sandwich panel, so utilise more electronic strain gauges to record the re-
sponse of the sandwich panel. The higher density of strain gauges then allowed the
out-of-plane displacement of the centreline of the sandwich panel to be calculated,
as the gauges were placed on the opposing face-sheets. This led to out-of-plane
contour plots, which were coarse due to the spacing of the strain gauges, but
which allowed the expected “bathtub” shape to be observed. Also, by finding the
cumulative out-of-plane displacement along each line of gauges to the centre, a
fairly robust value of central displacement was calculated, which provided a useful
comparison of the sandwich panel constructions. This technique would be greatly
improved by more densely spaced strain gauges, reducing the distance over which
the strain is interpolated, but the results provide a positive finding.
Due to the close proximity of the charges none of the sandwich panels survived
the blast. The charges were detonated close to the sandwich panels to ensure full
core crushing and full boundary failure took place. This was done to investigate
the effect of using a graded density core to absorb energy in core crushing, and to
investigate the effect of face-sheet stiffness on boundary failure. A recommended
area of future work would be to performed tests with increasing panel sizes, to
study the effect of panel size on the boundary loading, and to increase the distance
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of the charge away from the panel, to assess the differing survivability of the panels
when boundary failure does not occur. This could be achieved by developing a
finite element model of the test and validating it against the work presented in
this project, to then change the panel size and charge parameters numerically.
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Table 5.3: Summary of the underwater blast test results from the graded density and single density GFRP and CFRP sandwich panels.
Test
Peak Adjusted
Reflected Pressure
(MPa)
Adjusted Reflected
Impulse at Failure
(MPa.ms)
Displacement at
Failure (mm)
Time to failure (ms)
Displacement
Velocity (m/s)
Single Core GFRP 63 5.2 48 0.86 507
Graded Core GFRP 58 5.1 34 0.81 699
Single Core CFRP 64 5.2 50 0.89 554
Graded Core CFRP - - 13 0.85 221
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Chapter 6
Foam Characterisation
6.1 Introduction
To understand the difference in the behaviour of the polymeric foams used as
cores in the sandwich composite materials, characterisation tests were performed
in tension and compression at quasi-static and dynamic rates. By carrying out
these tests it was possible to determine different failure properties at increased
loading rates, and correlate these to the results observed in the full scale blast
tests. As shown in Chapter 3, during air blast loading the foam fractures near
the edges. This was caused by a combination of shear and tensile load. Due to
the complexity of performing dynamic shear tests, they were not performed in this
research, and a proportional relationship between shear and tension was assumed,
for comparing the various foams. Dynamic compression tests were performed on
a split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB), to test strain rates in the region of those
witnessed in the foam crushing stage of underwater blast tests. Digital image
correlation (DIC) was utilised to measure the strain in test samples in all tests,
as gripping soft materials such as foam causes problems in measuring strain from
grip displacement on the test machine. DIC was also used to check for strain
equilibrium across the test samples.
The tests performed in the characterisation were quasi-static compression; dy-
namic compression; quasi-static tension; and dynamic tension. The dynamic com-
pressive characterisation was to assess the behaviour of the SAN foams in under-
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water blast scenarios, to explain the improved performance of the graded density
cores to the single density cores. Quasi-static tests were performed to gain the full
stress versus strain responses of the foams in tension and compression, as opposed
to the individual properties provided by manufacturers. Dynamic tension tests
were carried out as the foam shear strain plots in Chapter 3 showed that the dif-
fering failure points across the foam cores were caused by a combination of tensile
and shear loading. As the shear strain to failure of the foams was expected to be
the same, it was expected that different tensile failure properties were the cause
of the different responses.
In the foam characterisation research, material properties of the polymeric
foams were determined as bulk properties, not accounting for the heterogeneity of
the materials. As will be shown in the subsequent sections of this chapter, cell
collapse in compression and fracture in tension takes place at local instabilities
due to cell wall buckling or cell wall fracture. Furthermore, compressive material
properties were determined in the through-thickness direction of the foam mate-
rials, and tensile properties were determined in the in-plane direction. The foams
were expected to be isotropic in-plane, but anisotropic in all three dimensions.
The compressive properties were applicable to underwater blast loading, in which
through-thickness crushing of the foam occurs, so measuring through-thickness
properties was deemed as suitable. Any tensile fracture of the foam during bend-
ing would take place in-plane, so it was deemed acceptable to measure tensile
specimens in-plane.
6.2 Quasi-Static Compression
6.2.1 Experimental Methods
Quasi-static mechanical properties of the foam materials are provided by the man-
ufacturers [100], [101], [102], but it was deemed necessary to perform tests to
ascertain the full stress versus strain response of elastic and post-elastic deforma-
tion, as well as to validate the properties presented in the literature. Quasi-static
compression was performed on all of the foams used in air blast testing: SAN
M100; SAN M130; SAN M200; PVC C70.90; and PMI 110SL. The test setup was
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influenced by the ASTM C365/C265M test standard [111], and the tests were per-
formed using a 150 kN Instron 5984 universal testing machine. The test samples
were cut using a fine bandsaw blade with a guide, and checked for squareness
before testing. The sample size was 30 mm x 30 mm, with the thickness of the
foam sheets available. The thickness was not changed, as the foam production
process results in very flat sheets so it was deemed unnecessary to process them
further. A self aligning platen was used in the test to ensure any deviation in the
load train was accounted for in the test. A schematic of the load train is shown in
Figure 6.1. Square samples were used for these tests to allow the use of 2D DIC to
measure elastic strain in the test samples. This is stated as acceptable in the test
standard [111], and the Poisson’s ratio after foam crushing is approximately zero.
DIC was performed using a Canon 350D digital single lens reflex (DSLR) camera,
which was triggered using the mobile telephone application “Triggertrap” with an
image captured every 3 seconds. The elastic modulus of compression (E) was then
calculated from the stress (σ), as calculated from the load cell and cross sectional
area of the specimen, and strain from DIC (ε), using Equation (6.1), where t is
time. This removed the possibility of misalignment of the data from DIC and
the load cell. The ASTM standard on which the test was based suggests using
the chord of the central section of linear elasticity for the compressive modulus,
to avoid the calculation being distorted by the bedding in of the sample and the
initial yield behaviour before crushing begins. This method was used in practice,
when selecting the load data and DIC data for which to apply Equation (6.1).
Prior to testing the load train was loaded to 50 kN without the specimen present,
to ensure that the equipment was properly bedded and that the self aligning platen
was flat in the test machine. It was also not necessary to account for compliance
in the load train as the elastic modulus of the foam was so low.
The elastic modulus, crushing stress, crushing strain and plateau stress values
recorded from each test were calculated from the DIC strain and load cell, and
the densification was recorded as the strain at which the stress began to increase
exponentially with strain. Once past the elastic section, the strain was recorded
using the machine displacement, as DIC was not possible once cells began to
collapse. An exponential equation was fitted to this increase using Equation (6.2),
where σp is the plateau stress, Q and λ are densification constants, εD is the strain
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at which densification began as measured using the test machine displacement
and εM is the strain measured using the test machine displacement. DIC was not
possible once cells began to crush due to excessive distortion of the speckle pattern,
which is why the machine displacement was used for the strain values in Equation
(6.2). The densification constants were estimated from plotting the natural log of
stress against strain for the data beyond the densification strain, and finding the
gradient of the line to fit to Equation (6.3).
Test Sample
Top Platen
Self Aligning PlatenPTFE Lubricant
Bottom Platen
Connection to Moving 
Cross Head and Load Cell
Figure 6.1: Schematic of the quasi-static compression test setup used to charac-
terise SAN, PVC and PMI foams.
E =
∂σ
∂t
· ∂t
∂ε
(6.1)
σ = σp +Qe
λ(εM−εD) (6.2)
ln (σ − σp) = ln (Q) + λ (εM − εD) (6.3)
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6.2.2 Results
6.2.2.1 SAN Foam
Due to the high repeatability of the SAN compression tests, and the large times
taken per test, only three of the M100 and M200 foams were tested, and a fourth
M130 sample was tested due to greater spread in the results. The thickness of foam
sheets available for the M100; M130; and M200 materials were 40 mm; 30 mm;
and 10 mm respectively. In order to achieve the same quasi-static strain rate of
0.025 s−1, the test speeds were 1 mm/min; 0.75 mm/min; and 0.25 mm/min for
the M100, M130 and M200 foams respectively.
The results of the three M100 samples are shown in Figure 6.2, in which engi-
neering strain is calculated using the displacement of the machine crosshead. As
can be seen from Figure 6.2, crushing took place at a strain of 3.6%, which was
the average DIC strain in the samples at the peak in the load measured by the
load cell immediately after the linear elastic section of the response. Densification
began at about 40%, as measured using the machine displacement. Two DIC con-
tour plots of compressive strain for one of the SAN M100 test samples are shown
in Figure 6.3, with the average DIC compressive strain shown above the contour
plots. The image at 3.6% corresponded to the maximum stress calculated imme-
diately after the linear elastic section of the response, and the 5.0% plot shows
how the two bands of cell collapse spread with increased loading. At this point
DIC analysis was stopped as the cell collapse was too great for image correlation
to take place.
The stress versus strain responses of the M130 foam core specimens are shown
in Figure 6.4, where four samples were tested instead of three, due to the greater
spread in data. It can be seen that crushing of the foam happened at around 4.4%,
as measured using DIC, and densification began at about 40%, as with the M100
foam.
Finally, the SAN M200 specimen stress versus strain responses are shown in
Figure 6.5, where crushing took place at 6.6%, as measured using DIC, and den-
sification at around 40%, measured using machine displacement.
Table 6.1 summarises the properties of the M100, M130 and M200 foams, also
showing the plateau stress which is important for calculating energy absorbing
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characteristics during underwater blast, as presented in Chapter 5. It should be
noted that in Table 6.1 the compressive modulus values are calculated from strain
measured with DIC, and the load measured using data from the test machine load
cell, using Equation (6.1). The crushing strain is also measured using DIC and the
densification strain is measured using the test machine displacement. Table 6.1
also highlights the importance of independently measuring the material properties,
as the compressive moduli measured with DIC are much lower for the three SAN
foams than stated by the manufacturer. The measured crushing strengths are
greater as this is the stress at which cell collapse began, whereas the compressive
strength specified by the manufacturer is the stress at which yielding of the cell
walls is expected to begin. The standard deviation values for the compressive
modulus, crushing strength and crushing strain are provided, based on the spread
in the data across the tests. They are not provided for the plateau stress as these
were determined by visual inspection of the graphs, and the densification constants
were fitted to all of the exponentially increasing data. The densification strain was
determined from the point at which the exponential fit line crossed the plateau
stress.
6.2.2.2 PVC Foam
The only PVC foam to be tested in this research was Airex C70.90, used in air
blast testing both in the core polymer type comparison and in the compliant face-
sheet research. Three samples of this foam were tested, as the results were very
repeatable, and each foam was 40 mm thick, which was the thickness of the foam
sheets available. The engineering stress versus engineering strain results of the
C70.90 foam compression tests are shown in Figure 6.6, and a summary of the
crushing strength and strain, plateau stress and densification strain is shown in
Table 6.1. Also shown is the compressive modulus of the PVC foam. As with
the SAN foams, the compressive modulus was calculated using DIC for the strain
and the load cell to measure stress in the samples, and the crushing strain was
measured using DIC. As shown in Table 6.1 the compressive modulus measured
using DIC is much lower than that specified by the manufacturer and the crushing
strength is the same as the compressive strength specified.
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Figure 6.2: Engineering stress versus engineering strain for the three SAN Corecell
M100 test samples.
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Figure 6.3: DIC contour plots of engineering compressive strain for one of the SAN
Corecell M100 test samples. The image on the left shows the strain captured at the
peak stress following the linear elastic compression of the sample, and the image
on the right shows the strain when cell collapse has fully developed. The strain
value above each image is the average strain in the specimen, measured using DIC.
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Figure 6.4: Engineering stress versus engineering strain for the three SAN Corecell
M130 test samples.
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Figure 6.5: Engineering stress versus engineering strain for the three SAN Corecell
M200 test samples.
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Figure 6.6: Engineering stress versus engineering strain for the three PVC Airex
C70.90 test samples.
6.2.2.3 PMI Foam
The final foam to be tested in quasi-static compression was the PMI Rohacell
110SL foam which was 20 mm thick and tested at 0.5 mm/min. This foam was used
in the 40 mm thick PMI blast panel, tested in the foam polymer type comparison,
but the manufacturer also provided the foam in 20 mm thick sheets for laboratory
testing. The results of the quasi-static compression tests are shown in Figure 6.7,
and the main material characteristics summarised in Table 6.1. The modulus was
calculated using DIC for strain and the load cell in the test machine for stress,
and the crushing strain was measured using DIC.
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Figure 6.7: Engineering stress versus engineering strain for the three PMI Rohacell
110SL test samples.
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Table 6.1: Summary of the quasi-static compressive properties of the five foam polymers used in air and underwater blast testing.
Foam
Density
(kg/m3)
Compressive
Modulus
(MPa)
Manufacturer
Compres-
sive
Modulus
(MPa)
Crushing
Strength
(MPa)
Manufacturer
Compres-
sive
Strength
(MPa)
Crushing
Strain (%)
Plateau
Stress
(MPa)
Densification
Strain (%)
Densification
Constant,
Q (MPa)
Densification
Constant,
λ
SAN M100 107.5 [100] 88 ± 5 107 [100] 1.79 ± 0.02 1.55 [100] 1.98 ± 0.06 1.5 39 1.51 9.98
SAN M130 140 [100] 126 ± 12 170 [100] 3.03 ± 0.17 2.31 [100] 2.34 ± 0.33 1.7 34 1.48 9.77
SAN M200 200 [100] 239 ± 43 317 [100] 5.15 ± 0.19 3.8 [100] 2.22 ± 0.01 4.7 38 2.06 9.57
PVC
C70.90
100 [101] 88 ± 6 130 [101] 2.01 ± 0.03 2.0 [101] 2.41 ± 1.36 1.9 51 1.46 9.97
PMI 110SL 110 [102] 76 ± 2 88 [102] 2.16 ± 0.01 2.8 [102] 2.19 ± 0.02 2.0 45 1.41 8.93
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6.3 Dynamic Compression Using a Split-Hopkinson
Pressure Bar
6.3.1 Experimental Methods
The use of foam core sandwich composites in underwater blast scenarios relies
upon crushing of the polymeric foam cores to absorb blast energy. In order to
understand the extent of energy absorption, and the benefits of using a graded
density foam core in underwater blast, SHPB tests were performed on the three
SAN foam cores: Corecell M100; Corecell M130; and Corecell M200. The test
design and data processing codes were developed by David R Sory and Professor
William G proud, in the Royal British Legion Centre for Blast Injury Studies,
Imperial College London. The SHPB was designed to test soft tissue subject to
blast loading [112], [113] and was adapted for use with polymeric foam for this re-
search. This design included the use of textured polypropylene (PP) pulse shapers
to reduce the ramp gradient of initial loading on the specimen, to allow stress
equilibrium to be achieved. A schematic of the SHPB test setup is shown in Fig-
ure 6.8. The Kulite S/UEP-350-090 semi-conductor strain gauges were situated
in pairs, diametrically opposite on the aluminium bars, and the signals from these
were amplified and recorded using a high frequency oscilloscope. The oscilloscope
also had a transistor-transistor-logic (TTL) output port, which was used to trigger
the high speed camera, as described subsequently. The striker bar was accelerated
along a barrel using bottled compressed air, and was fired at varying pressure
for different strain rate tests. The pulse shaper was developed by David R Sory
and Professor William G Proud, and took the shape of a very thin polypropylene
disc, containing small dimples, as shown in Figure 6.9. For the majority of tests
performed, the transmission bar material was a 12 mm diameter aluminium tube,
with an internal diameter of 9.5 mm, and an aluminium end cap press fitted into
the tube. All aluminium materials used were 6063T5, and the bars sat in polished
steel V shaped sliders, to ensure that the friction on the bars was minimal. Some
tests were performed using a solid 12 mm diameter transmission bar with the
higher density foams, to try to reduce the inaccuracies caused by wave dispersion.
Data processing of the SHPB results used strain readings of the incidence pulse,
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the reflected pulse and the transmitted pulse, read from the semi-conductor strain
gauges. When both the incident and transmission bars were both solid the govern-
ing equations for the strain (εs), strain rate (ε˙s) and stress (σs) in the specimen,
as outlined by Lifshitz and Leber, are provided by Equation (6.4), Equation (6.5)
and Equation (6.6) respectively [73], where C0 is the wave speed in the aluminium
bars; AA is the cross sectional area of the solid aluminium bars; As is the cross
sectional area of the test specimen; ls is the undeformed length of the specimen; εi,
εr and εt are the incident, reflected and transmitted strain pulses at the specimen
to bar interfaces respectively; and t is time.
In order to check for stress equilibrium in the specimen, the strain pulse at
the end of each bar was checked for similarity to satisfy Equation (6.7). If strain
equilibrium was achieved as specified by Equation (6.7), then the strain, strain
rate and stress equations shown in Equation (6.4), Equation (6.5) and Equation
(6.6) respectively were reduced to Equation (6.8), Equation (6.9) and Equation
(6.10) respectively [73].
In the cases where a hollow transmission bar was used Equation (6.11) and
Equation (6.12) were used to calculate the strain and strain rate in the specimen,
where At is the cross sectional area of the hollow transmission bar. The same solid
incident bar was used in these tests, so AA was the same as in the cases with a
solid transmission bar. The stress in the test specimen was then calculated using
Equation (6.13), and stress equilibrium was checked for using (6.14) [70].
The strain measurements were also corrected for wave dispersion in the bars,
using the method outlined by Lifshitz and Leber [73]. As the strain measured on
the transmission bar was of very low amplitude, due to the low impendence of
the foam tested, the strain readings contained a large amount of high frequency
noise. A simple low pass moving average filter was applied to this data, to find
the average data points across the trace.
εs(t) =
C0
ls
∫ t
0
(εi − εr − εt)dt (6.4)
ε˙s(t) =
C0
ls
(εi − εr − εt) (6.5)
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σs(t) =
EAA
2As
(εi + εr + εt) (6.6)
εi − εr = εt (6.7)
εs(t) = −2C0
ls
∫ t
0
εrdt (6.8)
ε˙s(t) = −2C0
ls
εr (6.9)
σs(t) =
EAA
As
εt (6.10)
εs (t) =
C0
Ls
[(
1− AA
At
)∫ t
0
εidt−
(
1 +
AA
At
)∫ t
0
εrdt
]
(6.11)
ε˙s (t) =
C0
Ls
[(
1− AA
At
)
εi −
(
1 +
AA
At
)
εr
]
(6.12)
σs(t) =
EAt
As
εt (6.13)
AA
At
[εi − εr] = εt (6.14)
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Figure 6.8: Schematic of the split-Hopkison pressure bar setup used to characterise
SAN foams in dynamic compression.
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FRONT SIDE
Figure 6.9: Schematic of the pulse shaper used in the SHPB tests. The diameter
ranged from 4 mm to 10 mm depending on test parameters.
6.3.1.1 Digital Image Correlation
As stated by Song, Chen and Jiang [70], it is somewhat inaccurate to check for equi-
librium in a soft specimen using the difference between the incident and reflected
pulses compared to the transmitted pulse, due to the two very high magnitude
incidence and reflected pulses, and the very low transmitted pulse. These strain
pulse characteristics are caused by the low impendence of the test material. In
order to further check for equilibrium, DIC was utilised to assess the strain dis-
tribution across the test specimens. A Phantom V12 high speed camera was used
for this, with a frame rate of 84,104 s−1 and a resolution of 128 x 128 pixels. The
results were then processed using the DIC software Aramis, with facet sizes of
around 20 pixels and a step size of 1 pixel. This provided around 20 facets across
the 6 mm long specimens. The high speed camera was triggered upon arrival of
the strain pulse at the strain gauges on the incidence bar. As well as using DIC for
checking equilibrium, it was also used to measure the strain during elastic load-
ing, to determine the compressive modulus of the foam at dynamic rates. Due to
the difficulties in aligning the high speed camera images with the data from the
oscilloscope, the compressive modulus was calculated using Equation (6.1), where
t is time, σ is the filtered stress readings; and ε is the strain measured from DIC.
6.3.1.2 Test Parameters
When performing SHPB tests it is important to select the diameter and thickness
of the specimen to avoid severe radial and axial inertial effects, and frictional
effects at the bar ends [114]. As stated by Chen and Song [114], the low Poisson’s
ratio of the foams during the cell collapse stage of deformation is close to zero,
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meaning that the radial inertia and frictional effects are negligible. Furthermore, a
very thin layer of silicon gel was placed between the test sample and bar material
to reduce friction, and to also hold the specimen in place before testing. Axial
inertial effects were successfully eliminated with the use of a pulse shaper, as the
wave speed in the specimen was ramped up to the desired speed before yield of
the foam took place, so that yield and cell collapse were at a constant strain
rate. As researched by Dioh, Leevers and Williams [115], the thickness of the test
sample can result in differing flow stresses, when testing various bulk polymers.
Furthermore, due to the cells present in polymeric foams, it is important to test
a large enough specimen to be representative of the bulk material. In order to
establish a suitable material length, 10 images were taken with a microscope of
40 mm x 40 mm sections of three specimens of each foam, and an example image
of each foam is shown in Figure 6.10. It was found that for the M100, M130 and
M200 foams, the average cell diameters were 452 ± 111 µm, 354 ± 87 µm and
319 ± 109 µm respectively. The average cell wall thickness values for the three
foams were 88 ± 45 µm, 87 ± 44 µm and 200 ± 89 µm respectively. Therefore, for
the M100 foam polymer, a complete cell with half of the wall thickness surrounding
it was allocated a 696 µm diameter, which is the upper bound of the cell diameter
plus the upper bound of the wall thickness. The diameter of the sample chosen
was 8 mm, and the length was 6 mm, providing 132 cells in the cross section, and
8 cells along the length of the sample, so 1,056 cells per sample. This does not
account for partial cells at the boundaries, but assumes that all cell diameters and
wall thicknesses are at the upper bound of the standard deviation. The samples
were manufactured manually on a lathe. This was deemed sufficient to determine
bulk material properties from the tests, as around 10 tests at each speed for each
foam were performed.
In order to assess the effects of sample length on measured yield strength, M200
samples were also tested at 2 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm and 5 mm lengths. Striker bar
pressures were set to test the foam specimens at approximately the following strain
rates: 850 s−1; 1,400 s−1; 1,800 s−1; 2,100 s−1; 2,400 s−1; and 2,700 s−1.
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Figure 6.10: Images of the cell structure of the three foams tested using a SHPB.
The images were captured using a microscope and show the SAN M100 foam
structure in the top image; the SAN M130 foam structure in the middle image;
and the SAN M200 foam structure in the bottom image.
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6.3.2 Results
6.3.2.1 Raw Data
Raw voltage readings from the gauges on the incidence and transmission bar are
shown in Figure 6.11. It can be seen from this plot that the strain on the speci-
men in the first pulse ramps up to a near plateau over the elastic section of the
transmission bar reading. The equation for calculating the wave speed in the foam
specimen material (Cs) is provided in Equation (6.15), where Es is the elastic mod-
ulus of the specimen and ρs is the bulk density of the specimen. This equation is
only an estimate, as wave travel through foam materials is complex due to the cell
walls and cells of gas, but the method has been deemed suitable as an approxi-
mation by Gibson and Ashby [116]. Using the foam material properties provided
in Chapter 3, it was found that wave speeds in the M100, M130 and M200 were
approximately 1,002 m/s; 1,112 m/s; and 1,276 m/s respectively. Therefore, with
a 6 mm length specimen used in the test shown in Figure 6.11, one elastic wave
travelled across the specimen in 0.006 ms, meaning that 10 waves propagated in
the ramp section of the loading. In research presented by Song and Chen [70], this
was deemed a suitable number of oscillations for stress equilibrium to be achieved.
The pulse shaper diameter was selected for each test parameter for each strain
rate, to ensure at least six stress wave oscillations were achieved, indicating stress
equilibrium in the test specimen.
Cs =
√
Es
ρs
(6.15)
The governing equations for the SHPB tests are shown in Equation (6.4), Equa-
tion (6.5), and Equation (6.6) to calculate strain, strain rate and stress respectively.
If stress equilibrium is satisfied (Equation (6.7)), then the strain, strain rate and
stress terms reduce to Equation (6.8), Equation (6.9) and Equation (6.10) respec-
tively. Therefore, the stress results obtained for the tests required the removal of
high frequency noise, as they were calculated from the transmitted strain signal.
The noisiest of the tests were in the M100 cases, as these samples transmitted
the least energy to the transmission bar. An example of the engineering stress
measured during a M100 test at 1430 s−1 is shown in Figure 6.12, and shown in
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red is the filtered signal, with a moving average applied using MATLAB, with a
span of 100 data points.
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Figure 6.11: Raw Data of an M100 SHPB test at 1,430 s−1.
6.3.2.2 Strain Equilibrium
Strain equilibrium in the test sample was initially measured using the traditional
SHPB method, provided in Equation (6.7). As stated previously, this method is
unreliable for soft materials, due to low transmitted strain pulses, so DIC was also
used to check the distribution of strain across the specimen surface. An example
of the DIC used to check strain equilibrium is shown in Figure 6.13, with the DIC
contour plot of axial strain in the frame immediately before crushing shown. As
can be seen from Figure 6.13 cell collapse began at various locations throughout
the specimen and not at the incident bar, indicating stress equilibrium in the
specimen. This was checked in every case, to ensure that the specimen was in
stress equilibrium upon crushing.
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Figure 6.12: Test results of an M100 SHPB test at 1,430 s−1, with a low pass
moving average filter applied, using a 100 data point span.
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Figure 6.13: Equilibrium of an M130 sample tested at 2,710 s−1, showing the DIC
maximum principal strain contour plot in the frame immediately before crushing.
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6.3.2.3 Compressive Modulus
The compressive modulus of foam is stated in the literature to be rate insensitive
[116], as the ratio of bulk compressive modulus of the foam (E∗) to compressive
modulus of the polymer from which the foam is produced (Es), is given by Equa-
tion (6.16), where φ is the volume fraction of the foam material; ρ is density; ν is
Poisson’s ratio; and the superscript “*” and subscript “s” refer to the bulk material
and polymer respectively. As also stated in Gibson and Ashby [116], the elastic
modulus of common polymers shows negligible rate sensitivity, and by inspection
of Equation (6.16) it can be seen that the modulus of the foam is also expected to
be rate insensitive. The results of the M100 SAN foam compressive modulus with
varying strain rates are shown in Figure 6.14, and from this graph it can be seen
that there is no variation over the 2,000 s−1 range. However, the quasi-static com-
pressive moduli presented in the previous section were 88 ± 5 MPa; 126 ± 12 MPa;
and 239 ± 43 MPa for the M100, M130 and M200 foams respectively. The av-
erage moduli shown in Figure 6.14 are 63.7 ± 8.9 MPa; 107.4 ± 12.5 MPa; and
239.3 ± 40.5 MPa for the M100, M130 and M200 foams respectively. There was a
small amount of discrepancy in modulus and this could be due to various factors,
such as bedding in of the specimen at the start of loading, as witnessed in the
quasi-static tests, or could have been caused by poorly manufactured specimens.
The error present in the DIC data could also be the cause of the discrepancy as
only between five and 10 frames were captured during the elastic part of the load-
ing of the specimen. Finally, the most likely cause of the difference in measured
moduli is due to size effects, as the length of the specimen has been shown to have
significant effects on the measured properties of specimens in SHPB tests [115].
The compressive moduli of M200 foam samples made to thicknesses of 4 mm,
5 mm and 6 mm are shown in Figure 6.15. It can be seen that the compressive
moduli of the 4 mm and 5 mm samples are fairly consistent, but that there is a
clear increase in modulus in the 6 mm samples. An attempt was made to try to
further investigate the hypothesis that by increasing the specimen length further
the quasi-static compressive modulus would be reached, but it was discovered that
stress equilibrium could not be achieved with the SHPB setup for lengths beyond
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6 mm.
E∗
Es
= φ2
(
ρ∗
ρs
)2
+ (1− φ)ρ
∗
ρs
+
ρ0(1− 2ν∗)
Es(1− ρ∗ρs )
(6.16)
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Figure 6.14: Compressive modulus versus strain rate of the SAN M200; M130; and
M100 foam samples.
6.3.2.4 Crushing Strength
The strength of closed cell polymeric foams was predicted by Gibson and Ashby
[116] by Equation (6.17), where σ is stress; Rc and ε˙0 are material constants; Tg
is the glass transition temperature of the polymer; ε˙ is the strain rate; Tm is tem-
perature; and superscript “0” and subscript “pl” refer to quasi-static and crushing
stress respectively. The crushing strengths of the M100, M130 and M200 foam
samples are shown in Figure 6.16. There appears to be no increase in strength
with strain rate for the M100 samples, and the M130 samples show a very slight in-
crease which becomes insignificant compared to the spread of the data. The M200
data, however, show a more defined increase of crushing strength with strain rate.
In order to determine any rate sensitivity information for the polymeric foams
intermediate rates are required, which were not performed in this research. A
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Figure 6.15: Compressive modulus versus strain rate of 4 mm, 5 mm and 6 mm
thick SAN M200 foam samples.
sharp increase in strength with strain rate is expected for lower intermediate rates,
reaching a plateau equal to the strength recorded in Figure 6.16. As with the com-
pressive moduli data, the crushing strength has been plotted against the thickness
of the SAN M200 test samples in Figure 6.17. In this case, there was no correlation
between thickness and strength, unlike in the case of compressive modulus where
increasing the thickness increased the modulus. The average crushing strengths
for the M100, M130 and M200 foams were 3.4 ± 0.3 MPa; 5.5 ± 0.4 MPa and
10.8 ± 1.1 MPa respectively.
σ∗pl =
(
σ∗pl
)0(
1− RcTm
Tg
ln
ε˙0
ε˙
)
(6.17)
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Figure 6.16: Crushing strength versus strain rate of the SAN M200; M130; and
M100 foam samples.
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Figure 6.17: Crushing strength versus strain rate of 4 mm, 5 mm and 6 mm thick
SAN M200 foam samples.
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6.4 Quasi-Static Tension
6.4.1 Experimental Methods
As with the quasi-static compression data, quasi-static tension data is provided
by the foam manufacturers, but it was decided to perform tests in this research to
validate manufacturer data and to determine the full stress versus strain response
of the materials. The testing was performed by cutting the foam into dog bone
samples, with gauge sections of 10 mm wide by 6 mm thick, and 65 mm long. The
specimens were cut using a router, with the foam specimen clamped to a guide
to produce the same shape every time. A diagram of the foam dog bone samples
is provided in Figure 6.18. The strain in these tests used DIC for the duration,
as slip at the grips rendered the machine displacement unusable. The foams were
initially tested using the ASTM C297/C297M standard [117], but it was found
that a significant proportion of the tests failed at the adhered grips. It was found
that using standard test grips on a 150 kN Instron 5984 universal testing machine
caused failure in the gauge length every time, so this setup was used instead. An
auxiliary 5 kN load cell was placed in the machine during testing, to reduce the
errors in the results. As with the quasi-static compression tests, DIC images were
captured with a Canon 350D SLR camera with the external “TriggerTrap” trigger,
every 5 seconds. The elastic modulus was calculated using the gradient method
outlined in Equation (6.1), to avoid issues with alignment of the frames with the
load data. The strain to failure of the specimen was measured using the final
photograph captured before the specimen fractured. The tests were performed at
1 mm/min, which equated to a strain rate of 0.015 s−1 and five specimens of each
foam were tested.
6.4.2 Results
6.4.2.1 SAN Foam
The quasi-static tension results of the SAN M100 foam material are shown in Fig-
ure 6.19, and a summary of the mechanical properties are shown in Table 6.2. As
with the quasi-static compression tests the importance of performing independent
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Figure 6.18: Dimensions of the quasi-static tension foam dog bone test specimens.
mechanical tests on the foams are important, as the measured values do not cor-
respond well with the manufacturer data. The values in this table are averages
of all five specimens, but as can be seen from Figure 6.19 there is a lot of spread
in the fracture strain. The fracture stress, however, is at a plateau, so the stress
versus strain response can be simplified to a linear elastic increase of stress to
2.8 ± 0.1 MPa, and then it remains at this stress with increasing strain until at
least 5.5% where it breaks at some point. The elastic modulus of the SAN M100
foam, as measured using DIC and load cell data, was 88 ± 6 MPa.
The responses of the M130 and M200 SAN foams are shown in Figure 6.20
and Figure 6.21 respectively, and the mechanical properties are summarised in
Table 6.2. As with the M100 foam, the M130 and M200 can be assumed linear
elastic until a plateau stress of 3.8 ± 0.1 MPa and 5.7 ± 0.2 MPa respectively, and
then they break at a strain of at least 6% and 5% respectively.
6.4.2.2 PVC Foam
Figure 6.22 shows the quasi-static tensile test results for the five PVC C70.90
tensile test specimens and the results are summarised in Table 6.2. This foam
material showed much less of a plateau than the SAN foams, and failure occurred
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Figure 6.19: Quasi-static tension results of the SAN M100 foam.
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Figure 6.20: Quasi-static tension results of the SAN M130 foam.
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Figure 6.21: Quasi-static tension results of the SAN M200 foam.
at a minimum of 7%. The strain to failure was again very spread out, but the
failure stress was consistent in every case.
6.4.2.3 PMI Foam
The response of the five PMI 110 SL foam specimens in tension are shown in
Figure 6.23, and the mechanical properties are summarised in Table 6.2. The PMI
samples showed much less plastic behaviour than the PVC and SAN foams, with
the lowest fracture strain being at 4.7%. As with the PVC foam, the PMI foam
did not show a plateau stress. However, the failure stress was fairly consistent
across the specimens. An example PMI 110SL tensile test specimen is shown in
Figure 6.24 with the DIC strain overlaid. The average DIC strain is shown above
each photograph, where 2.0% is in the yielding zone and 6.2% is near to fracture.
It can be seen that high strain bands form across the specimen when close to
fracture, due to cells undergoing high strain. Fracture takes place when the cell
walls in one of these high strain bands fractures and this was witnessed in all of
the foam materials tested in quasi-static tension.
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Figure 6.22: Quasi-static tension results of the PVC C70.90 foam.
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Figure 6.23: Quasi-static tension results of the PMI 110 SL foam.
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Figure 6.24: DIC contour plots of the quasi-static tensile strain in a PMI 110 SL
foam sample. The average DIC strain in each image is shown at the top, where
the 2.0% image was captured during the yielding of the material, and the 6.2%
image was captured near to fracture.
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Table 6.2: Summary of the quasi-static tensile properties of the five foam polymers used in air and underwater blast testing.
Foam
Density
(kg/m3)
Tensile
Modulus
(MPa)
Manufacturer
Tensile
Modulus
(MPa)
Yield
Stress
(MPa)
Manufacturer
Tensile
Strength
(MPa)
Yield
Strain (%)
Fracture
Stress
(MPa)
Fracture
Strain (%)
SAN M100 107.5 [100] 88 ± 6 109 [100] 2.4 ± 0.1 2.11 [100] 2.4 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.1 7.7 ± 1.5
SAN M130 140 [100] 133 ± 2 176 [100] 3.2 ± 0.1 2.85 [100] 2.2 ± 0.1 3.8 ± 0.1 7.2 ± 0.9
SAN M200 200 [100] 220 ± 15 334 [100] 4.9 ± 0.1 4.29 [100] 2.0 ± 0.1 5.7 ± 0.2 5.6 ± 0.3
PVC
C70.90
100 [101] 71 ± 2 84 [101] 2.0 ± 0.1 2.7 [101] 2.6 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.1 9.3 ± 1.4
PMI 110SL 110 [102] 139 ± 4 202 [102] 2.7 ± 0.1 6.6 [102] 1.8 ± 0.1 4.1 ± 0.2 5.6 ± 0.9215
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6.4.3 Dynamic Tension
6.4.3.1 Experimental Methods
The final set of foam characterisation tests to be presented are from high speed
tension tests. The tests were performed using a servo-hydraulic Instron VHS 8800
test machine capable of 400 mm of actuator travel, at 20 m/s, and a load of 15 kN.
A 5 kN PCB 221B04 dynamic load cell was placed in the load train, between the
test sample and the stationary machine bed. In order to achieve the desired test
speed a lost motion device was attached to the top of the test specimen, allowing
the actuator to reach the test velocity before catching the lost motion device and
loading the specimen. Thin rubber washers were placed between the actuator and
the flange of the lost motion device to dampen the impact, and allow the test
specimen to be in equilibrium for the test. The test setup and sample dimensions
are shown in Figure 6.25 and Figure 6.26 respectively.
Due to slippage at the grips during the dynamic tension tests, the strain was
measured using a Miro 310 high speed camera, with a resolution of 192 x 304 pixels,
and a frame rate of 41,000 s−1. The samples were tested at actuator speeds of 5 m/s
and 10 m/s, which correlated to strain rates of 180 s−1 and 365 s−1, as measured
with DIC. As with the quasi-static tests, the elastic modulus was measured using
the gradient method outlined in Equation (6.1), using the strain measured from
DIC and the stress calculated from the load cell. The load data was captured using
an oscilloscope with a sampling frequency of 500 kHz and at least six specimens
of each foam were tested. The data selected for use was from six samples, whose
standard deviations were less than 10% of the average result, and this applied to
the test rate measured from DIC, the elastic modulus, the fracture stress and the
fracture strain.
6.4.4 Results
6.4.4.1 SAN Foam
The dynamic stress versus strain results of the SAN M100 foam are shown in
Figure 6.27, where the data shown in Figure 6.27a is for the foam tested at 180 s−1,
and the data shown in Figure 6.27b is for the foam tested at 365 s−1. It can be seen
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Figure 6.25: Schematic of the dynamic tension test setup.
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Figure 6.26: Dimensions of the dynamic tension test samples.
that in both cases the foam failed at around 6 MPa, and that the strain to failure
was decreased by an increase in strain rate. From the previous section it can be
seen that when tested under quasi-static conditions the foam failed at an average
strain of 7.7%, so it is clear that this value reduces as the strain rate is increased.
The strain to failure is of high importance in sandwich panel applications, as the
stiffness of the face-sheets deems the foam stiffness insignificant, so until failure it
merely acts to transmit shear load. The results of the SAN M130 foam samples
are shown in Figure 6.28, with Figure 6.28a and Figure 6.28b showing results for
180 s−1 and 365 s−1 respectively. Similar results are observed here, where the
strain to failure reduced with increased strain rate, as is also shown from the
quasi-static results displayed in Table 6.2. The final set of SAN foam data is for
the M200 samples, the results of which are shown in Figure 6.29, with the 180 s−1
and 365 s−1 strain rate data shown in Figure 6.29a and Figure 6.29b respectively.
As in the M100 and M130 cases, the strain to failure was reduced with increasing
strain rates. In all of the SAN results presented it is noticeable that the modulus
varies significantly, and this was expected to be due to the low number of images
captured during the elastic part of deformation. The total number of images
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captured with the high speed camera varied between three for the lowest strain
to failure at the higher strain rate, to 11 images with the greater failure strains
tested at the lower strain rate. As a linear gradient with time was fitted to the
DIC and load data, for use with Equation (6.1), this incorporated high errors into
the results due to nonlinear loading initially caused by the rubber dampers in the
lost motion device. These high errors are visible in the large standard deviations
shown in Table 6.3 for the compressive modulus values. Equation (6.1) was used
for calculating the modulus to remove uncertainty due to poor synchronisation
of the DIC strain data and the stress calculated from the load cell reading. The
failure strain was measured from the frame immediately before fracture was visible
in the photographs, and the failure stress was calculated from a stress versus time
plot, as the failure point was captured clearly. The results of the SAN foams tested
in dynamic tension are summarised in Table 6.3.
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Figure 6.27: Tensile stress versus strain curves for the SAN M100 foam, tested at
a) 180 s−1 and b) 365 s−1.
6.4.4.2 PVC Foam
Figure 6.30 shows the dynamic stress versus strain results for the PVC C70.90 foam
specimens, with the 180 s−1 and 365 s−1 strain rate data shown in Figure 6.30a
and Figure 6.30b respectively. In this case, the strain to failure did not reduce
between the two high speed test rates, but was significantly reduced from the
quasi-static results shown in Table 6.2. Another noticeable aspect of this data is
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Figure 6.28: Tensile stress versus strain curves for the SAN M130 foam, tested at
a) 180 s−1 and b) 365 s−1.
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Figure 6.29: Tensile stress versus strain curves for the SAN M200 foam, tested at
a) 180 s−1 and b) 365 s−1.
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that the moduli were much more closely matched, due to a higher frame rate on
the high speed cameras, at the expense of resolution. This meant that there were
fewer DIC measurement points across the sample, but there were still enough for
average strain computations to be performed. Table 6.3 provides the summarised
data obtained from the PVC high speed tension tests.
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Figure 6.30: Tensile stress versus strain curves for the PVC C70.90 foam, tested
at a) 180 s−1 and b) 365 s−1.
6.4.4.3 PMI Foam
The final foam polymer to be tested in high speed tension was the PMI 110SL,
the results of which are shown in Figure 6.31. Figure 6.31a shows the results for
the 180 s−1 data, and Figure 6.31b for the 365 s−1 data. As with the PVC case,
there was no visible reduction in strain to failure between the two test speeds, but
a large reduction from the quasi-static tests. An example of the DIC contour plots
for a PMI 110SL foam tensile sample, tested at 180 s−1, is shown in Figure 6.32
and a build up of large strain is shown across the centre where fracture took place.
Also visible is the large strain at the test grips, which highlights the importance of
using DIC in the gauge section to establish the strain in the specimen. The average
DIC strain in the specimen gauge section is shown above each image and the 1%
strain is roughly halfway along the linear elastic loading, and the 2.3% image is
immediately before fracture took place. All of the foams fractured fully within
one frame of the high speed camera, so the frame immediately before fracture was
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used to determine the fracture strain. There are only four data sets in the high
speed tests presented here, due to the foam being much more brittle than the SAN
and PVC foams, so failing at the tests grips much more frequently. The results of
these tests are summarised in Table 6.3.
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Figure 6.31: Tensile stress versus strain curves for the PMI 110SL foam, tested at
a) 180 s−1 and b) 365 s−1.
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Figure 6.32: DIC contour plots of the 180 s−1 tensile strain in a PMI 110 SL foam
sample. The average DIC strain in each image is shown at the top, where the 2.3%
image was captured immediately before fracture.
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Table 6.3: Summary of the dynamic tensile properties of the five foam polymers used in air and underwater blast testing. The dynamic tensile tests were
performed at strain rates of 180 s−1 and 365 s−1.
Foam
Density
(kg/m3)
Tensile
Modulus at
180 s−1 (MPa)
Tensile
Modulus at
365 s−1 (MPa)
Fracture Stress
at 180 s−1
(MPa)
Fracture Stress
at 365 s−1
(MPa)
Fracture Strain
at 180 s−1 (%)
Fracture Strain
at 365 s−1 (%)
SAN M100 107.5 [100] 162 ± 15 206 ± 53 5.7 ± 0.7 5.5 ± 0.7 4.5 ± 0.8 4.1 ± 1.1
SAN M130 140 [100] 267 ± 31 321 ± 101 8.1 ± 0.8 7.5 ± 0.7 3.8 ± 0.6 3.5 ± 1.1
SAN M200 200 [100] 436 ± 80 482 ± 97 7.3 ± 0.8 9.2 ± 0.4 2.0 ± 0.3 2.1 ± 0.4
PVC C70.90 100 [101] 164 ± 20 197 ± 20 7.2 ± 0.8 7.7 ± 1.1 4.4 ± 0.6 4.1 ± 0.5
PMI 110SL 110 [102] 417 ± 36 434 ± 50 8.7 ± 1.3 7.9 ± 0.8 2.2 ± 0.3 1.9 ± 0.1
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6.5 Discussion
6.5.1 Quasi-Static Properties
The material properties provided for foam polymers by the manufacturers gen-
erally consist of elastic modulus and failure stress, but for this research the full
stress versus strain curve was required. Also it was deemed as good practice to
independently test the foam materials, and this was justified by the poor agree-
ment witnessed between test data and manufacturer data. In this research the
quasi-static material properties acted as a comparison for the dynamic properties,
to understand how strain rate affects their performance. The full stress versus
strain curves of the foams are also useful for future research, where analytical and
numerical models of the sandwich constructions will be developed.
The quasi-static compressive properties were as expected, showing a linear
elastic increase as the material was compressed elastically, followed by a plateau of
stress with increasing strain as the cells began to buckle, followed by an exponential
increase as the layers of foam polymer were compressed. The final stage of this
was only approximated as exponential due to the complexities of the polymer
layers contacting and the gas being displaced out of the foam, and if loading were
continued a curve similar to the response of the virgin polymer would be witnessed.
The full response of the foams in quasi-static compression were used to predict the
full response in dynamic compression, by assuming the exponential increase began
at the same strain. Therefore, using the plateau stress from the SHPB tests, the
full dynamic response could be ascertained. The quasi-static compression tests
were performed in the through-thickness direction of the foam sheets, to make use
of the very flat surfaces produced by the foam manufacturing process. The foam
was expected to be anisotropic in behaviour, but the material properties of interest
were in the through-thickness direction, due to core crushing during underwater
blast loading.
The behaviour of the three foam polymers in quasi-static tension was quite
varied, with all of them exhibiting different amounts of plastic deformation before
fracture. The SAN foams showed a linear elastic response, followed by a plateau
up until fracture at 7.7 ± 1.5% strain. The PVC foam showed a gentle upward
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slope before fracturing at 9.3 ± 1.4%. Finally, the PMI foam showed almost linear
elastic behaviour up until fracture at 5.6 ± 0.9%. The lower strain to failure of
the PMI foam is in line with the onset of damage witnessed during air blast, but
the quasi-static tensile data would imply that the PVC foam would outperform
the SAN foam, which was not the case. This finding illustrates the importance
of testing the materials at higher strain rates, in order to explain the slightly
better performance of the SAN foam to the PVC foam cores in air blast, and to
characterise the materials for simulation purposes. The quasi-static tension tests
were performed in-plane in the foam sheets, due to the low thicknesses available.
This was acceptable as any tensile fracture of the foams in the sandwich panels
would take place in bending, and thus in the in-plane direction.
6.5.2 Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar
SHPB testing allowed strain rates up to 3,000 s−1 to be achieved, to allow the
responses of the SAN foams to underwater explosive scenarios to be understood
further. This strain rate is still much lower than that observed during the crushing
phase of an underwater blast test, however. SHPB testing of low modulus materials
such as foam is a challenging area of research and an area which has been the
subject of a lot of studies. A textured PP pulse shaper was used to achieve stress
equilibrium in the tests, and a hollow aluminium transmission bar, with semi-
conductor strain gauges, was used to measure the response of the material. This
set up still provided noisy data, which was then filtered using MATLAB, and it was
also necessary to check for strain equilibrium using DIC, due to the low amplitude
of the transmitted signal. Therefore the results presented in this thesis further the
understanding of the foam materials as well as the understanding of testing them
using a SHPB.
The compressive moduli of the SAN foams in dynamic compression showed no
rate dependence, but did show a dependence on sample thickness. Due to this
finding it was concluded that elastic modulus could not be determined from the
SHPB tests, and it is expected that the error is either as a result of the silicon
gel between the bar and the sample, or simply caused by the high sensitivity of
measuring strain at such low magnitudes. However, the modulus is fairly insignif-
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icant in underwater blast scenarios so the strain at which the quasi-static test
samples began to crush was used alongside the SHPB crushing stress to calculate
the elastic modulus. There was very little rate sensitivity observed in the crushing
strength of the materials tested, albeit a slight increase in the strength of the M130
and M200 foams with increased rate. However, this was deemed too small to be
conclusive. The quasi-static compressive strengths of the M100, M130 and M200
SAN foams were 1.8 MPa, 3.0 MPa and 5.2 MPa respectively, which increased to
3.5 MPa, 5.5 MPa and 10.5 MPa in the SHPB tests. This is a very large increase in
crushing strengths, which is an important finding for underwater blast as it shows
that much more energy is absorbed when crushing the foams at higher rates with
an equal displacement.
In order to assess the full behaviour of the foams at high strain rates, the
densification strain and exponential densification constants were taken from the
quasi-static compression results and applied to the SHPB results. The plateau
stress was assumed to be equal to the crushing stress, as the high strain rates
make stress relaxation less likely. The stress versus strain responses of the three
SAN foams, constructed from the SHPB and quasi-static compression tests, are
shown in Figure 6.33. The curves have been shown up to a stress of 60 MPa as
this was the peak pressure measured in the underwater blast tests, and constructed
from a linear elastic increase of stress at the measured quasi-static modulus of the
foams until the plateau stress measured in dynamic compression, followed by the
densification strain and exponential densification response measured during quasi-
static compression. As such, the key dynamic material property, measured using
the SHPB, was the crushing stress, which was also used for the plateau stress.
The energy absorbed in crushing the single density SAN M130 foams and the
SAN graded density cores in the underwater blast test were calculated in Chapter
5. The energy absorbed per unit volume of the SAN M100, SAN M130 and SAN
M200 foams, when loaded to 60 MPa, was 7.7 MJ/m2, 9.3 MJ/m2, and 11.9 MJ/m2
respectively.
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Figure 6.33: Dynamic compressive engineering stress versus engineering strain
curves for the M100, M130 and M200 SAN foams, constructed from the strains
measured in the quasi-static compression tests.
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6.5.3 Dynamic Tension
Dynamic tension tests were performed to assess the different behaviours of the
foam polymers when subjected to air blast loading. It was found in Chapter 3
that the shear strains at failure of the foams were fairly similar, so the different
fracture properties were likely to be caused by tensile characteristics. All of the
polymeric foams were found to be almost linear elastic when tested at 180 s−1 and
365 s−1, and there was no difference in the responses between these two rates. The
tests showed that the strains to failure of the foams were quite inconsistent, but
when a higher frame rate on the high speed camera was used in the PVC and PMI
cases, the elastic modulus was more consistent. The conclusion from this is that
the highest possible frame rate should be used to capture the elastic properties
of the foam during dynamic tests, to allow interpolation of the strain data over
much smaller steps than those used to test the SAN foams. The strain to failure
could also be deemed inconsistent due to misalignment in the grips, however, this
is unlikely as the failure stress of the samples is consistent. The strain to failure
was recorded as an average of the results, but this should be used with caution and
more research should be performed with a higher frame rate of camera. As it is
expected that the tensile modulus of the foams is rate insensitive, the recommended
use of the tensile foam data in dynamic loading is a linear elastic response at the
measured quasi-static tensile modulus, until the failure stress measured in the
dynamic tensile tests is reached. This will then determine the strain to failure of
the polymeric foams.
The PMI 110SL foam had a much greater elastic modulus than the PVC and
SAN foams, and a lower strain to failure. This is the reason for the higher damage
suffered in the PMI case during air blast loading. The SAN M100 and PVC
C70.90 foams showed similar elastic moduli and strain to failures. In air blast
testing the SAN foam outperformed the PVC case, and this is likely to be caused
by a difference in fracture toughness, causing a more catastrophic failure in the
PVC cores than the SAN cores. Another plausible explanation for the different
responses could be a poorer bond between the face-sheets and PVC foam core than
with the SAN M100 core, resulting in greater debonding in the PVC panel case.
This would create more core cracks so result in much more damage overall.
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The results of the three SAN foams showed that the elastic modulus of the
M200 foam is over twice that of the M100 case. This aids in understanding the
reduced cracking in the higher density rear foam layers in the graded density air
blast test, as the mechanical properties are increased greatly by increasing foam
density. By encouraging cracking in the weaker foams at the front, there is less
energy to crack the stronger foam at the back, reducing damage in this region.
Due to the uncertainties in strain measured in the dynamic tensile tests it is
recommended that the failure stress of the polymeric foams are used alongside the
elastic tensile modulus measured in the quasi-static tensile tests. The dynamic
tensile test results showed that the behaviour of the foams can be estimated as
linear elastic, and Gibson and Ashby [116] expected that the elastic modulus of
the foam is not rate sensitive. This allows an estimate of tensile failure strain to be
determined from the quasi-static elastic modulus and the dynamic failure stress.
6.6 Conclusion
Characterisation of polymeric foams has been performed in order to understand
the different responses of the materials to air and underwater blast loading. Quasi-
static tensile and compressive tests were performed to provide the full stress versus
strain responses of the material under static loading conditions, and to also verify
or adjust manufacturer data.
From the quasi-static compression tests it was possible to measure the strain
at which cell collapse began, the strain at which densification of the foam began,
and the exponential shape of increased stress during densification. As these are
macro effects on the foam structure, the strain values are expected to be consistent
at all strain rates, so the collapse stress at elevated strain rates was measured
using SHPB. From the values of collapse stress from SHPB, values of collapse
strain from quasi-static tests and the densification properties from quasi-static
tests it was possible to construct full stress versus strain curves at high strain
rates, in order to compare the energy absorbed during crushing in underwater
blast loading. This is detailed further in Chapter 5, and the curves are shown in
Figure 6.33. Furthermore, the high rate compressive mechanical properties can be
used in analytical and numerical modelling to predict the response of sandwich
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panels to blast loading scenarios.
The polymeric foam materials were also tested in quasi-static and dynamic
tension, and it was found that with increased loading rates the material behaviour
was much more brittle. In both the quasi-static and dynamic test results the
PMI foam showed a much lower strain to failure, which explains the lower blast
resistance witnessed in Chapter 3. The strain to failure of the PVC and SAN
M100 foams, however, were quite consistent, which leads to the hypothesis that
the SAN M100 foam outperformed the PVC C70.90 foam for another reason such
as a higher fracture toughness of the M100 foam, or better bonding between the
M100 foam and the face-sheets. The elastic modulus of the M200 foam was much
greater than the M100 and M130 materials, which explains why adding higher
density foams to the rear of the sandwich panel encourages cracking in the front
layers, and protects the back face.
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Finite Element Modelling
7.1 Introduction
This chapter presents research into finite element analysis (FEA) performed to
simulate the response of polymeric foam core sandwich composite panels to air
blast loading. The use of full scale blast tests provides a qualitative analysis of
the resistance of the sandwich composites to blast, but by utilising the material
properties found through laboratory testing, it was possible to simulate these re-
sponses using commercial finite element packages. By using the full scale blast
tests to validate the FEA results, the simulation methods can be used to model
different blast scenarios and geometries. The commercial FEA package used was
Abaqus CAE and the solver was explicit in all cases. Elastic and inelastic simu-
lations were performed in this research, and these were used to identify the onset
of damage in the foam core. The simulations were only for the foam comparison
study, considering the SAN Corecell M100 core sandwich panel and the PVC Airex
C70.90 core sandwich panel. Due to time constraints the PMI Rohacell 110SL case
was not simulated. Various load cases were performed and the onset of damage
identified. The use of inelastic material models in FEA is non-trivial, so the re-
search presented in this chapter acts as a starting point for further research into
the damage modelling of sandwich composites under blast loading. The damage
model presented in this chapter was in the form of a brittle cracking of the foam.
In air blast there is no core crushing unless the peak pressure is greater than the
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crushing stress of the foam, which it was not in the blast research presented in
Chapter 3, but the core damage took the form of core shear cracking and core and
face-sheet debonding. Debonding is very challenging to model, so it was omitted
from the simulations presented in this chapter. The results presented take the form
of pressure versus impulse damage curves, which show the onset of damage for the
foam core. Also shown is a comparison of the digital image correlation (DIC) re-
sults to the actual air blast tests, for validation, and a boundary condition study,
to assess how much of the structure needed to be simulated.
7.2 Simulation Methods
7.2.1 Finite Element Mesh
Due to the low thickness and large area of the fibre composite face-sheets, shell ele-
ments were used to model these. These were linear quadrilateral S4 shell elements.
The sandwich core elements used were hexahedral 3D solid linear C3D8R elements,
with reduced integration for increased computational speed. This selection of ele-
ments was the same in both the elastic and inelastic simulations. Furthermore, in
all cases a tie contact was used between the face-sheets and the core, which allowed
no movement of the nodes relative to each other. Due to uncertainty in suitable
boundary conditions for the simulations, an elastic FEA was performed with one
sixteenth of the cubicle front modelled, which was approximated as one quarter of
a sandwich panel. This was then compared to a model which just contained the
sandwich panel starting at the inside of the steel strips, and which contained en-
castre boundary conditions around the edges. This method would greatly reduce
computational time, and it was theorised that it would only affect the response
time of the sandwich panel, and not the overall displacements. The modelled
area is shown in Figure 7.1 by the red square, which is simply drawn on top of
Figure 3.6 from Chapter 3. The steel components in the model with the cubicle
front were hexahedral 3D solid linear C3D8R elements, and the sandwich panel
was fixed to the steel of the cubicle via tie constraints. The steel tubes used to
prevent core crushing when tightening the panel to the cubicle were also included,
to ensure that stress concentrations were correctly captured in the FEA. Due to
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the complexity of the cubicle front, it was meshed as strips of steel tied together.
The simulation was elastic, and the steel deflections were relatively small so this
was adequate to capture the correct boundary conditions. The loading conditions
in the simulations assumed a planar loading across the whole front of the test cu-
bicle and the front of the sandwich panel, which followed a predicted form of the
Friedlander equation shown in Equation (3.5) in Chapter 3. The modelled section
of the cubicle front is shown in Figure 7.2, and Figure 7.2a shows the section of
the cubicle front and sandwich panel that was measured, and Figure 7.2b shows
the model with the mesh in place. Also shown in Figure 7.2 is the area of the
sandwich panel which was modelled with the rest of the steel test cubicle omitted
for computational efficiency.
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Figure 7.1: Schematic of the steel front of the test cubicle, with the section mod-
elled with FEA highlighted in red.
7.2.2 Material Models
The direct strain rate in the foam cores was between the quasi-static and dy-
namic properties presented in Chapter 6, and from the contour plots of maximum
principal strain (MPS) shown in Appendix A, this was around 15 s−1. However,
due to the effect of the GFRP face-sheets stabilising the foam core, and the in-
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a. b.
Sandwich Panel
Area modelled with cubicle omitted
Figure 7.2: Screenshot of the Abaqus model of the cubicle front and sandwich
panel as a) a solid model; and b) a meshed solid model. The red line indicates the
area of the sandwich panel modelled with the test cubicle sections omitted.
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sensitivity of the FEA simulations to the actual breaking stress of the foam, the
fracture stress values used in the inelastic models were the dynamic properties
found in the characterisation tests presented in Chapter 6. As recommended in
Chapter 6 the dynamic elastic moduli were omitted from the models as they were
likely to be inaccurate, due to low quality DIC in the laboratory tests, and it
was expected that the elastic modulus should be the same as in the quasi-static
tests. The strain to failure was calculated as the fracture stress from the dynamic
tensile test results divided by the tensile modulus. The properties used for the
face-sheet were as calculated in Chapter 3, and all of the material properties are
summarised in Table 7.1, although damage in the face-sheets was omitted. The
brittle cracking model was utilised for the foam core, which is designed for use
with concrete. The brittle cracking model assumes a linear elastic response un-
til a failure stress, where the element stiffness is reduced to zero [118]. As the
foam density was so low, this caused excessive deformation upon fracture, unless a
fairly large fracture toughness was implemented, to dampen the response at frac-
ture. In order to optimise the response of this fracture process, the lowest fracture
toughness was chosen which allowed the simulation to execute without becoming
unstable due to excessive deformation speeds. The fracture toughness assumed in
every case was 105 N/m, which was determined by incrementally increasing the
fracture toughness until fracture in the foam took place in a stable manner. This
value was chosen purely to achieve a stable simulation and had no bearing to real
mechanical properties of the foam materials. Linear shear retention was assumed
in the brittle cracking material model with complete shear stiffness reduction at
a shear strain of 100%. Due to the low stiffness of the foam the response of the
material was insensitive to changes in the shear retention model. This resulted in
a linear reduction of shear modulus with crack opening until a maximum shear
strain of one was reached. However, due to the low density and strength of the
material, the model was completely insensitive to this parameter, so cracking was
virtually instantaneous upon the cracking strain being reached, and the post-crack
parameters merely provided a method to allow damage to take place in a stable
manner.
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Table 7.1: Material properties of the polymeric foams and GFRP face-sheets used
in the finite element simulations.
Material
Density
(kg/m3)
Tensile
Modulus
(MPa)
Poisson’s
Ratio
Fracture
Stress
(MPa)
Fracture
Strain (%)
SAN M100 107.5 88 0.3 5.7 6.5
PVC
C70.90
100.0 71 0.3 7.2 10.1
GFRP
QE1200
1730 15,900 0.3 - -
7.2.3 Simulation Parameters and Results Processing
For both the elastic and the inelastic cases, the parameters from the blast wave
of the 15 m stand-off 100 kg TNT equivalent charges were put into the model,
to validate the FEA against the DIC results. This was done by both comparing
contour plots of out-of-plane displacement and maximum principal strain, and
by comparing the point plots of out-of-plane displacement at the centre and the
quarter points. With the model validated, simulations were then performed with
various amounts of peak pressure and impulse to create failure loci of pressure and
impulse for each construction of sandwich composite.
The test cases performed were for TNT-equivalent charge sizes of 10 kg; 30 kg;
100 kg; 500 kg; and 1000 kg. The stand-off distances were then altered in incre-
ments of 1 m to find the combination at which damage took place. Abaqus input
files of each pressure loading profile were created, so that the foam material prop-
erties could be altered easily, and a Windows batch script was created to run each
simulation sequentially, using four processors on a local computer. The simulation
times were 20 ms, and 100 field outputs were requested over the whole simulation,
therefore at approximately 0.2 ms increments.
The maximum principal strains in the foam core and the maximum principal
in-plane strains in each of the two face-sheets were then extracted for each frame,
using a Python script to export a report for each frame, appended on to the
report for the previous frame. A MATLAB script was then used to extract the
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data from the exported reports, and to determine the closest charge size and stand-
off distance combination to the failure point of the foam and each face-sheet. The
failure decision was made via the strain as it was computationally much faster
to extract strain data than stress data. As the failure models were linear elastic
this was an acceptable method of inspection. Pressure versus impulse plots were
then created for each combination of charge size and stand-off distance, to assess
the effect of including damage into the FEA material models, and to compare the
responses of the different foam core sandwich panels.
7.2.4 Results
7.2.4.1 Boundary Conditions
The first FEA simulation considered an eighth of the whole air blast test cubicle,
as the boundary conditions during the test were known to be quasi-built in, due
to the deflection in the steel frame. As the DIC results removed the steel frame
deflections from the results, resulting in just the panel deflection relative to the
panel edges, it was expected that by removing the steel cubicle from the simulations
the deflection would remain the same but the response time would be much quicker.
In Chapter 6 it was shown that the rate sensitivity of the foam was negligible when
dynamic, so the response time of the panel was expected to have a negligible effect
on damage initiation. For this reason, two elastic simulations were compared with
the SAN M100 single core sandwich panels, with and without the steel cubicle.
The simulations were elastic as this represented the smallest time saving, as the
damage model would be much more computationally expensive.
With four processors assigned to each simulation, the computational time for
the full test cubicle was 1.75 hours, and for just the panel was 0.60 hours, represent-
ing a reduction in computation time of 66%, or 1.15 hours. In order to determine
the stand-off distance and charge sizes to cause damage approximately 40 simula-
tions in each case were performed. With two simulated tests each performed with
elastic properties and inelastic properties, this resulted in 160 simulations. This
represented a minimum computational time saving of 184 hours, or 7.7 days. This
was a minimum as it was based on the elastic cases and the inelastic cases were
expected to result in greater time savings.
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A comparison of the central displacements of the SAN M100 single core sand-
wich panel, tested with elastic properties, is shown in Figure 7.3. In the case
of the steel cubicle being modelled, the displacement is the central point of the
sandwich panel minus the central point of the central steel column. This position
is highlighted in Figure 7.4 which also shows contour plots of the out-of-plane
displacement of the test cubicle and sandwich panel. The out-of-plane displace-
ment contour plots of the sandwich panel only are shown in Figure 7.5, again
with the out-of-plane displacement measurement point highlighted. The central
displacement plots in Figure 7.3 show that the central out-of-plane displacements
are similar to the DIC results and that the panel only simulation had a faster
response time than the steel cubicle simulations, which in turn was faster than
the DIC response time. This is because in reality, the whole structure was elastic,
whereas the FEA model with the steel front was fully built-in at the cubicle edges.
It is shown in Figure 7.3 that by applying a correction factor (Cf) of 1.24 to the
time axis in the steel cubicle front simulation, and a correction factor of 1.62 in
the panel only simulation, the peak out-of-plane displacement times matched well
with the DIC times. This number was chosen to illustrate the boundary effects
only, and was chosen manually by fitting the displacement curves together. The
rebound times, however, did not match well, due to the lack of damage in the FEA
simulations, making the rebound much faster. The out-of-plane displacement of
the simulations with the steel cubicle included overestimated that measured with
DIC, and the simulations with the cubicle omitted underestimated the deflection.
Over-deflection in the steel cubicle FEA case was expected to be because of the
uneven pressure distribution in reality, transferring less energy to the cubicle front
than in the FEA case where it was simply a planar pressure wave. This caused
greater cubicle displacement in the FEA than witnessed in reality. The lower dis-
placement in the panel only simulations was likely to be a combination of the effect
of a purely elastic simulation, and the perfect boundary conditions. Due to the
offset in deflection from DIC results with and without the steel cubicle modelled
being similar, it was decided to omit the steel cubicle to gain computational speed.
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Figure 7.3: A comparison of the FEA plots with and without the test cubicle, and
the results from the DIC. Also shown are plots of the central displacement with
the response time factored down to match each other, to highlight the effect of the
boundary conditions.
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Figure 7.4: FEA results showing out-of-plane displacement of the SAN M100 single
core sandwich panel with the steel test cubicle included, at 1.6 ms, 3.7 ms and
8.1 ms after the blast wave arrival. The sandwich panel displacement measurement
point and steel cubicle displacement measurement point are also highlighted.
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Figure 7.5: FEA results showing out-of-plane displacement of the SAN M100 single
core sandwich panel at 1.2 ms, 2.6 ms and 4.5 ms after the blast wave arrival. The
sandwich panel displacement measurement point is also highlighted.
7.2.4.2 Elastic Simulation Results
The first FEA study assessed the various peak pressure and impulse levels at which
the sandwich panels failed when modelled with elastic material properties. Due to
time constraints the study was only performed on the two of the three single core
sandwich panels investigated in the air blast polymeric foam comparison detailed
in Chapter 3. The cases studied were the SAN M100 sandwich panel and the PVC
C70.90 sandwich panel. In order to verify the FEA results, the simulations were
performed with 100 kg TNT equivalent charge sizes at a stand-off distance of 15 m,
as in the air blast tests. The traces of the central and quarter point out-of-plane
displacements for the DIC and FEA results are shown in Figure 7.6 for the SAN
M100 case and in Figure 7.7 for the PVC C70.90 case. As can be seen in Figure 7.6
the displacements of the simulation are significantly less, due to the lack of dam-
age in the sandwich panels and the fully elastic boundary conditions. The quarter
point displacement is even further away from that measured with DIC, and this is
due to the lack of “bathtub” deflections shape in the simulation, which caused by
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cracking down the vertical edges of the panels in the experiments. The central dis-
placement of the PVC C70.90 sandwich panel, shown in Figure 7.7, shows similar
disagreement with the DIC results, as does the quarter point displacement, again
due to the boundary conditions and the lack of damage modelling in the composite
materials. The simulations results, however, are reasonably close in predicting the
out-of-plane displacement, but the differences should be considered when drawing
conclusions from the failure loci.
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Figure 7.6: Central and quarter point out-of-plane displacements of the SAN M100
sandwich panel, from FEA results and DIC results.
Around 40 simulations were performed for each of the three elastic cases, and
the results processed to find the failure points of each. Failure of each face-sheet
and the foam core was identified using a MATLAB script, and the pressure versus
impulse curves plotted. The pressure versus impulse curves for the SAN M100 core
sandwich panel are shown in Figure 7.8 and for the PVC C70.90 sandwich panel
in Figure 7.9. Also shown in the pressure versus impulse plots are the pressure
versus impulse values for the charge sizes used in the simulations. The failure loci
are connected with straight lines, as not enough data was available to plot smooth
curves. The vertical lines extend to the pressure and impulse values for a 1 kg
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Figure 7.7: Central and quarter point out-of-plane displacements of the PVC
C70.90 sandwich panel, from FEA results and DIC results.
charge situated at 1 m from the target, as this was found to be a point at which
damage was caused in all of the sandwich panel simulations, and at such low charge
sizes the stand-off distance variation for failure is low. The pressure and impulse
values of a 1 kg charge at a 1 m stand-off distance are 8282 kPa and 286 kPa.ms
respectively. These were not included in the study as small, close charges cause
very localised loading in the sandwich panels, which are not considered in this
research. The rear face-sheet failure curve in Figure 7.8 is greater than that for
the PVC C70.90 case in Figure 7.9 and this is caused by the stiffer SAN foam.
The higher strength of the PVC C70.90 foam is shown in the failure curve by the
higher pressures at lower impulse values, although this result seems erroneous as
the foam can withstand more than the back face-sheet. This inaccuracy is caused
by the lack of damage material models, which cause unrealistic responses especially
to higher pressure peaks which cause higher through thickness stresses. The front
face-sheet failure curve is consistent in both plots and as such, this should be the
failure point used if this method is used in design decisions.
It is expected that with significantly more simulations, the failure line with
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increased impulse levels would plateau to a constant pressure, and this represents
very large charge sizes with large stand-off distances. With close proximity charges
the failure line would reach a constant impulse level with varying blast pressures.
This would represent small charge sizes at very small stand-off distances. However,
in the latter case the damage mechanism would become more intricate due to non-
planar, concentrated pressure loading on the sandwich panel.
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Figure 7.8: Pressure versus impulse curves for the front face-sheet, foam core and
rear face-sheet in the SAN M100 simulations using elastic material models.
7.2.4.3 Damage Simulation Results
The damage modelling in Abaqus used a brittle cracking model for the polymeric
foam core, which was intended for use with concrete. The crushable foam model
was not used as the peak pressures witnessed in the air blast loading considered in
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Figure 7.9: Pressure versus impulse curves for the front face-sheet, foam core and
rear face-sheet in the PVC C70.90 simulations using elastic material models.
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this research were not great enough to crush the foam cores. An edge profile of the
SAN M100 sandwich panel during the core failure process is shown in Figure 7.10,
which shows shear strain as the contour plot. Shear strain is shown as this makes
failure most easily visible. The central and quarter point displacements of the FEA
results in the SAN M100 core sandwich panel are compared to the DIC results in
Figure 7.11 and it can be seen that the central displacement matches the DIC
data much more closely than in the elastic case. Also visible is the deceleration
of the sandwich panel at around 7 ms, caused by damage in the foam core. The
quarter point displacement is still too low however, and it is expected that this is
due to poor crack propagation across the foam inwards towards the centre of the
sandwich panel, and the lack of debonding between the face-sheets and core in the
FEA. The PVC C70.90 core sandwich panel comparison is shown in Figure 7.12,
and this response is much less accurate than the elastic case. This is because the
fracture stress of the PVC C70.90 material is greater than the SAN M100 material.
However, the post-blast observations in Chapter 3 indicate more damage suffered in
the PVC C70.90 test panel, which suggests that the initial damage could be caused
by debonding which was not present in the FEA simulations. This conclusion is
drawn based on the foam damage model being utilised, but the load not being
great enough to cause damage of these types.
The pressure versus impulse failure curves of the SAN M100 and PVC C70.90
core sandwich panels are shown in Figure 7.13 and Figure 7.14 respectively for the
front face-sheet, foam core and rear face-sheet. Also shown are curves for each
charge size simulated. In both the PVC C70.90 and the SAN M100 core sandwich
panel cases the failure loci for the front and rear face-sheets are separated by the
same amount, implying that the incorporation of damage models into the foam
aids in predicting face-sheet damage. The responses of the foam cores, however,
appear slightly inaccurate with a steep gradient in the M100 case in Figure 7.13,
and a positive gradient in Figure 7.14. In the SAN M100 case, the low impulse
failure point has a greater peak pressure than all of the other plots, and this is
likely to be caused by the higher stiffness of the SAN M100 foam. These results
indicate that introducing core failure material models in the simulations helps to
accurately predict the failure points of the face-sheets, but results in inaccurate
core failure results due to poor propagation of brittle fracture through the core
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Figure 7.10: FEA deflection shape of the horizontal centre of the SAN M100
sandwich panel, subjected to a 100 kg charge at 15 m. The contour plots show
shear strain in the sandwich panel.
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Figure 7.11: Central and quarter point out-of-plane displacements of the SAN
M100 sandwich panel incorporating damage modelling, from FEA results and DIC
results.
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Figure 7.12: Central and quarter point out-of-plane displacements of the PVC
C70.90 sandwich panel incorporating damage modelling, from FEA results and
DIC results.
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thickness.
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Figure 7.13: Pressure versus impulse curves for the front face-sheet, foam core and
rear face-sheet in the SAN M100 simulations using material models incorporating
damage.
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Figure 7.14: Pressure versus impulse curves for the front face-sheet, foam core and
rear face-sheet in the PVC C70.90 simulations using material models incorporating
damage.
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7.3 Discussion
This chapter has provided the methods and results of simulating air blast loading
of sandwich composite materials using FEA. The simulations were only performed
for the single density foam core SAN M100 and PVC C70.90 cases, due to the
computational time and post-processing time required. As this was the final stage
of the research project, this resulted in a lack of time to complete FEA studies for
all of the tests performed.
The findings in this FEA research provide an initial step in modelling sandwich
composites to blast, by incorporating brittle cracking models into the polymeric
foam core materials. As shown in Chapter 3 the foam materials fail as a result of
combined shear and tensile loading, and the brittle cracking model provides ten-
sile cracking and shear retention properties. As the material model was originally
designed for use with concrete, Abaqus Explicit was unable to retain solution sta-
bility when cracking occurred due to the low density of foam. For this reason, a
study was performed to identify the lowest fracture toughness possible to success-
fully model the whole response to blast. Fracture took place near the edges across
the horizontal centre section, as expected from the air blast test results. Once
fracture began the element stiffness reduced and the crack started to propagate,
but did not travel very far before the displacement was dominated in the zones
where cracking originally took place. This is a major disadvantage of the damage
model, as in reality fracture travels across the horizontal section to around the
quarter point. This did increase the out-of-plane displacement to closer to the
values measured using DIC, so is a suitable first step in modelling brittle damage
in the foam cores.
This research topic provided more conclusions with respect to modelling meth-
ods than the actual materials simulated, as the accuracy of the damage models was
uncertain. The elastic comparison of the SAN M100 and PVC C70.90 sandwich
panels showed similar pressure versus impulse failure loci, and the front face-sheet
curve was the same in both. In the damage model cases the face-sheet failure loci
were the same, but the core failure loci were inaccurate. As a result, it is con-
cluded that the models could be used to predict face-sheet failure incorporating
damage in the foam core, but not to draw any conclusions from the foam core
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failure mechanism.
Further developments to this modelling system are recommended in the foam
core response, and in the interfaces between the foam cores and face-sheets. In
developing the FEA models visco-plastic damage was incorporated into the foam
material model, as an alternative to the brittle cracking model. The fracture
toughness in the plastic damage was assumed to be as low as possible, to encourage
a brittle response, but it was found that the threshold for stability in the simulation
was greater than with the brittle cracking model. Therefore the brittle cracking
model was decided upon from the material models available in Abaqus. With the
foam characterisation work began in Chapter 6 a recommended future development
is the generation of a user defined material to specify the response of the polymeric
foam. This material model could also include the crushable aspect of the foam
for high pressure or underwater blast, a model which is already built into Abaqus.
The interfacial fracture properties are key to accurately predicting sandwich panel
response to air blast, as these regions account for around 50% of the total panel
damage. An initial solution would be to define cohesive zones, specifically in the
fractured areas if possible, although no work was performed in this area for this
project.
7.4 Conclusion
The FEA research performed in this project was intended to develop the modelling
method as opposed to providing valuable conclusions on the sandwich composite
materials. Only two sandwich composite designs were tested, the SAN M100 foam
core and the PVC C70.90 foam core cases subjected to air blast, as detailed in
Chapter 3. Pressure versus impulse curves were produced for each sandwich panel,
and a set of simulations were performed using elastic parameters, and a set with
material models incorporating foam fracture. It was found that implementing foam
fracture improved the consistency of face-sheet failure loci, but the foam failure
loci became unrealistic. This was expected to be due to the unstable nature of
fracture in the foam. The foam fracture began at the horizontal edges and started
to propagate towards the centre as expected, but stopped propagating very quickly.
This was either due to poor fracture toughness properties or the lack of interfacial
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debonding between the face-sheets and core. The fracture toughness of the foam
was set to be too high in the simulations, as a realistic value caused the simulation
to become unstable and abort. The lowest fracture toughness possible was chosen,
to allow the simulation to execute fully.
The future simulation work recommended is to characterise a new user material
for the foam, from further characterisation laboratory tests. This would include
shear properties as well as crushing under high pressure loads. Furthermore inter-
facial fracture properties are recommended between the face-sheets and foam core,
as this forms a significant proportion of the damage in air blast tests.
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Conclusions
The goal of the research performed in this project was to better understand the
role of foam polymers in the blast response of foam core sandwich composites. The
intended use of the sandwich composites is in naval vessels, to withstand blasts
from sea mines detonated whilst not in direct contact with the ship hull. As such
both air and underwater blast testing was performed. These tests were performed
at a DNV GL test site in the Spadeadam Royal Air Force base. The blast tests
considered the responses of sandwich panels with stepwise graded density foam
cores, increasing in density away from the blast facing side. In the air blast tests,
foam polymer types were compared, namely styrene acrylonitrile (SAN); polyvinyl
chloride (PVC); and polymethacrylimid (PMI). The SAN foam polymers used
in all studies were also characterised in quasi-static and dynamic compression
and tension, and the PVC and PMI foam polymers used in the foam material
comparison were characterised in quasi-static compression, and quasi-static and
dynamic tension. Furthermore, all of the air blast test panels, except for the
PMI core sandwich panel, were investigated in three point bending and edgewise
compression, to determine their residual properties for continued service of naval
vessels after withstanding blast loading. The PMI case was omitted as it had
suffered too much damage to be sectioned into residual strength test specimens.
As well as investigating the foam core properties, an air blast test was carried
out on a PVC core sandwich panel, with glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP)
face-sheets, where the front (blast facing) face-sheet contained polypropylene (PP)
plies interleaved between the GFRP plies. The intention of this construction was
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to prevent through thickness cracking of the front face-sheet, due to the greater
strain to failure of the front face-sheet caused by the PP plies.
Face-sheets were also investigated in the underwater blast tests, whereby car-
bon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) face-sheets were incorporated into a stepwise
graded core and a single density core, and GFRP face-sheets were also incorpo-
rated on a stepwise graded core and a single core. This provided a comparison of
the failure mechanisms of the CFRP panels versus the GFRP panels, caused by
the dramatic increase in stiffness and strength. Furthermore, it allowed the ad-
vantage of using a stepwise graded density core with GFRP face-sheets and CFRP
face-sheets to be compared.
8.1 Full Scale Air Blast Testing
Quantitative comparisons of the responses of the SAN, PVC and PMI foam core
sandwich panels were performed during air blast with the use of paired high speed
cameras for 3D digital image correlation (DIC). SAN and PVC materials are com-
mon in foam cores for marine applications and the air blast tests compared the two
polymer types. PMI, a foam core material typically found in helicopter blades,
was also compared, as it has greater strength and stiffness but is known to be
more brittle than SAN and PVC. The maximum out-of-plane displacement of the
SAN, PVC and PMI core sandwich panels were 90 mm; 101 mm; and 102 mm
respectively. This shows that the SAN core suffered the least amount of damage,
and this was further highlighted by the 46 mm maximum pull-out on the rebound
of the sandwich panel, compared to the 81 mm and 90 mm pull-out measurements
for the PVC and PMI sandwich panels respectively. The damage suffered during
blast was also determined by sectioning the sandwich panels and photographing
the edges, and the least damaged panel was with the SAN foam core, with 19% of
damage over the whole panel, followed by the PVC panel with 40%; and then the
PMI panel in which the amount was too great for the sandwich composite to be
sectioned. The research objectives for this project expected to explain the different
responses of the foam cores to blast loading with the use of dynamic tensile test-
ing, as the shear properties were very similar, so different fracture properties were
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expected to be a result of the tensile component of loading. This was achieved
in the research project and it was found that the dynamic strain to failure of the
PMI 110SL foam was the lowest, followed by the PVC C70.90 foam and then the
SAN M100 foam. This corresponds to the damage witnessed in the air blast tests.
The graded density sandwich composite contained a stepwise graded density
SAN foam core, with three layers each of 10 mm thickness. Due to triggering prob-
lems with the high speed cameras the 30 mm thick SAN M130 foam core sandwich
panel to which it was compared revealed no DIC data. The post-blast damage as-
sessment results, however, showed that the graded sandwich panel suffered greater
damage than the single core panel. The graded panel showed 14% and the single
M130 core panel showed 3.9%. However, this result was not conclusive without
displacement results, and both sandwich panels contained no visible face-sheet
damage. The out-of-plane displacement of the graded density sandwich panel was
102 mm, and the pull-out was 66 mm. These values are very similar to the 40 mm
thick PVC and PMI core sandwich panels tested in the foam polymer comparison,
despite being 10 mm thinner. The damage suffered was also significantly less.
However, the out-of-plane displacement of the graded sandwich panel was greater
than the 40 mm thick SAN M100 case, and the damage suffered was significantly
less. The areal densities of the 30 mm thick graded density sandwich panel, the
30 mm thick SAN M130 sandwich panel and the 40 mm thick M100 sandwich
panel were 11.57 kg/m2; 10.86 kg/m2; and 10.88 kg/m2 respectively. Therefore
the graded density core provided a suitable mass comparison to both panels.
It was hypothesised that the use of a stepwise graded density core in the sand-
wich panel would cause smoother rear face-sheet displacement due to cracking
being encouraged in the lower strength foam layers on the blast side. This was
witnessed in the test results and the rear face-sheet displacement profile of the
graded core sandwich panel was much smoother than the single core cases. This
is a positive result as it indicates that rear face-sheet damage is less likely as there
are no regions of high strain.
The PVC foam core sandwich panel containing PP plies in the front face-sheet
deflected less initially, and in pull-out than the identical sandwich panel containing
no PP plies. The initial out-of-plane displacement of the compliant PP face-sheet
panel was 90 mm, and the pull-out was 101 mm. However, this was likely to
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be caused by the added flexural stiffness afforded by the thicker front face-sheet.
The results of interest, however, were the very similar amount of damage suffered
in each case. The compliant PP sandwich panel suffered 36% damage, and the
comparison panel suffered 40%. The compliant PP sandwich panel suffered no
front face-sheet cracking, unlike the PVC panel with only GFRP plies on the front-
face-sheet. The deflection of the PP face-sheet panel was less, so this reduced the
front face-sheet strain, but with high localised bending caused by core cracking it
was expected that front face-sheet cracks occurred. However, these cracks in the
GFRP were likely to be hidden by the undamaged PP plies. This is a positive
result for naval engineering, because if the PP layers were present on a ship hull
which was subjected to a large enough blast to fracture the front GFRP face-sheet,
integrity of the face-sheet would be maintained such that water would not ingress
into the sandwich structure.
8.2 Strength After Blast Testing
In order to determine the capabilities of the various sandwich constructions to
continue in reduced service, after withstanding air blast loading, strength after
blast tests were performed. The tests were performed on the 40 mm thick SAN
core and PVC core sandwich panels used in the polymer comparison; the 30 mm
thick graded core and M130 SAN core sandwich panels; and the PVC core sandwich
panel containing PP fibres in the front face-sheet. The first study used a three
point bending test setup, to assess the post-blast flexural properties of the sandwich
panels, as a significant portion of the loading on a ship hull is from water on the
side from buoyancy and waves. The lateral loading from the water on the ship hull
is always dynamic due to wave slamming and the vertical movement of the ship as
it travels over swells. Due to a lack of available test samples, it was decided to test
the flexural samples in medium and high rates only, with no quasi-static tests being
performed, except for in the rate sensitivity studies. This is due to the fact that
the sandwich composites only exhibited rate sensitivity between quasi-static and
dynamic test rates when no damage was present, and when there was no damage
there was no rate sensitivity at all. It was therefore deemed unnecessary to test
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damaged specimens in a quasi-static manner. The three point bending test results
showed that with damage present, the sandwich panels showed no sensitivity to
the amount of damage, in terms of flexural strength and flexural stiffness. All
four sandwich panels tested displayed a damaged bending stiffness drop to around
8%, and a shear strength drop to around 15%. The shear strengths and face-
sheet strengths in every damaged sample across the panel constructions were very
consistent, with the only visible damage in stiffness properties. It was found that
between the PVC and SAN foam core sandwich panels tested in the polymer foam
comparison, the PVC sandwich panel retained higher shear and bending stiffness
values, and the damaged shear and bending properties of the PVC sandwich panel
with PP plies were lower than the PVC panel without PP plies. There was also
found to be no benefit on residual properties from using a graded density foam
core, as the shear and bending stiffness values reduced by the same amount as in
the single density core cases.
The edgewise compression tests performed in the residual properties investiga-
tion were performed at quasi-static and dynamic rates. In edgewise compression
the quasi-static properties were of high importance as the ship hull supports the
weight of the vessel in the water, at the vertical section of the hull near the top of
the cross-section. Medium rates were also tested as it was important to understand
the performance of the composites when moving through the water, which causes
oscillatory loading in edgewise compression. Due to the high loads required to
perform these tests, machines were not available to perform tests above a medium
rate, although high rate tests would have been beneficial due to large amplitudes
of movements of ships in rough conditions.
In flexural testing it was found that the critical damage mechanism to cause a
reduction in strength and stiffness was debonding of the face-sheets from the foam
core. This decoupled the face-sheets, meaning that shear loads were not trans-
mitted between them, greatly reducing the stiffness and strength. In edgewise
compression the critical damage mechanism was more dependent on the distribu-
tion of debonding and cracks. The foam acted as an anti-buckling guide for the
face-sheets, so the greater the length of face-sheets that is able to bow outwards,
whether through core cracks or debonding, the more detrimental the effect of the
damage on the residual properties.
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8.3 Full Scale Underwater Blast Testing
Underwater blast testing was performed to assess the effect of implementing a
stepwise graded density foam core, and to find out if this effect was greater with
carbon fibre or glass fibre face-sheets. The underwater blast tests used a 1.0 kg
plastic explosive 4 (PE4) charge, which had a TNT-equivalence of 1.3 kg, situated
at 1 m from the front face-sheet of the sandwich panels. The responses of the
sandwich panels to blast were recorded using electronic strain gauges on the front
and rear face-sheets, and the panels were backed with air in a steel frame. The
strain gauge data was interpolated across the thickness and over one quarter of
each panel to calculate the central displacement, which provided the most useful
comparison of the resistance of the sandwich constructions to blast.
It was found that the use of a graded density foam core reduced the central
displacement of both the GFRP and CFRP sandwich panels. This was expected
to be due to a mixture of greater energy absorption in crushing the graded core
compared to the single core (123 kJ and 118 kJ respectively), and the fact that
the bending response was smoothed by the progressive crushing of the panel. The
bending of the sandwich panels began in the centre and the bending wave moved
out to the boundaries. If the bending response was smoothed due to crushing of
the lower density foam at the front, the bending wave would reach the edges with
less central deflection, and due to the close proximity of the charge this would
cause fracture at the edges. This is a positive result for the use of graded density
foams as the greater energy absorption and slower response can be used when
designing ship hulls, to mitigate bending of the hull which is the most likely cause
of catastrophic damage.
In the comparison of CFRP versus GFRP face-sheets, the increased stiffness
of CFRP caused the central deflection to be much lower, as the bending moment
reached the boundaries with less central deflection. This caused the effect of the
graded density core to be much more exaggerated due to the combined effect of
the stiffness and the energy absorption in core crushing.
Overall it was concluded that a CFRP sandwich panel with a graded foam core
would mitigate blast damage the most, and it would be beneficial to perform tests
with varying panel sizes to assess the effect on boundary failure.
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8.4 Foam Characterisation
The polymeric foam materials used in this research were characterised in quasi-
static and dynamic compression, and quasi-static and dynamic tension. Quasi-
static tests were performed to get the full strain response of the foams, and to
compare to manufacturer data. It was then possible to reconstruct dynamic data
to match the general strain response of the quasi-static data.
The tensile tests provided the elastic moduli of the foams, and the stress and
strains at which they fractured. These were then used to inform the various frac-
ture properties of the foams in the air blast tests, and to provide the inputs to
the finite element simulations of the air blast tests. It was found that the tensile
stress and strain to failure of the SAN M100 and PVC C70.90 foams were similar
at around 4%, and the strain to failure of the PMI 110SL foam was around 2%.
This explains why the PMI 110SL core sandwich panel suffered significantly more
damage during blast than the PVC C70.90 and SAN M100 core sandwich panels.
Furthermore, the fracture stress of the SAN M200 foam was significantly greater
than the SAN M100 and SAN M130 foams, explaining why the back face-sheet
displacement in the graded density core sandwich panel was much smoother than
the single density case, as cracks were encouraged at the front of the sandwich
panel.
A novel high speed split-Hopkinson pressure bar system was designed for testing
the SAN M100, SAN M130 and SAN M200 foams used in the underwater blast
tests. These tests were developed due to the extremely high strain rates present
in the foams during underwater blast, in the order of 50,000 s−1. However, the
maximum strain rate achieved with a SHPB was 3,000 s−1, so significantly less
than that required to accurately capture the strain rates witnessed in underwater
blast. From these tests, and the cell collapse and densification strains determined
in the quasi-static compression tests, it was possible to construct a full dynamic
compression curve for the three polymeric foams. This allowed the energy absorbed
during blast to be estimated, and would also be useful in crushable foam models
in Abaqus, to successfully model the response of the materials to underwater blast
loading using finite element analysis (FEA).
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8.5 Finite Element Modelling
FEA models were created as part of this research project, to simulate the response
of the sandwich panels to air blast loading. As this was the final stage of the
project to be completed time constraints resulted in only the SAN M100 single core
sandwich panel, and the PVC C70.90 single core sandwich panel being modelled.
The brittle cracking material model was utilised in Abaqus for simulating fracture
in the foam core, and this helped to accurately predict the failure of the face-sheets
under air blast loading. The actual fracture mechanism of the core, however, was
fairly inaccurate due to the lack of interfacial debonding properties between the
face-sheets and core, and an unrealistically high fracture toughness of the foam
core. The high fracture toughness was implemented to allow the simulation to
retain stability throughout, as the low foam density caused excessive deformation
upon fracture.
The simulations performed were used to produce pressure versus impulse failure
loci of the two face-sheets and the foam core. This was achieved by simulating
charge sizes of 10 kg, 30 kg, 100 kg, 500 kg and 1000 kg at increasing stand-off
distances, and then using a MATLAB script to determine the combination at which
the sandwich panel was closest to failure. This produced coarse failure plots, but
provided an initial assessment into the method of predicting damage for various
charge size and stand-off distance combinations.
The recommended future developments in FEA of blast loaded sandwich com-
posites is to further characterise the polymeric foam materials in the laboratory,
to generate a user defined material. This would correctly predict failure under
all loading conditions, and incorporate the correct fracture toughness of the poly-
meric foam. Furthermore, interfacial properties between the face-sheets and foam
core should be implemented, as this debonding forms around 50% of the sandwich
panel damage.
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8.6 Future Work
The research performed in this project has contributed to the understanding of
sandwich composite panel responses to air and underwater blast, and progress has
been made in quantifying these responses with characterisation techniques.
Experimental laboratory work recommended for the future is to characterise
the polymeric foam materials in quasi-static and high speed shear, and in quasi-
static and high speed hydrostatic tension and compression. This will provide a
full hydrostatic versus deviatoric response of the materials, which would be very
beneficial in finite element and analytical modelling. It is also recommended that
medium rate testing is performed, as the test results show that there is a change
in material properties between quasi-static and dynamic speeds, but there is little
rate sensitivity at dynamic rates. Therefore it would be beneficial to assess this
change in properties over the medium strain rate range.
Progress in air and underwater blast testing could be made by placing electronic
strain gauges inside the foam core of the sandwich panels, and between the foam
core and face-sheets. This would provide information on the through thickness
response of the sandwich panels to blast. In underwater blast tests, it would be
very beneficial to perform digital image correlation, using a structurally sufficient
air-tight box in which to house the high speed cameras. Another high speed
camera focussed on the front of the sandwich panels would also be useful for
quantifying cavitation during blast loading. In air blast loading a single panel
test cubicle is recommended, to prevent asymmetry of the panel deflection. In
underwater blast loading electronic strain gauges should be placed in the other
quadrants simply to check for any asymmetry in the sandwich panels response, as
the calculations performed in this research project relied upon symmetric loading
of the sandwich panel. It would also be beneficial to situate the charge further away
from the sandwich panel, to cause less catastrophic damage. Finally, computerised
tomography scanning of the sandwich panels after blast would provide a more in-
depth assessment of the damage present in the sandwich panels, after both air and
underwater blast loading. This would allow the residual properties of the sandwich
panels to be assessed against better quantified damage assessments.
Multiple loading is an area of proposed further research, to assess the residual
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properties of the sandwich panels in response to blast loading. This would add to
the residual strength properties calculated in this research, as it would assess if
the panels could withstand a second blast, as well as assessing continued service
capabilities as shown in this project.
A major area for progress in this research is in FEA. Material characterisa-
tion and full scale blast testing is both expensive and time consuming, and the
ultimate goal is to reliably simulate the responses of the sandwich materials in
real-life situations. The findings presented in this thesis provide material proper-
ties to generate FEA models with, and blast response results for validation of the
simulation results. Initial FEA modelling was performed for air blast, in which
damage was incorporated using an in-built Abaqus brittle cracking damage model.
If the foam materials were characterised further a user defined material could be
generated to simulate the material responses more accurately. This could include
fracture, yield and crushing properties, as well as properties for the foam materials
in a crushed state.
Once reliable finite element models are created, these can be fully validated
against the results of full scale air and underwater blast tests. It would then be
possible to vary the charge sizes and stand-off distance, as studied in this research
project, but to also assess the effect of the response from changing the boundary
conditions and sandwich panel geometries. It would also be possible to begin
to construct models of actual ship hulls, including any reinforcements and the
response to blast with other loads present such as wave slamming and the weight
of the vessel.
8.7 Research Impact
This research project has investigated the benefits of using a graded density core,
as proposed by Gardner, Wang and Shukla [109], when subjected to air and un-
derwater blast loads. As expected, a stepwise graded core absorbs more energy in
core compression under a high peak pressure underwater blast load, but it was also
discovered that a much smoother rear face-sheet deflection is witnessed when the
peak pressure is not great enough to cause core crushing. This is due to a higher
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concentration of core cracks in the lower density foam materials on the blast side
of the sandwich panel, so fewer cracks propagating to the rear of the sandwich
panel.
A quantitative comparison of three foams commonly used in sandwich con-
structions was also provided, with SAN, PVC and PMI considered. It was found
that the SAN foam outperformed the other two both in the air blast test results
and in foam characterisation, with a greater strain to failure in tensile loading.
This is an important property as fracture of the foam inside of a sandwich panel
should be prevented where possible, to prevent high levels of localised bending in
the sandwich panel, causing face-sheet fracture.
In order to better understand the energy absorbing characteristics of the foams
when subjected to underwater blast, the three densities of SAN foams were tested
in a SHPB. The SHPB used a hollow aluminium transmission bar to amplify the
low energy transmitted pulse, and semi-conductor strain gauges to capture the
very low transmitted strains. A high speed camera was also used as a secondary
check for stress equilibrium, as the high noise of the transmitted pulse made it
difficult to check for equilibrium by comparing the stress levels at each end of the
specimen.
In the underwater blast tests presented in this project, a novel method of
calculating the out-of-plane displacement of the sandwich panel using electronic
strain gauges was developed. The average strain of the whole sandwich panel was
measured from the strain at the same location on the front and rear face-sheet,
and this was used to calculate the in-plane membrane strain of the sandwich panel,
and as such the out-of-plane displacement. With this method, it was found that
a graded density core reduced the central displacement of the sandwich panels
dramatically, especially when CFRP face-sheets are used.
Finite element simulations were developed in this research project, using a
brittle cracking model for predicting fracture of the foam core materials when
simulating the air blast tests. The brittle cracking model was found to predict
the onset of core damage well, but crack propagation was poor, resulting in less
overall damage in the simulations than measured in the tests. The FEA research
highlighted the necessity to incorporate debonding into the sandwich panels, but
the core cracking model was useful to predict the onset of face-sheet damage.
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The research presented in this thesis has contributed to the overall portfolio
of potential composite constructions for use in naval vessels. The outcomes have
shown that the use of a graded density core can protect the rear face-sheet from
localised bending strains, and absorb a significant amount of blast energy due to
incremental crushing and wave attenuation at the boundaries. The use of compli-
ant fibre plies in the front face-sheet can also be used to prevent water ingress into
the sandwich panel, even in the presence of heavy core and face-sheet damage.
Overall, the findings have provided a qualitative comparison of various sandwich
constructions to blast, and have provided mechanical properties of core materials,
and of sandwich specimens with blast damage present. It is expected that the
documented results could be used to develop numerical or analytical simulations
from the mechanical properties presented, and use the full scale air and underwater
results to validate the models for use in the design of a whole naval vessel. Fur-
thermore, laboratory test methods have been developed for characterising foams
and for quantifying residual properties of sandwich composites after blast, and
advancements have been made in instrumentation for underwater blast testing.
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A - Digital Image Correlation
Contour Plots
This Appendix presents the raw digital image correlation (DIC) contour plots of
out-of-plane displacement (UZ) and maximum principal strain (MPS) for the five
air blast tests. The contour plots are presented in Figure A1, and show the data
before normalisation in MATLAB.
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Figure A1: Out-of-plane displacement (UZ) and maximum principal strain (MPS)
DIC contour plots for the five air blasted sandwich panels. The reference to each
test panel is shown on the left hand side, and the colour scales are shown on the
right hand side.
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B - Air Blast Digital Image
Correlation Uncertainty Analysis
This appendix provides the uncertainty analysis for the digital image correlation
(DIC) used to capture the response of the sandwich panels to air blast loading.
The error terms were calculated based on Equation (B1), assuming that κ is a
function of ζ, ξ and χ. The symbol “δ” denotes the absolute error term associated
with the relevant variable. This Appendix provides the error term derivations for
the out-of-plane and in-plane displacement of the sandwich panels. Also provided
is a calculation of the uncertainty associated with the core shear strains measured
during blast testing. The uncertainty analysis for the energy balance was omitted
as the calculations are largely based upon assumptions on the pressure distribution
over the sandwich panel during blast, which was determined through simulations.
δκ =
√(
∂κ
∂ζ
δζ
)2
+
(
∂κ
∂ξ
δξ
)2
+
(
∂κ
∂χ
δχ
)2
(B1)
Digital Image Correlation Uncertainty
The air blast test measurements were all obtained using 3D DIC. The uncertainty
associated with the DIC measurements was measured by assessing the noise in
the data before the blast wave arrived at the test panel. This was possible from
images saved during the pre-trigger from the high speed cameras, and accounts
for uncertainty in the DIC calculations as well as errors caused by test factors
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such as wind loading the sandwich panel. The quantification of the out-of-plane
displacement of the sandwich panels for images captured before the arrival of the
blast wave is shown in Figure B1, where the data point numbers have been inter-
polated from varying numbers of images. From this data a conservative estimate
of ± 3.0 mm was concluded for the uncertainty in out-of-plane displacement mea-
surements. The values of uncertainty required for the calculations performed in
Chapter 3 were for out-of-plane displacement and in-plane horizontal displace-
ment. The latter was determined using the same method as for the out-of-plane
displacement to be ± 0.1 mm.
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Figure B1: Standard deviation of out-of-plane displacement of the air blast test
panels, measured prior to blast wave arrival.
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Core Shear Strain
The core shear strain measurements derived from the 3D DIC results were split
into α and β, and the error terms for these are shown in Equation (B2) and
Equation (B3) respectively, where d is the out-of-plane displacement of a facet,
x is the size of the facet (1 mm), h is the thickness of the foam core and ∆x is
the in-plane horizontal displacement of each facet. The subscript “n” refers to
the facet location. When combined these lead to the total shear strain error term
(δγ) in Equation (B4). The calculated errors associated with the α component
of the shear strain are shown in Figure B2, and it can be seen that at the edges,
where fracture occurred, the uncertainty is approximately ± 1.02◦, but ± 1.06◦
was assumed for conservatism.
The equation for the error associated with the β component of shear strain,
Equation (B3), is insensitive to low values of in-plane displacement (∆x). The
error term was always calculated to be ± 0.005◦. This resulted in the overall shear
strain uncertainty, δγ, to have a value of ± 1.065◦ at the edges where fracture took
place.
δα =
√
2 x δd
d2n+1 + d
2
n−1 − 2dn+1dn−1 + 4x2
(B2)
δβ =
2 h δ∆x
h2 + 4 (∆x)2
(B3)
δγ = δα + δβ (B4)
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Figure B2: Error calculated in the α component of the shear strain, for each of
the five air blast tested sandwich panels, across the horizontal centre section at
maximum displacement.
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